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Zusammenfassung

Das rasante Wachstum des Einsatzes von XML-Dokumenten als universelles For-
mat zur Speicherung und Austausch von Daten im Web, führte zur Entwicklung
einer Vielzahl von Ansätzen, die es erlauben, XML-Daten effizient speichern und
anfragen zu können. Da XQuery sich zur standardisierten XML-Anfragesprache
entwickelt hat, wurden besondere Anstrengungen gemacht, um effiziente XQuery-
Prozessoren zu konstruieren.

Die vorliegende Dissertation beschreibt eine rein-relationale Implementation eines
XQuery-Prozessors, der sich auf die etablierte Stabilität und wohlverstandene Op-
timierungstechniken der Relationalen Datenbanktechnologie stützt, indem XQuery-
Ausdrücke in äquvalente SQL-Skripte übersetzt werden. Diese Skripte basieren auf
der als “XPath Accelerator” bekannten relationalen XML-Kodierung und können
auf jedem herkömmlichen Relationalen Datenbankmanagementsystem ausgeführt
werden, ohne da Änderungen am Datenbankkern vorgenommen werden müten.
Der Übersetzungsvorgang führt XQuery-Ausdrücke in einen algebraischen Plan
über, der dann in ein äquivalentes SQL-Skript kompiliert wird. Diese Übersetzung
wird durch eine Bibliothek von Übersetzungsmustern realisiert. Um kompakte und
effizient auswertbare Anfragen generieren zu können, beschreiben wir alternative
Ansätze und relationale Optimierungen, die diese Übersetzung von XQuery nach
SQL implementieren.

Weiterhin beschreibt diese Dissertation eine neue Methode, die die Abschätzung
der Kardinalität eines XQuery-Ausdrucks sowie seiner Teilausdrücke erlaubt. Diese
Kardinalitätsabschätzungen spielen eine zentrale Rolle im Anfrageoptimierungsprozess.
Dazu diskutiert diese Arbeit, wie die dann verfügbare Kardinalitätsinformation als
Hinweis für den Anfrageoptimierer des Datenbanksystems genutzt werden kann,
um diesen bei der Wahl der besten Ausführungsalternative für die generierten
SQL-Skripte zu unterstützen.

Die in dieser Arbeit beschriebenen Experimente belegen die Effizienz und Skalier-
barkeit dieser rein-relationalen Methode im Vergleich zu nativen XML/XQuery-
Datenbanksystemen.
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Abstract

With the rapid growth in the use of XML documents as a universal format for
storage and interchange of the data on the Web, several efforts have been made
in order to develop efficient techniques for storing and querying XML data. Since
XQuery is becoming the standard XML query language, significant effort has been
made in developing efficient implementations of XQuery query processor.

This thesis describes a purely relational implementation of an XQuery processor
which exploits the well-known maturity and performance acceleration techniques
of the relational database technology to translate XQuery expressions into their
equivalent SQL evaluation scripts. The generated SQL evaluation scripts are based
on the XPath accelerator relational mapping scheme of the XML documents and
can be executed on any conventional relational database management systems
with no need for any changes in its kernel or any other special requirements. The
translation process starts by compiling the input XQuery expression into an inter-
mediate algebraic plan which is then translated into its equivalent SQL evaluation
script by means of a predefined SQL translation template for each algebraic op-
erator. In order to produce efficient and concise SQL queries, different XQuery
to SQL translation approaches are proposed and different relational optimization
techniques have been exploited.

In addition, this thesis presents a novel framework for estimating the cardinal-
ity of XQuery expressions as well as its sub-expressions. Although cardinality size
estimation is very important on its own, it is also very crucial for an effective query
optimization process. This thesis presents an integrated framework for exploiting
the available estimated cardinality information to provide the RDBMS query op-
timizers with hints for selecting the best alternative execution plan for the SQL
evaluation scripts of the input XQuery expression.

The experiments of this thesis demonstrate the efficiency and scalability of our
purely relational approach in comparison to the native XML/XQuery functional-
ity supported by conventional RDBMSs.
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1
Introduction

The eXtensible Markup Language (XML) [BPSM+06] has been introduced by
the end of the 1990’s in order to create a standard data-format for the World Wide
Web which can be easily handled by computers as well as by humans. In recent
years, XML has found practical application in numerous domains including data
interchange, streaming data and data storage. The semi structured nature of XML
allows data to be represented in a considerably more flexible nature than in the
traditional relational paradigm. However, the tree-based data model underlying
XML poses many challenges especially with regard to the problem of performing
efficient query evaluations.

As XML continues to grow in popularity, large repositories of XML documents
are going to emerge, and users are likely to pose increasingly more complex queries
on these data sets. Consequently, there is a great demand for efficient XML data
management systems for managing complex queries over large volumes of the XML
data. In 2001 XQuery is decided by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) as
the standard XML query language [BCF+06]. XQuery is based on a hierarchical
and ordered document model which supports a wide variety of constructs and use
cases. The language addresses a wide range of requirements, thus incorporating a
rich set of features.

This thesis was developed within the Pathfinder project [Pat]. In this thesis, we
describe the design and implementation of an efficient and scalable purely relational
XQuery processor which translates expressions of the XQuery language into their
equivalent SQL evaluation scripts. The proposed XQuery processor is enhanced
with an accurate cost model which facilitates the processor’s ability to generate

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

enhanced cardinality aware SQL translation scrips.

1.1 Background

1.1.1 XQuery

With the increasing popularity of more data on the Web being represented in
XML format, it has become even more important to have a query language that
can efficiently extract information from the XML data efficiently. In 2001 XQuery
[BCF+06] has been decided by the W3C as the standard language for querying
XML documents.

XQuery is a very powerful and convenient language. It is a functional lan-
guage which uses expression as its main building block. Each query is built from
expressions which can be nested to an arbitrary depth. There are several kinds of
expressions provided by XQuery. Path expressions and FLWOR expressions are
two of the most important expression in the XQuery language.

Path expression is a frequently used expression which is used to navigate
through the nodes of the source XML documents and to locate the specific re-
quired nodes. Another frequently used expression is the FLWOR expression. The
name of FLWOR expression consists of the first letter of the keywords for, let,
where, order by and return. In FLWOR expressions, the for and the let clauses
bind variables to sequences of XML nodes or atomic values, the where clause se-
lects the bound values based on predicates, the optional order by clause orders
the surviving binding nodes according to the specified criteria, and the return
clause formats the bound values and constructs the final results. FLWOR expres-
sions are often useful for computing joins between two or more documents and for
documents restructuring.

The XQuery specification includes a large library of built-in functions as well
as it gives the users the ability to define their own functions. Additionally, in
XQuery, a query can have a result containing nodes not occurring in the input
XML documents. These new nodes are constructed during the runtime evaluation
of the expression. Such expressions are named as node construction expressions.

1.1.2 Pathfinder

In 2001, Torsten Grust and Jens Teubner have started the Pathfinder XQuery
compiler project [Pat] at the Department of Computer Science in the Univer-
sity of Konstanz. The aim of the Pathfinder project is to implement XQuery
as a query language that can be used to query XML data stored on relational
database systems. The architecture of Pathfinder is designed in a front-end/back-
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end fashion. Pathfinder receives an XQuery expression, which is parsed, normal-
ized, and translated into XQuery Core. The Core expression is then simplified,
type checked optimized, and translated into an intermediate algebraic plan. Ini-
tially, Pathfinder used the MonetDB main memory RDBMS [Mon] as its target
back-end. In this development branch [BGvK+06], the Pathfinder intermediate
algebraic plan is translated into MIL (Monet Interpreter Language) code [BK99]
which is then executed by the kernel of MonetDB. The MIL code generated by the
Pathfinder compiler relies on some extensions added to the MonetDB back-end
such as the staircase join algorithm [GvKT03] which is designed as an efficient
algorithm to evaluate XPath expressions. In 2003, a second development branch
of the Pathfinder XQuery compiler has been started. This branch targets the use
of the conventional RDBMSs as Pathfinder’s back-end and to translate the inter-
mediate algebraic plan into standard SQL code. This second development branch
of Pathfinder forms the backbone of the work detailed in this thesis. Figure 1.1
illustrates the different alternative back-ends for the Pathfinder XQuery compiler.

Pathfinder

XQuery Expression

Relational Algebra

MIL Code Generator SQL Code Generator

MIL Scripts SQL Scripts

Monet DBMS Conventional RDBMS

Figure 1.1: Alternative back-ends for the Pathfinder XQuery compiler.
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1.2 Thesis Contribution

The primary contributions of the thesis at hand are:

� This thesis describes the design and implementation of an efficient and scal-
able purely relational XQuery processor. The proposed XQuery processor
stores source XML documents in a relational repository using a tree aware
relational encoding scheme and translates the XQuery expressions into SQL
evaluation scripts. The main features of the proposed XQuery processor are:

– It supports an almost complete dialect of the XQuery language.

– It can reside on any relational database system and exploits its well
known matured query optimization techniques as well as its efficient
and scalable query processing techniques.

– It can target any RDBMS which supports the standard SQL:1999 lan-
guage interface with no need for the relational database back-end to
support the SQL/XML standard or to provide an XML column type of
any kind.

– The relational database kernel remains untainted as there is no need
for additional query processing operators or special structural join al-
gorithms to be injected.

– It exhibits good performance characteristics when run against high-
volume XML data as well as complex XQuery expressions.

� This thesis also presents a novel framework for XQuery cardinality estima-
tion. The main features of the proposed framework are:

– It is able to support the cardinality estimation of a large subset of the
powerful XML query language XQuery.

– It estimates not only the whole XQuery expression but also each of its
sub-expressions as well as the cardinality of each iteration in the context
of the FLWOR expressions.

– It introduces a novel concept that of a Guide Node annotation which
gives the framework the flexibility to integrate any XPath or predicates
size estimation techniques.

� This thesis describes an integrated framework to use the estimated cardinal-
ity information of the XQuery expression to generate an enhanced cardinality
aware SQL evaluation scripts and provide the RDBMS query optimizer with
additional statistical hints to enable them to make better decisions regarding
the selection of the most optimal SQL execution plans.
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1.3 Publications

The main contributions of the thesis have been published as conference papers.
They are listed as follows:

� [GST04] Torsten Grust, Sherif Sakr, and Jens Teubner. XQuery on SQL
Hosts. In Proceedings of the 30th International Conference on Very Large
Data Bases (VLDB), Toronto, Canada, September 2004.

� [GMR+07] Torsten Grust, Jan Rittinger, Sherif Sakr, and Jens Teubner.
A SQL:1999 Code Generator for the Pathfinder XQuery Compiler. In Pro-
ceedings of the ACM SIGMOD International Conference on Management of
Data, Beijing, China, June 2007.

� [GRST] Torsten Grust, Jan Rittinger, Sherif Sakr, and Jens Teubner. De-
pendable Cardinality Forecasts in an Algebraic XQuery Compiler. (Under
Submission).

Publications that arose from the author’s research work and are not covered by
the contents of the thesis are:

� [SG04a] Sherif Sakr and Ahmed Gaafar. Proposed Framework for Inte-
grating XML/XQuery and UML/OCL. In Proceedings of the the seventh
conference in the UML series (UML 2004), Lispon, Portugal, October 2004.

� [SG04b] Sherif Sakr and Ahmed Gaafar. Towards Complete Mapping be-
tween XML/XQuery and UML/OCL. In Proceedings of the IADIS e-society
2004 conference (ES 2004), Avila, Spain, July 2004.

1.4 Thesis Outline

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2, Related Work: presents an overview of the state of the art of
the main research areas related to our work.

Chapter 3, Relational XML Document Encoding: gives an overview of
the XPath accelerator relational encoding scheme for the XML documents as the
basis of our proposed XQuery processor.

Chapter 4, Algebraic Representation for XQuery: describes the loop-lifting
compilation technique which translates XQuery expressions into their equivalent
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intermediate Pathfinder algebraic plans.

Chapter 5, SQL Code Generator: describes the design and the implemen-
tation of the Pathfinder SQL code generator which translates the intermediate
Pathfinder algebraic plans into their equivalent SQL evaluation scripts.

Chapter 6, XQuery Cardinality Estimation: describes the Pathfinder es-
timation framework for estimating the cardinality of XQuery expression as well as
its sub-expressions.

Chapter 7, Cardinality Properties Aware SQL Scripts: presents the Pathfinder
integrated framework which uses the cardinality information of the intermediate
Pathfinder algebraic plans to generate enhanced and more efficient SQL evaluation
scripts.

Chapter 8, Conclusions and Future Work: Finally, a brief conclusion will
summarize the main points which have been achieved in this thesis, and proposes
possible future research directions.



2
Related Work

In this chapter we will provide an overview of previous works that are related to
this thesis. We roughly divide them into three main areas of research: mapping
XML documents to relational database, implementations of XQuery processors
and the techniques of cardinality estimation of XML queries.

2.1 Mapping XML Documents to Relational

Database

Due to its well-know maturity, relational database systems have been used as the
main candidate for storing XML documents. Several research efforts have proposed
different relational storage schemes for storing XML documents [Gru02], [DFS99],
[AYU03], [FK99], [YASU01], [LM01], [SKWW01]. The different techniques of
storing the XML documents can be classified into two main approaches: Model-
mapping approach and Structure-mapping approach.

2.1.1 Model-mapping Approach

The techniques of this approach uses static relational schemas to store the different
XML documents. Several approaches have been proposed in this context.

In [FK99], Florescu and Kossmann have described different approaches to store
XML documents in relational databases. In this work, an XML document is
represented as an ordered edge-labelled graph and the mapping process is divided

7
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into two main parts: a:) Mapping elements and sub-elements. b:) Mapping values.
For mapping elements and sub-elements, the authors have proposed three different
techniques : Edge Approach, Binary Approach and Universal Approach. The edge
approach stores all edges of the graph that represents an XML document in a single
table where each edge is represented by a single tuple in the resulting relational
table called Edge Table. Each stored edge in the edge table has a flag attribute to
indicate if this edge is pointing to an internal node or to a leaf node. Additionally,
an ordinal number is attached to each edge to keep the order information between
the sibling nodes. The binary approach groups all edges with the same label to
be stored into the same relational table. The resulting tables from the binary
approach represent a horizontal partitioning of the edge table. Thus, the number
of the resulting binary tables is equal to the number of the different sub-elements
names that occur in the XML document. The universal approach stores all edges
in the same table by applying a full outer join over all the binary tables obtained by
the binary approach. On the other hand, for the mapping of values, the authors
have proposed two techniques: the Separate Value Approach and the Inlining
Approach. In the separate value approach, each group of values with the same
data type are stored in a separate relational table while the inlining approach
stores the values in the same relational table together with their corresponding
elements and sub-elements using a different column for each data type. The main
limitations of the proposed mapping techniques in this work are the number of
join operations required for querying the XML documents as well as the number
of null values in the resulting relational tables.

In [YASU01], Yoshikawa et al. have proposed another model-mapping approach
for storing XML documents named as XRel. In this work, an XML document is
decomposed into a set of simple paths (the path from the root node to a specific
node). For each node in the XML document, a single path and a pair of numbers
associated with its starting and ending positions. The pair is called a region to keep
the topology of the XML tree and maintains the containment as well as precedence
and ancestor/descendant relationship between the nodes. Using this mapping
technique results in four relational tables: Element, Attribute, Text and Path where
the first three tables store nodes of type element, attribute, and text respectively
and the path table stores information about the simple paths. Evaluating the
XPath expressions using this approach may become inefficient because it uses the
string matching mechanisms for retrieving the required nodes. In [JLWY02], Jiang
et al. have proposed the XParent mapping scheme which is very similar to the
XRel mapping scheme with the difference of replacing the region notion of XRel
by a unique identifier in XParent.

Several node numbering schemes for XML documents have been proposed in
the literature [Gru02],[OOP+04],[AYU03],[TVB+02]. In [TVB+02], Tatarinov et
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al. have compared three different node numbering schemes for XML documents:
Global Order Encoding, Local Order Encoding and Dewey Order Encoding. These
encoding methods are designed to capture sufficient information so as to facili-
tate the ability to reconstruct an ordered XML document. With the global order
encoding, each node in the XML document is assigned a number that represents
its absolute position in the document. Global order is very efficient in answering
XPath queries that use order axes, such as following and following-sibling as such
queries can be translated into simple comparison conditions between node posi-
tions. With local order encoding, each node in the XML document is assigned a
number that represents its relative position among its siblings. The main advan-
tage of local order is the low overhead incurred by updates as only the following
siblings of the new node may need to be renumbered. However, the main draw-
back with local order is that order axes like following and preceding are difficult to
evaluate since no global order information is available. With dewey order encod-
ing, each node in the XML document is assigned a vector that represents the path
from the documents root to the node. Each component of the path represents the
local order of an ancestor node. Since dewey paths provide global node ordering,
query processing in dewey order is similar to that in global order. Even though
dewey order combines the advantages of global order and local order, its potential
disadvantages is the extra space required to store paths from the root to each
node. If updates are to be supported with the proposed numbering schemes, poor
insertion performance is thus a potential weakness of global order while dewey
order represents the middle ground between global order and local order because
only the following siblings and their descendants may need to be renumbered. The
performance of updates can be improved in any of the three encodings by using
sparse numbering as the left gaps between the assigned positions may lead to situ-
ations where insertions may not require renumbering process to accommodate the
new XML fragments. The experimental results of this work have shown that the
best performance is achieved with global order for query intensive workloads, and
with dewey order for a mix of queries and updates.

In [AYU03], Amagasa et al. have suggested using floating point numbers in-
stead of integers in the case when global order is used. Consequently, inserting
new nodes will utilize the gap between neighboring node numbers. In [OOP+04],
O’Neil et al have introduced the ORDPATH encoding scheme which is practically
used and implemented by the 2005 version of Microsoft SQL server. The proposed
ORDPATH encoding is conceptually quite similar to the dewey order encoding
with an extra main advantage of eliminating the need of renumbering in case of
structure updates. The reason behind this advantage is by inserting a new node
under any selected parent node in an existing tree, its label is generated using an
additional intermediate careting component that falls between the components of
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(d) ORDPATH encoding.

Figure 2.1: Ordered encoding methods for XML trees.

its left and right siblings. Figure 2.1 illustrates an example of the different order
encoding methods for a sample XML document.

2.1.2 Structure-mapping Approach

The techniques of this approach defines the mapping relational schemas based on
the structure and the characteristics of the source XML documents.

In [STZ+99], Shanmugasundaram et al. have presented a schema dependent
mapping schema for XML documents based on analyzing the information of their
associated DTDs. The authors have proposed three transformations that can
be used to simplify any arbitrary DTD without undermining the effectiveness of
queries over documents conforming to that DTD:

1) Flattening transformations which convert a nested definition into a flat repre-
sentation.

2) Simplification transformations, which reduce many unary operators to a single
unary operator.

3) Grouping transformations that group sub-elements having the same name.
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The authors also proposed three different techniques to generate the mappings
relational schemas: Basic Inlining Technique, Shared Inlining Technique and Hy-
brid Inlining Technique. The basic inlining technique solves the fragmentation
problem by inlining as many descendants of an element as possible into a single
relation However, it creates a separate relation for every element. The shared
inlining technique identifies the element nodes that are represented in multiple
relations and shares them by creating separate relations for these elements. The
hybrid inlining technique is the same as the shared inlining techniques except that
it inlines some special elements that are not inlined in the shared inlining tech-
nique. The proposed techniques in this work don’t require the scanning of the
source XML document to derive the resulting relational schema as it uses only
the DTD information. On the other hand, there is no statistics about the source
XML documents and the query workloads studied which leads to situations where
some portions of the resulting relational schema will never be used. This point
has been addressed by Klettke and Meyer in [KM01]. In this work not only DTD
information is considered in defining the mapping relational schema but also some
other aspects such as the frequency of element and attribute occurrences in the
source XML documents. Additionally, it calculates weights that determine the
degree of relevance for each node in the DTD graph using three different sources:
the XML data, the queries, and the DTD structure. The best relational schema
is generated based on DTD information and the calculated weight information for
each node.

In [SKWW01], Schmidt et al. have presented the Monet schema dependent
mapping scheme. The main idea of Monet is based on representing the source
XML documents using three groups of encoding relations:

1) The set of binary relations that contain all associations between nodes.

2) The set of binary relations that contain all associations between nodes and their
attribute values, including character data.

3) The set of binary relations that contain all pairs of nodes and their rank.

Therefore, Monet generates a number of relations that are equal to the number of
the associations existing in the source XML document which is considered to be
the main disadvantage of this mapping. This is due to the resulting high degree of
data fragmentation which implies the need to apply many join operations between
the encoding tables during the query evaluation process. However, the authors
claim that the approach is efficient as only small amounts of data are involved in
these joins operations.

In [BFRS02], Bohannon et al. have presented another schema dependent map-
ping scheme that implements a cost-based framework that automatically finds an
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efficient XML to relational mapping for a given target application. In order to
generate an optimal relational schema, three main information are required:

1) An XML Schema describing the XML data to be processed.

2) A query workload for the target application.

3) Statistics about the XML data to be stored.

Using these available information and mapping procedures, several equivalent map-
ping schemes are generated and analyzed. For each generated mapping scheme,
each query in the workload is translated into its equivalent SQL and using the
available statistics, the relational query optimizer can determine the scheme with
the lowest evaluation costs.

2.2 XQuery Processors

The design and implementations of different XQuery processors have been pre-
sented in the literature of recent years [BGvK+05], [FSC+03], [FHK+03a], [XHI],
[PAKC+03], [BCJ+05]. In principle, these proposed XQuery engines can be classi-
fied into three main classes: Native XML/XQuery Processors, Streaming XQuery
Processors and Relational XQuery Processors

2.2.1 Native XML/XQuery Processors

The implementations of this approach makes use of storage models, indexing and
querying mechanisms that have been designed specifically for XML data.

Timber

TIMBER [PAKC+03] is a native XML database which is able to store and query
XML documents. In TIMBER, XML data is stored directly in its natural tree
structure. It uses the tree-based query algebra (TAX) [JLST01] which considers
collections of ordered labelled trees as the basic unit of manipulation that means
each operator on this algebra would take one or more sets of trees as input and
produce a set of trees as output. The evaluation of XQuery expressions are achieved
through the following steps:

a) The XQuery expressions are parsed into an algebraic operator tree by the query
parser.

b) The query optimizer reorganizes this tree and based on a set of rules it performs
the required mapping from logical to physical operators [PAKJ+02].
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c) The resulting query plan tree is evaluated by the query evaluator and pipelined
one operator at a time.

The query execution in TIMBER heavily depends on structural joins. Hence,
the authors have developed efficient structural join algorithms [AKJP+02] as well
as structural join order algorithms [WPJ03a] to achieve acceptable performance
results. Additionally, query optimization in TIMBER involve estimating costs of
all promising sets of evaluation plans [WPJ03b] before selecting the best one.

Natix

Natix [FHK+03a] is a another native XML database which clusters subtrees of
XML documents into into physical records of limited size. The XML data tree is
partitioned into small subtrees and each subtree is stored into a data page. The
Natix architecture consists of three main components: Storage Layer, Service Layer
and Binding Layer. The bottommost layer is the storage layer which manages all
persistent data structures. On top of it, the service layer provides all DBMS
functionality required in addition to simple storage and retrieval. The binding
layer consists of the modules that map application data and requests from other
APIs to the Natix engine and vice versa. The two components responsible for query
processing in Natix are the Query Compiler and the Query Execution Engine. The
query compiler in Natix follows the following steps:

1) The parser module generates an abstract syntax tree for the input query.

2) The NSFT module performs N ormalization, Semantic analysis, Factorization
of common sub-expressions and T ranslation into an internal representation.
This internal representation is a mixture of Natix algebra [BHKM05] and a
calculus representation.

3) Some query rewriting rules are applied such as queries unnesting.

4) The plan generator module replaces the calculus representation of query blocks
with algebraic expressions.

5) The code generator module generates the code for the query evaluation plan.

The query execution engine consists of an iterator-based implementation of alge-
braic operators which process ordered sequences of tuples. Tuple attributes either
hold base type values such as strings, numbers and tree node references, or ordered
sequences.
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DB2/System RX

In [NdL05], Nicola and Linden have described the native XML support and XQuery
implementation in IBM DB2. In this work, DB2 introduces the new XML data
type which can be used like any other SQL type. A column of type XML can hold
one well-formed XML document for every row of the table while the NULL value
is used to indicate the absence of an XML document. Relational and XML data
are stored differently, while the relational columns are stored in traditional row
structures, the XML data is stored in hierarchical structures. An XML column can
hold schema-less documents as well as documents for many different or evolving
XML schemas. Schema validation is optional on a per-document basis i.e. the
association between schemas and documents is per document and not per column,
which provides maximum flexibility. Every node contains pointers to its parent
and children to support efficient navigational queries. Thus, path expressions are
evaluated directly over the native format on buffered pages without copying or
transforming the data. Additionally, the store also supports direct access to a
node, which avoids the top-down traversal through every node from the root to
the target node. DB2 support three classes of XML indexes:

1) Structural Indexes which map distinct node names, paths, or tag-based path
expressions to all matching node instances.

2) Value Indexes which allow quick retrieval of nodes based upon the nodes data
value.

3) Full-text Indexes which map tokens to the nodes that contain the token.

DB2 supports interfaces for both SQL/XML [EM02], [EM04] and XQuery [BCF+06]
as the primary languages for querying XML data in an integrated and unified
query model. Different parsers are used to read SQL/XML and XQuery queries,
after which a single compiler is used for both languages where no translation from
XQuery to SQL is done. The queries compilation is done using the following three
steps:

1) The query statement is compiled into an internal query graph model (QGM)
[PHH92], which is a semantic network used to represent the data flow in a
query.

2) Rewrite transformations are applied to normalize, simplify, and optimize the
data flow.

3) The optimizer uses this graph to generate a physical plan, which is translated
into executable code by the process of code generation.
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The optimizer scans a QGM graph and produces alternative execution plans. The
optimizer utilizes data statistics to build a cardinality model, which is then used to
estimate costs for the execution plans. However, intermediate plans can be pruned
based on costs and plan properties such as the order of input data after which the
cheapest cost is chosen for execution. In fact, the DB2 XQuery implementation
does not implement static typing and does not normalize the XPath expression
into explicit FLWOR blocks, where iteration between steps and within predicates
is expressed explicitly.

2.2.2 Streaming XQuery Processors

The implementations of this approach receive the XML data in the form of contin-
uous streams of tokens and applies on-the-fly the query processing functionalities
over them.

BEA/XQRL

In [FHK+03b] Florescu et al. have described the design and the implementation
of the BEA/XQRL streaming XQuery processor. The processor is a central com-
ponent of the 8.1 release of BEAs WebLogic Integration (WLI) product [Web]
and was designed to provide very high performance for message processing appli-
cations. In BEA/XQRL, XML data is represented as a stream of tokens which
minimizes the memory requirements of the engine and allows the lazy evaluation
of queries. At runtime, each runtime operator consumes its input a token at a
time and input data that is not required is simply discarded. The query engine
is implemented entirely as a library, so it is can be embedded in any application
that might need to manipulate XML data. The XQuery compiler is composed of
three managers: the Expression Manager, the Context Manager and the Operation
Manager. In addition, there are three functional components: the Query Parser,
the Query Optimizer and the Code Generator. The expression manager holds the
internal representation for all kinds of XQuery expressions and implements various
functionalities required for query optimization like variable and substitution man-
agement, type derivation, semantic properties derivation, copying, sub-expression
cut and paste, etc. The operation manager holds all the information about the
first-order functions and operators available to the query engine such as the opera-
tor names and signatures, semantic properties, pointers to the class implementing
each operator and to the Java code for type derivation of polymorphic operators.
The context manager holds the context information passed through all query pro-
cessing phases in the form of a variety of environmental properties. The task of the
parser component is to translate the input XQuery string into the corresponding
internal representation. Subsequently, the task of the optimizer component is to
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translate the expression generated by the parser into an equivalent expression that
is cheaper to evaluate. The task of the code generator component is to translate
the internal representation into an executable plan represented as a tree of token
iterators. Finally, the Runtime System interprets the query execution plan using
a library of iterators containing implementations for all functions and operators of
XQuery. Unfortunately, the BEA/XQRL XQuery process can not process larger
XML documents. Additionally, it does not handle aggregate functions as well
as its query optimizer only makes use of heuristics instead of using a cost-based
model.

FluXQuery

In [KSSS04a], Koch et al. have presented the FluXQuery streaming XQuery pro-
cessor that is based on an internal query language called FluX. FluX extends
the main structures of XQuery by introducing a construct for event-based query
processing. It firstly translates the input XQuery expressions into its internal
query language [KSSS04b]. The buffer size is then optimized by analyzing the
schema constraints derived from the DTD information as well as the query syn-
tax. The optimized FluX queries are then transformed into physical query plans
which are translated into executable JAVA code or interpreted and executed using
the Streamed Query Evaluator. Although, the FluXQuery XQuery processor is de-
signed with a strong emphasis on buffer-conscious query processing on structured
data streams, it suffers from the same limitations of the BEA/XQRL processor.

2.2.3 Relational XQuery Processors

The implementations of this approach makes use of the relational indexing and
querying mechanisms for querying the source XML data.

Agora

In [MFK01], Manolescu et al. have presented the first attempt for translating
XQuery expression into SQL queries. The approach of this work is implemented
in the Agora data integration system [MFK+00]. In Agora, relational and XML
data are defined as a view over the global schema [Lev99]. Agora employs XML as
the user interface format. When queries posed to the system, all data flows inside
the query processor consists of relational tuples and the results are formatted as
XML making the underlying relational engine transparent to the user. In Agora,
the source XML documents are stored using edge-based relation schema similar
to the one presented in [FK99] as a fully normalized version of the hierarchical
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structure of an XML documents. The translation of XQuery into SQL is done
using the following steps:

1) Using several equivalence and normalization rules, the XQuery expression is
simplified and translated into one of the translatable forms.

2) The normalized XQuery form is translated into SQL queries on the virtual
schema.

3) Using a rewriting algorithm, the SQL queries are rewritten using the local data
sources schemas.

Unfortunately, this approach only supports the translation of a very limited subset
of the XQuery language. Additionally, the use of edge-based encoding does not
capture any information on the document order. This means that the results of
the translation are limited to nested loops as an attempt to preserve the document
order.

XQuery to SQL Translation using Dynamic Interval Encoding

In [DTCÖ03], DeHaan et al. have presented an approach for translating XQuery
expressions into a single equivalent SQL query statement using a dynamic interval
encoding scheme for the source XML documents. In principle, the used dynamic
interval encoding in this work is very similar to the XPath accelerator mapping
scheme [Gru02] we are using in our work and will be described later in Chapter 3.
In this work, the authors have proposed a compositional translation of a subset of
the XQuery language into SQL that supports arbitrary combinations and nesting
of basic functions and FLWOR expressions without the need of using a general pur-
pose programming language. The translation of XQuery expressions to relational
queries is done by translating the XQuery expressions into a basic set of operations
on XML forests and then using a set of SQL templates for fragments of queries
that are composed to produce the final query. In fact, the work of [DTCÖ03] is
similar to our approach described in this thesis. However, our approach supports a
larger subset of the XQuery language. Additionally, DeHaan’s work suffers from a
major limitation in terms of the complexity and the execution cost of the generated
SQL statements. In order to solve this problem the authors have proposed some
modification to the relational engine to achieve an acceptable performance while
our proposed approach are purely relational and does not require any changes to
the underlying DBMS.

Pathfinder/MonetDB

The Pathfinder/MonetDB XQuery processor [BGvK+06], as its name implies, con-
sists of two main parts: the Pathfinder XQuery Compiler and MonetDB, a re-
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lational main memory database system [Bon02]. MonetDB is a main memory
database system which is mainly focusing on exploiting CPU caches for query
optimization. In the Pathfinder/MonetDB XQuery processor, the evaluation of
XQuery expressions are achieved through the following steps:

1) The Pathfinder/MonetDB XQuery processor encodes the source XML docu-
ments using the XPath Accelerator relational mapping scheme [Gru02]. Since
MonetDB only supports the use of Binary Association Tables (BATs) for stor-
ing the relational data, every relation in MonetDB is vertically fragmented into
BATs. Each BAT consists of two columns, a head, often containing a unique
identifier and a tail for storing attribute data. Hence, to get a full table view of
a relation, its BAT fragments have to be joined together. The choice of using a
data storage model with binary tables only was with the aim to minimize main
memory access.

2) The Pathfinder XQuery compiler translates XQuery expression into an algebra
very similar to the convention relational algebra [GT04].

3) In the context of [BGvK+06] approach, the intermediate algebraic plans are
translated into scripts of the Monet Interpreter Language (MIL) [BK99] which
is then passed to and processed by the MonetDB’s MIL interpreter [Rit05].

4) The returning data from executing the MIL scripts generated by Pathfinder is
returned to the XQuery compiler and translated back to XML.

Although the approach of Pathfinder/MonetDB XQuery processor has been shown
to be highly efficient and scalable, it is very tightly bound to the Monet DBMS and
thus can not be used with any other relational back end. Another disadvantage
of using MonetDB is that it requires huge main memory sizes to store large XML
documents. The limitation of this approach was the main motivation behind our
purely relational approach for implementing XQuery processor described in this
thesis.

Microsoft SQL Server

In [PCS+05], Pal et al.have described the XQuery implementation in Microsoft
SQL Server 2005. In this work, the hierarchical nature of the XML data is modelled
as parent-child relationship using the ORDPATH node labelling scheme [OOP+04].
XQuery expressions are compiled into query trees that can be optimized and ex-
ecuted by the relational query processor. Since query processing for ordered hi-
erarchical data model requires more work than for the flat relational model, the
set of relational operators need to be extended with additional operators for XML
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processing named as relational+ operators. The XML algebra tree is an interme-
diate representation on which rule-based optimizations are applied. The output
of the XQuery compilation step is an XML algebra tree that is highly optimized
for XML processing. The algebra tree is optimized using relational optimization
techniques such as cost-based decisions and rewrite rules based on XML schemas.
Using the appropriate XML and relational type information, the XML Operator
Mapper converts the XML operators in the XML algebra tree into a relational
operator tree that includes the enhanced set of relational operators. The XML
operator mapper recursively traverses the XML algebra tree and for each operator
a relational operator sub-tree is generated and inserted into the overall relational
operator tree for the XQuery expression.

2.3 XPath Cardinality Estimation Techniques

This section discusses some proposed estimation models for XML queries. In the
following, we classify the XPath estimation techniques in terms of the structure
used for collecting the summary information into two main classes:

� Synopsis Based Estimation Techniques : this class of the XPath esti-
mation techniques uses tree or graph structures for representing the summary
information of the source XML documents.

� Histogram Based Estimation Techniques: this class of the XPath esti-
mation techniques uses the statistical histograms for capturing the summary
information of the source XML documents.

2.3.1 Synopsis Based Estimation Techniques

XSEED

In [ÖAI06], Zhang et al. have addressed the problem of deriving cardinality es-
timation of XPath expressions. In this work, the authors are mainly focusing on
the handling of XPath expressions which involve only structural conditions. The
main idea behind the paper is to provide an efficient treatment of recursive XML
documents and the accurate estimation of recursive queries.

In principal, an XML document is said to be recursive if it contains an element
which is directly or indirectly nested in an element with the same name. In other
words, if it contains rooted paths which have multiple occurrences of the same
label. A path expression is said to be recursive with respect to an XML document
if an element in the document could be matched to more than one NodeTest in the
expression. Therefore, in order to derive an efficient and accurate estimation for a
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recursive path expression, the authors introduce a new notion named as Recursion
Levels. Given a rooted path in the XML tree, they define the Path Recursion
Level (PRL) by the maximum number of occurrences of any label minus 1. The
recursion level of a node in the XML tree is defined by the PRL of the path from
root to this node. The Document Recursion Level (DRL) is defined to be the
maximum PRL over all rooted paths in the XML tree.

The authors define a summary structure for summarizing the source XML
documents into a compact graph structure called XSEED. The XSEED structure is
constructed by starting with a very small kernel which captures the basic structural
information as well as the recursion information of the source XML document. The
kernel information is then incrementally updated through the feedback of queries.
The XSEED kernel is represented in the form of a label-split graph summary
structure proposed by Polyzotis in [PG02]. In this graph, each edge e = (u, v) is
labelled with a vector of integer pairs (p0:c0, p1:c1, . . . , pn:cn). The i-th integer
pair (pi:ci) indicates that at recursion level i, there are a total of pi elements
mapped to the synopsis vertex u and ci elements mapped to the synopsis vertex
v.

The high compression ratio of the kernel could lead to a situation where in-
formation is lost. This loss of information results in the occurrence of significant
errors in the estimation of some cases. To solve this problem, the authors intro-
duce another layer of information, called hyper-edge table (HET), on top of the
kernel. This HET captures the special cases that are not addressed by original
assumptions made by the kernel. For example, it may store the actual cardinalities
of specific path expressions when there are large errors in their estimations.

Relying on the defined statistic graph structure and its supporting layer, the
authors propose an algorithm for the cardinality estimation of the structural XPath
expressions.

The main contribution of this work is the novel and accurate way of dealing with
recursive documents and recursive queries. On the other hand, it deals only with
a limited set of XPath queries that involves only structural constraints. While the
authors mentioned that the XSEED structure can be easily developed to maintain
value-based constraints, they did not mention how XSEED can be extended to
deal with more complicated query situations such as ordered XPath expressions
or XQuery expressions.

Path Tree, Markov Table and XPathLearner

In [AAN01], Aboulnaga et al. have presented two different techniques for captur-
ing the structure of the XML documents and for providing accurate cardinality
estimations for the path expressions. The presented techniques only support the
cardinality estimations of simple path expressions that are without predicates, in-
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line conditions, recursive axes and order-based axes. Moreover, the models cannot
be applied to twigs.

The first presented technique in this paper is a summarizing tree structure
called a path tree. A path tree is a tree containing each distinct rooted path in
the database where the nodes are labelled by the tag name of the nodes. To
estimate the selectivity of a given path expression p in the form of s1/s2/.../sn,
the path tree is scanned by looking for all nodes with tags that match the first
tag of the path expression. From every such node, downward navigation is done
over the tree following child pointers and matching tags in the path expression
with tags in the path tree. This will lead to a set of path tree nodes which
all correspond to the query path expression. The selectivity of the query path
expression is the total frequency of these nodes. Since a path tree may have
the same size as the database or be larger than the available memory size, the
authors described different summarization techniques based on the deletion of low
frequency nodes, and on their replacement by means of *-nodes (”star nodes”).
Each *-node, denoted by a special tag name ”*”, denotes a set of deleted nodes,
and inherits their structural properties as well as their frequencies.

The second presented technique in this paper is a statistical structure called
Markov table. This table, implemented as an ordinary hash table, contains any
distinct path of length up to m and its selectivity. Thus, the frequency of a path of
length n can be directly retrieved from the table if n ≤ m, or it can be computed
by using a formula that correlates the frequency of a tag to the frequencies of its
m−1 predecessors if n > m. Since the size of a Markov table may exceed the total
amount of available main memory, the authors present different summarization
techniques which works as in the case of path tree and delete low frequency paths
and replace them with *-paths.

In [LWP+02], the authors present an XPathLearner as a cardinality estimation
system for XPath expressions which employs the same summarization and estima-
tion techniques presented in [AAN01] with some modifications. The first difference
in XPathlearner is that instead of scanning the XML data, XPathLearner gathers
and refines the required statistical information in an on-line manner from query
feedbacks. XPathLearner is workload-aware in collecting the required statistics.
The allocated storage space is used in the most effective way since more statistics
are collected for the more frequently queried portions of the XML data. The sec-
ond difference in XPathLearner is that it supports the handling of predicates by
storing statistical information for each distinct tag-value pair in the source XML
document.
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2.3.2 Histogram Based Estimation Techniques

Order Sensitive XPath Estimation

In [LLHC06], Li et al. have described a framework for estimating the selectivity
of XPath expressions with a main focus on the order-based axes (following, pre-
ceding, following-sibling, preceding-sibling). They used a path encoding scheme
to aggregate the path and order information of XML data. The proposed encod-
ing scheme uses an integer to encode each distinct root-to-leaf path in the source
XML document and stores them in an encoding table. Each node in the source
XML document is then associated with a path id that indicates the type of path
where the node occurs. Additionally, they designed the PathId-Frequency table
where each tuple represents a distinct element tag and aggregates all of its asso-
ciated path ids and their frequency. To capture the order information, they used
the Path-Order table associated to each distinct element tag name to capture the
sibling-order information based on the path ids.

For estimating the cardinality of XPath expressions, the authors introduced
the Path Join algorithm. Given an XPath query Q, the path join retrieves a
set of path ids and the corresponding frequencies for each element tag in Q from
the PathId-Frequency table. For each pair of adjacent element tags in Q, they
use a nested loop to determine the containment of the path ids in their sets.
Path ids that clearly do not contribute to the query result will be removed. The
frequency values of the remaining path ids will be utilized to estimate the query
size. The algorithm utilizes the information of the Path-Order table to compute the
selectivity of the (following-sibling, preceding-sibling) axes that may occur in Q.
The XPath expression which involves the preceding or following axes is converted
into a set of XPath expressions involving only preceding-sibling or following-sibling
axes according to the path ids of the nodes associated with preceding or following
axes after the path id join. Then the estimation result is given by the selectivity
sum of the set of path expressions.

The authors introduced two compact summary structures called p-histogram
and o-histogram, to summarize the path and order information of XML data re-
spectively. A p-histogram is built for each distinct element tag to summarize the
pathId-frequency information. In this Histogram, each bucket contains a set of
path ids and their average frequency value. Based on the observation that the
path-order table is very sparse and the frequencies in the majority of the cells are
0, the o-histogram is designed to summarize the path-order information where only
the cells with non-zero values are stored.

Although the proposed model is the first work to address the problem of car-
dinality estimation of XPath expression with order-based axes, it is unfortunately
not clear how an extension can be introduced to support predicates or twigs.
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StatiX

In [FHR+02] Freire et al. have presented an XML Schema-based statistics col-
lection technique called StatiX. StatiX leverages the available information in the
XML Schema to capture both structural and value statistics about the source
XML documents. These structural and value statistics are collected in the form
of histograms. The StatiX systems is employed in LegoDB [BFRS02]. LegoDB
is a cost-based XML-to-relational storage mapping engine which tries to generate
efficient relational configurations for the XML documents. The StatiX System con-
sists of two main components. The first component is the XML Schema Validator
which simultaneously validates the document against its associated schema and
gathers the associated statistics. It assigns globally unique identifiers (IDs) to all
instances of the types defined in the schema. Using these assigned IDs, structural
histograms are constructed to summarize information about the connected edges.
Value histograms are constructed for types that are defined in terms of base types
such as integers. The storage of the gathered statistics is done using the equi-
depth histograms. The second component is the XML Schema Transformer which
enables statistics collection at different levels of granularity. Although StatiX is
used in the context of the LegoDB system and the presented experimental results
indicate highly accurate query estimates, the technique could be applied only to
documents described by XML Schemas with no clear view as to how it can be ex-
tended to deal with schema-less documents. Moreover, the paper does not show a
clear algorithm for estimating the cardinality of the XQuery expression and there
is no clear definition of the supported features and expressions of the language.

Bloom Histogram

The authors of [WJLY04] proposed a framework for XML path selectivity estima-
tion in a dynamic context using a special histogram structure named as Bloom
Histogram. The Bloom Histogram keeps a count of the statistics for paths in XML
data. Given an XML Document D, the path-count table T(path,count) is con-
structed such that for each pathi in D, there is a tuple ti in T with ti.path=pathi

and ti.count=counti where counti is the number of occurrences of pathi. Using
T , a bloom histogram H is constructed by sorting the frequency values and then
grouping the paths with similar frequency values into buckets. Bloom filters are
used to represent the set of paths in each bucket so that queried paths can be
quickly located. To deal with XML data updates and the dynamic context, the
authors proposes a dynamic summary component which is an intermediate data
structure from which the bloom histogram can be recomputed periodically. When
data updates arrive, not only the XML data is updated but the updated paths
are also extracted, grouped and propagated to the dynamic summaries. Although,
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Bloom Histogram is designed to deal with data updates and the estimation error
is theoretically bounded by its size, it is very limited as it deals only with simple
path expressions of the form /p1/p2/.../pn and //p1/p2/.../pn.

Interval-Based Histograms

In [WPJ02], Wu et al. have presented an approach for estimating the selectivity of
twig queries. The proposed approach relies on the notion of position histograms.
Each node x in an XML document T is associated with a pair of numbers, start(x)
and end(x), numeric labels representing the preoder and postorder ranks of the
node in the XML document T . Each descendant node has an interval that is
strictly included in its ancestors’ interval. For each basic predicate P a two-
dimensional histogram summary data structure is built and collectively named as
position histograms. In the position histograms data structure, the start values
represented by the x-axis while the end values represented the y-axis. Each grid
cell in the histogram represents a range of start position values and a range of
end position values. The histogram maintains a count of the number of nodes
satisfying the conditions of predicate P and have start and end positions within
the specified ranges of the grid cell. Since the start position and end position of a
node always satisfies the formula start <= end, none of the nodes can fall into the
area below the diagonal of the matrix. So, only the grid cells to the upper left of
the diagonal can have a count of more than zero. Given a predicate P1 associated
with the position histograms H1 and a predicate P2 associated with the position
histograms H2, estimating the number of pair of nodes u,v where u satisfies P1

and v satisfies P2 and u is an ancestor of v is done either in an ancestor-based
fashion or in a descendant-based fashion. The ancestor-based estimation is done
by finding the number of descendants that joins with each ancestor grid cell. The
descendant-based estimation is done by finding the number of ancestors that join
with each descendant grid cell.

The authors presented another type of histograms named as coverage histogram
to increase the accuracy of the estimation in cases where the schema information is
available. For a given predicate P , using the schema information it can be known
if the two nodes satisfying the predicate does not have any ancestor-descendant
relationship. To deal with this no-overlap situation, an additional information is
stored in the form of a coverage histogram. The coverage histogram for a predicate
P Cvgp[i][j][m][n] represents the number of nodes in cell (i, j) that are descendants
of nodes in cell (m, n) satisfying P . Although the model handles the estimation
of twig queries well, it is very limited to the ancestor and descendant paths and
has no clear way for extension to the other paths. Moreover, the number of the
constructed position histograms is proportional to the number of the interested
predicates which is considered to be relatively high.



3
Relational XML Document Encoding

Having an appropriate XML storage scheme is a crucial part for any relational
implementation of an XQuery processor. Several research efforts have proposed
different relational storage schemes for storing XML documents [OOP+04], [LM01],
[AYU03], [FK99]. In [YASU01], Yoshikawa has classified the different XML rela-
tional storage schemes into two main classes:

1. Structure-mapping storage: a class of storage schemes which defines
a relational schema that reflects the semantics of the XML document and
makes use of its DTD or XML Schema information.

2. Model-mapping storage: a class of storage schemes which define a fixed
relational schema that works for storing XML documents independent of the
presence or absence of the XML document schema information.

One of the main focuses of this thesis is to present a scalable and efficient im-
plementation of a purely relational XQuery processor. Therefore, having a proper
relational storage for the XML documents is a crucial first step. The work detailed
in this thesis is a part of the Pathfinder project which makes use of the XPath Ac-
celerator designed by Torsten Grust [Gru02] as a basis of its own encoding scheme.
A brief description of the XPath Accelerator storage scheme will be introduced in
Section 3.1. Section 3.2 will describe the SQL evaluation mechanism for the XPath
expressions based on the XPath Accelerator mapping scheme.
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Figure 3.1: Pre/Post encoding

3.1 XPath Accelerator

XPath Accelerator is an efficient, scalable and Model-mapping storage scheme
which maps the information of the XML node hierarchy to a relational table and
preserves the structural relationship between the XML nodes.

3.1.1 Pre/Post Encoding

Given an XML tree T, its representation on persistent relational storage using
(pre/post) encoding is obtained by a single sequential document read using a nor-
mal SAX parser [SAX]. During the parsing process, a pair of ranks, pre-order rank
pre(v) and post-order post(v) rank, is assigned for each node v. In a preorder
traversal of a tree, each node is visited and assigned its pre-order rank before its
children and in a post-order traversal of a tree, each node is visited and assigned
its post-order rank after its children. Since the preorder traversal of a document’s
tree representation is equivalent to its textual representation order, the document
parser can assign the pre-order rank for each node when its startElement event is
triggered, while the post-order rank can be assigned when its endElement event is
triggered.

In addition to the pair of the pre-order rank pre(v) and the post-order rank
post(v), each node descriptor also needs to include the following components:

� Parent(v): stores the pre-order rank for each node’s parent.

� Level(v): represents the number of intermediate levels between the root
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node and a node v. This component is mainly used to distinguish between
the children and descendant nodes for a node v.

� Kind(v): stores the kind of the encoded document node. An encoded
document node kind can be document, element, attribute, text, name space,
or processing instruction node.

� Name(v): stores the tag name for the element nodes.

� Value(v): stores the atomic values for nodes with the kind of text or at-
tribute and stores null for the nodes of the other types.

� Fragment(v): a unique document number is assigned for all nodes related
to the same XML document or fragment. The main usage of this component
is to distinguish between the nodes from multiple documents or fragments.

The (pre/post) encoding naturally maps the encoded space of the XML node
descriptors into a tabular relational representation. Figure 3.1 (c) represents an
example of the relational representation of an XML document using the (pre/post)
encoding.

3.1.2 Special Properties of the Pre/Post Encoding

The (pre/post) encoding has its own special properties, which can be employed for
effective evaluation of the major XPath axes.
If we look at any single node v on an XML document tree T, we can notice the
following facts:

1. Each node v partitions the pre/post plane illustrated in Figure 3.2 into four
disjoint partitions representing the evaluation of the major XPath axes (de-
scendant, ancestor, following, preceding) as shown in the following equation:

T = v/self ∪v/descendant∪v/ancestor∪v/following∪v/preceding (3.1)

All components of the right hand side are mutually disjoint. Figure 3.2 shows
the validity of this special property of the pre/post plane.

2. The pre-order value pre(v) is determined by all start tags visited before the
start tag of v in document order, which are the start tags of all ancestor and
preceding nodes of v.

pre(v) = |v/ancestor|+ |v/preceding|+ 1 (3.2)
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Figure 3.2: Special properties of the Pre/Post plane

3. The post-order value post(v) is determined by the preceding and descendant
nodes of v, because their end tags are seen before the end tag of v.

post(v) = |v/descendant|+ |v/preceding|+ 1 (3.3)

4. The combination between the two Equations, 3.2 and 3.3 leads to a new
interesting relationship between the pre-order and post-order values.

post(v)− pre(v) = |v/descendant| − |v/ancestor| (3.4)

post(v)− pre(v) + level(v) = |v/descendant| (3.5)

post(v) = pre(v) + |v/descendant| − level(v) (3.6)

3.1.3 Pre/Size/Level Encoding

A slight variant of the XPath accelerator encoding scheme (pre/size/level) encoding
or range encoding has been introduced by storing the pre-order rank pre(v) and
the size of the sub-tree for each node size(v) instead of storing the pair of the
pre-order rank pre(v) and post-order rank post(v) for each node. An illustration
of the (pre/size/level) encoding is shown in Figure 3.3. The newly introduced
component size(v) can be defined in the following way:

� Size(v): is the number of nodes in the sub-tree bellow the node v.
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Figure 3.3: Pre/Size/Level encoding

Using the following two facts:

1. The post value can be recovered by using the equation 3.6.

2. The size(v) component is equivalent to |v/descendant|.

We can simply notice that the (pre/size/level) encoding is completely equivalent to
the (pre/post) encoding and inherits its special characteristics. Figure 3.3 (c) rep-
resents an example of the relational representation of an XML document using the
(pre/size/level) encoding. Additionally, the (pre/size/level) encoding has an im-
portant advantage over (pre/post) encoding. The advantage of the (pre/size/level)
encoding is that the element sub-tree copying necessary for representing the ele-
ment construction expression are easier and more straightforward. Sub-tree copy-
ing does not require any update on the component size(v), while the component
post(v) requires such updates for each node descriptor to keep the XML document
structure information correct. More details about sub-tree copying and relational
element construction will be provided in Section 4.1.

3.2 SQL Evaluation for XPath Expressions

3.2.1 XPath Axes Evaluation Conditions

Based on the XPath Accelerator storage scheme and its special properties, the
evaluation conditions of the 12 XPath axes could be defined as depicted in Table
3.1.
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XPath Axis Axis Conditions
self pre(x) = pre(y) ∧ kind(y) 6= att
attribute parent(y) = pre(x) ∧ kind(y) = att
parent parent(x) = pre(y) ∧ kind(y) 6= att
child parent(y) = pre(x) ∧ kind(y) 6= att
descendant pre(y) > pre(x) ∧ pre(y) ≤ pre(x) + size(x) ∧ kind(y) 6= att
descendant-or-self pre(y) ≥ pre(x) ∧ pre(y) ≤ pre(x) + size(x) ∧ kind(y) 6= att
ancestor pre(y) < pre(x) ∧ pre(x) ≤ pre(y) + size(y) ∧ kind(y) 6= att
ancestor-or-self pre(y) ≤ pre(x) ∧ pre(x) ≤ pre(y) + size(y) ∧ kind(y) 6= att
following pre(y) > pre(x) + size(x) ∧ kind(y) 6= att
following-sibling pre(y) > pre(x) ∧ parent(y) = parent(x) ∧ kind(y) 6= att
preceding pre(y) + size(y) < pre(x) ∧ kind(y) 6= att
preceding-sibling pre(y) < pre(x) ∧ parent(y) = parent(x) ∧ kind(y) 6= att

Table 3.1: XPath axes evaluation conditions

Sample interpretations of the XPath axes evaluation conditions represented in
Table 3.1 are given as follows:

� Given two XML nodes x and y in an XML tree T, y is a child of x if and
only if (parent (y) = pre(x)) ∧ (kind(y) 6= att).

� Given two XML nodes x and y in an XML tree T, y is a descendant of x if
and only if (pre (y) > pre(x))∧ (pre (y) ≤ pre(x)+ size(x))∧ (kind(y) 6= att).

� Given two XML nodes x and y in an XML tree T, y is a following-sibling of x
if and only if (pre(y) > pre(x))∧ (parent(y) = parent(x))∧ (kind(y) 6= att).

3.2.2 SQL Translation

Translating the XPath expressions into SQL Queries is a straightforward pro-
cess by using the available knowledge of the encoded XML document trees in the
XPath Accelerator document table and the defined XPath axes conditions. An
XPath expression with a series of location steps represented as S1/S2/.../Sn is
converted into a series of pipelined compositional n region queries where the node
sequence output by axis step Si is the context node sequence for the subsequent
step Si+1. Figure 3.4 shows an example for the evaluation of the XPath expres-
sion v/preceding/ancestor. In the shown example, the referenced document table
represents the relational table representation of the (pre/size/level) encoding of
the target XML document (an example of this document table was presented in
Figure 3.3 (c)). The referenced context table represents the sequence of the input
XML context nodes. The evaluation condition of the preceding axis is represented
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1 SELECT DISTINCT doc3.*

2 FROM context AS ctx, document AS doc1, document AS doc2, document AS doc3

3 WHERE ctx.pre=doc1.pre

4 AND doc2.pre + doc2.size < doc1.pre

5 AND doc3.pre < doc2.pre AND doc2.pre <= doc3.pre + doc3.size

6 AND doc3.kind <>’Att’

7 ORDER BY doc3.pre

Figure 3.4: An example for the SQL evaluation for an XPath expression based on the XPath
accelerator encoding scheme.

in line 4 and the evaluation conditions of the ancestor axis are represented in lines
5 and 6 of the SQL Query. Since the XPath semantics [DFF+06] requires that the
result of an XPath expression to be duplicate-free and represented in the document
order, we had to use the SQL constructs of DISTINCT and ORDER BY in the
result SQL evaluation query.
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4
Algebraic Representation for XQuery

Relational algebra has been a main component in relational database systems,
and has played an important role in their success for gaining widespread usage. A
corresponding XML algebra would have the same importance and substantial role
for XML query processing. Many proposals for an algebra for XML query pro-
cessing have been introduced [BHKM05], [CJLP03], [SA02], [JLST01], [PAKJ+02],
[HF03]. According to [RSF06] existing algebras for XQuery fall into two classes:

� Tuple-based algebra: this class of algebra tries to facilitate the use of
relational optimization techniques as well as the whole relational query pro-
cessing framework (theory, compilation, optimization, execution).

� Tree-based algebra: this class of algebra provides more natural support
for novel XML-specific optimizations and manipulates XML data modelled
as forests of labelled ordered trees.

The Pathfinder project has a special module for compiling XQuery expressions
into its own dialect of tuple-based algebra producing equivalent relational query
plans. The Pathfinder algebra is quite primitive such that it can efficiently fit
within the capabilities of SQL-based systems. A list of Pathfinder algebraic op-
erators will be presented and described in Section 4.1. Sample translation rules
of XQuery expressions into Pathfinder algebraic plans will be described in Sec-
tion 4.2. Section 4.3 presents the special properties of Pathfinder algebraic plans.
Section 4.4 will show examples of generated Pathfinder algebraic plans.
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πa1:b1,...,an:bn Projection
@a:v Attachment
σa Selection
·∪ Disjoint Union
\ Difference
× Cartesian Product
1a=b Equi-Join
δ Duplicate Elimination
#a Unsorted Row Numbering
%a:(o1,...,on)/P Sorted Row Numbering
}a:(b,c) Arithmetic, ◦ ∈ (+,−, ∗, \, mod, div)
�a:(b,c) Comparison, ◦ ∈ (<,≤, =, ! =, >, >)
¬nitem:item Negation
Aggv:a/p Aggregation, Agg ∈ (count,max, min, sum, avg)
∆nvalue:item Document Access
�Item:(α,n) XPath Location Step Evaluator
(ε/τ)e1,e2 Element / Text Construction
A B

Tables

Table 4.1: Pathfinder algebraic operators

4.1 Pathfinder Algebraic Operators

Pathfinder algebraic operators are designed to receive one or more inputs and
produce one or more outputs. These inputs and outputs are in the form of sets
of tuples. Most of the operators perform quite simple and standard relational
operations which allow the query optimizer to employ the usual relational algebraic
optimization techniques such as the pushdown of the selection operator. The
Pathfinder algebraic operators are listed in Table 4.1. In this section, we will first
provide a detailed description for the operators and then in Section 5.2.1, we define
their associated SQL translation templates. Figure 4.1 illustrates the behaviour
for some of the Pathfinder algebraic operators.

� Projection / Attribute Renaming: The project operator (πa1:b1,...,an:bn)
receives a relational table R and a list of projection attributes (a1, a2, ..., an).
The operator returns the tuples of the relation R with a schema filtered
to the list of the projected attributes. An optional attribute renaming op-
eration could be done during the projection operation by changing the at-
tribute names of the schema from (a1, a2, ..., an) to (b1, b2, ..., bn) according
to the specification of each renaming pair(a1 : b1). Due to the design of the
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Figure 4.1: Illustrating Examples for the behavior of some Pathfinder algebraic operators.
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Pathfinder compilation rules, the project operator has a specific property
that it does not need to perform any duplicates removal operation.

� Attachment: The attachment operator ( @a:v) receives a relational table R
and a list of attaching attributes (a1 : v1, a2 : v2, ..., an : vn). It appends one
or more new attributes ai to the tuples of the input relation R. The values
for the new attributes are assigned the value vi.

� Selection: The selection operator (σa) receives a relational table R and a
Boolean selection attribute a. It returns a new relation where the tuples of
R which have the value of the attribute a equal to false are missing. The
Boolean selection attributes (a) are usually produced using the comparison
operator (�).

� Disjoint Union: The union operator ( ·∪) is a common relational operator.
It receives two input relations R and S. It ensures that the input relations
are union compatible and returns one relation containing the tuples of the
two input relations. In Pathfinder algebraic plans, the two input relations of
the union operator are guaranteed to be always disjoint due to the design of
the Pathfinder compilation rules.

� Difference: The difference operator (\) receives two relations R and S and
returns all tuples of the first input relation R that have no matching tuples
in the second relation S.

� Cartesian Product: The Cartesian product operator (×) receives two in-
put relations R and S. It returns one relation which combines each tuple of
the first relation R with all the tuples of the second relation S. The out-
put relation has a schema which concatenates the schemes of the two input
relations.

� Equi-Join: The equi-Join operator (1(a=b)) is a well-known standard rela-
tional operator. It receives two input relations R and S as well as a predicate
P (In Pathfinder algebraic plans, the predicate P is always an equality pred-
icate of the form a = b). It evaluates the predicate P over each pair of tuples
(t1, t2) ∈ (R × S), returning only the pairs satisfying P. The primary usage
of the Equi-Join operator in Pathfinder’s algebraic plan is the representation
of the iteration concept for the FLWOR expression as it will be shown in
Section 4.2.2

� Duplicate Elimination: The duplicate elimination operator (δ) is used
to remove the duplicate tuples in the required places inside the relational
plan. This operator is a specific operator that is unique to the Pathfinder
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algebra and thus there is no equivalent operator in the conventional relational
algebra.

� Unsorted Row Numbering: The unsorted row numbering operator (#a)
and the sorted row numbering operator (%a:(o1,...,on)/p) are two of the most
important Pathfinder’s algebraic operators. Together, they are responsible
of preserving the order concept defined by the XQuery/XPath specifications
[FMM+06]. The unsorted row numbering operator (#a) receives an input
relation R and returns the same relation extended with a new consecutive
numbering attribute (a) from 1 to n where n is the cardinality of the input
relation R.

� Sorted Row Numbering: The sorted row numbering operator (%a:(o1,...,on)/p)
receives an input relation R, an ordering attribute list (o1, ..., on) and an op-
tional partitioning attribute p. It returns the same relation extended with
a new consecutive numbering attribute (a). The numbering attribute (a)
respects the tuple sorting of relation R defined by the order specification
(o1, ..., on) and restarts the numbering from 1 for each partition defined by
the optional partitioning attribute (p).

� Arithmetic : The arithmetic operator (}a:(b,c)) represents the standard
arithmetic operations (+,−, ∗, \, mod, div). It receives a relational table R
and a pair of argument attributes (b, c). The output relation is the input rela-
tion extended with one more attribute (a) representing the result of applying
the arithmetic operation (◦) over the two argument attributes (b, c).

� Comparison : The comparison operator (�a:(b,c)) represents the standard
comparison operations (<,≤, =, ! =, >, >). It receives a relational table R
and a pair of comparison attributes (b,c). The output relation is the input
relation extended with one more attribute (a) that represents the result of
applying the comparison operation (◦) over the two comparing attributes
(b, c).

� Negation : The negation operator (¬a:b) receives a relational table R and
a Boolean attribute (b). The output relation is the input relation extended
with one more attribute (a) representing the negations of the Boolean values
of the attribute (b).

� Aggregation: The aggregation operator (Aggv:a/p) represents the standard
aggregation operations (Count, Sum, Min, Max, Average). The Pathfinder
aggregate operator appears in Pathfinder algebraic plans in one of the fol-
lowing two possible versions:
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1. The first version, receives a relation R and an aggregate attribute (a).
It returns a single value which is computed by applying the aggregate
function Agg on the values of the aggregate attribute (a) for the input
tuples.

2. The second version, receives a relation R, an argument attribute (a) and
an grouping attribute (p). In this version, the aggregate operator returns
a binary relation (p,a) which is computed by applying the aggregate
function Agg on the values of the aggregate attribute a for the input
tuples grouped by the values of the attribute p. Usually, the grouping
attribute of an input relation R represents its iterating attribute iter.

� Tables: The tables operator
C

is normally used in Pathfinder algebraic

plan for the representation of literals. It receives no input, is represented as
a relational table storing the values of the literals and is usually preceded
with an attachment (@) operator.

� Document Access: The document access operator (∆nvalue:item) receives
three inputs:

1. A context relation (ctx ).

2. An node identification attribute (item).

3. An encoded XPath accelerator relation for the associated live nodes
fragment (Γ) (usually represented by the encoded XPath accelerator
document table or transient nodes for XML document fragments con-
structed at the runtime using the construction operators (ε/τ)).

The document access operator applies a join operation between the context
relation and the live nodes fragment relation (ctx 1(item=pre) Γ) and returns
the input relation ctx extended with one more node values attribute (nvalue).
The values of the new attribute are computed by retrieving the (value) at-
tribute from the relation representing the input live nodes fragment (Γ) for
the tuples with the pre-order values contained in the node identification at-
tribute (item) of the input relation (ctx ). In fact, the role of the document
access operator could be represented using the project (π) and join (1) op-
erators. However, for the sake of using a convenient representation for the
annotation of the histogram property in the size estimation inference rules
which will be presented in Section 6.3.6, we prefer to use it as a separate
operator.

� XPath Location Step Evaluator: The XPath location step evalua-
tor operator (�item:(α,n)) is another very important and special Pathfinder
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algebraic operator. This operator is responsible for evaluating XPath ex-
pressions. In the general case, the operator is independent of the relational
document encoding used for storing the XML documents and the technique
used for evaluating the XPath expressions. Hence, in our context, it is based
on our use of the XPath accelerator encoding scheme and the mechanism of
evaluating XPath expression described in Section 3.2. The XPath Evaluator
operator (�) receives three inputs:

1. A context relation (ctx ) which stores the node identifiers of the input
context nodes.

2. An encoded XPath accelerator relation for the associated live nodes
fragment (Γ).

3. The evaluated XPath step (ctx/α :: n), where α represents the XPath
location step’s axis and n represents the location step’s node test (n).

The XPath Evaluator operator applies the evaluation conditions of the XPath
step (α, n) (see Section 3.2.1) over the input context nodes (ctx ) using the in-
formation of the live nodes fragment(Γ) and returns the result as a sequence
of tuples representing the node identifiers of the resulting nodes. The result-
ing nodes from applying the XPath Evaluator operator are: duplicate free,
preserving the document order, and maintaining both of the iteration and
fragment information of the input context nodes relation (ctx ).

� Element / Text Construction: The XQuery language provides the
capability of creating transient nodes and document fragments during the
runtime execution of the XQuery expressions. The element / text Construc-
tion operator (ε/τ(e1,e2)) is responsible for implementing such functionality
in the Pathfinder algebra. The implementation of the element construction
operator is a bit more complex and is thus not as straightforward as the rest
of the operators. It receives three inputs:

1. An encoded XPath accelerator relation for the associated live nodes
fragment (Γin) (Figure 4.2 (a)).

2. An element names relation (T ) that stores the tag names of the newly
constructed node (one tuple per iteration) (Figure 4.2 (b)).

3. A context relation (ctx ) that stores the node identifiers of the input
context nodes (Figure 4.2 (c)).

The Element Construction operator (ε) processes its input relations and
returns two output relations as follows:
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1. An output live nodes relation (Γout) (Figure 4.2 (d)). This relation
extends the input live nodes relation (Γin) with the tuples representing
the newly created transient nodes . The new tuples of the transient
nodes are created as follows:

– For each tuple in the element names relation (T ), we insert a new
tuple into the output live nodes relation (Γout) representing the root
node of the new subtree.

– For each tuple with node identifier in the context relation (ctx ),
we insert a new tuple into the output live nodes relation (Γout) and
copy the tuples from the input live nodes relation (Γin) representing
its associated subtree.

– Each iteration in the element names relation (T ) with no context
nodes in the context relation (ctx ) will be represented with only
a single tuple for the root node with the size of 0 for an empty
subtree.

– The pre-order values of the new tuples (transient nodes) are gener-
ated in a consecutive manner starting from the maximum pre-order
value of the input live nodes relation (Γin) + 1.

– Each group of a new root node and its associated copied subtree
for the same iteration is represented as a new fragment.

2. An output context relation (Figure 4.2 (e)). This relation stores the
pre-order values of the newly constructed transient root nodes and is
used as an input context relation for the immediate parent operator in
the relational plan.

Figure 4.2 shows an example describing the behavior of the element con-
struction operator.
In principal, the text construction operator (τ(e1,e2)) is responsible of con-
verting the string values resulting from the valuation of XQuery expression
e2 into text nodes with tag names specified by the XQuery expression e1.
Hence, the behavior of the text construction is very similar to the element
construction operator with the following two differences:

(i) In the input context relation (ctx), the item column stores the strings
evaluating the expression e2 and which will be converted to text nodes
instead of storing the node identifiers of the nodes to be constructed in
the case of the element construction operator.

(ii) For each tuple with string value in the context relation (ctx ), we only
insert a new tuple into the output live nodes relation (Γout) with no
need for subtrees copying (in element construction we need).
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atomic literals document order (e1 << e2)
sequences(e1,e2) node identity (e1 is e2)
variables arithmetics (+,-,*,...)
let $v:=e1 return e2 comparisons (=, <, >, ...)
for $v [at$p] in e1 return e2 Boolean connectives (and,or)
if (e1) then e2 else e3 user-defined functions
e1 order by e2,...,en fn:doc(.), fn:root(.), fn:data(.)
unordered {e} fn:id(.), fn:idref(.)
element {e1},{e2} fn:distinct-values(.)
attribute {e1},{e2} op:union(.), op:intersect(.),op:difference(.)
text {e} fn:count(.), fn:sum(.), fn:max(.), ...
XPath Location Steps fn:position (.), fn:last(.)
typeswitch (e1) case [$v as]t return e2

Table 4.2: Pathfinder supported XQuery dialect

Figure 4.3 shows an example describing the behavior of the text construction
operator.

4.2 Compiling XQuery into Pathfinder Algebra

Pathfinder compiles the XQuery core dialect listed in Table 4.2 into relational
query plans using the algebraic operators described in Section 4.1. In this section,
we give an overview of the Pathfinder loop-lifting technique, which is considered to
be the heart of this compilation process. For a detailed and complete description
of this technique and its translation rules we refer to [Teu06],[GST04],[Gru05].
In a nutshell, loop-lifting is the key technique used to compile XQuery iterations
into efficient bulk style application of algebraic operators. The principal idea
behind the compilation scheme is that every XQuery expression occurs in the
scope of an iteration. The iterations of each scope are encoded by a column iter
in the associated relational representation. In order to clarify the loop-lifting idea,
we will show in the following subsections some examples of Pathfinder loop-lifted
translations for some XQuery expressions into its associated Pathfinder algebraic
relational representation.

4.2.1 Sequences

The XQuery language is designed to operate over ordered, finite sequences of items
as its principal data type. The evaluation of any XQuery expression yields an
ordered sequence of n ≥ 0 items. These items can be either atomic values (integers,
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strings, ..., etc) or XML tree nodes. An XQuery item sequence (x1, ..., xn) is
encoded with the following relational table:

pos item
1 x1
...

...
n xn

The column pos is used to preserve the order information between the items inside
the target sequence. The item column is a polymorphic column. In the case of
atomic items, it stores the values of the encoded atomic items (1,”A”,...) and in
the other case of XML tree nodes, it stores the pre-order ranks of the encoded
nodes. The RDBMS supports the representation of such polymorphic columns
using the V ariant data type. The empty sequence () is encoded with an empty
table with the same schema (pos,item).

4.2.2 FLWOR Expressions

The FLWOR expression is one of the main features provided by the XQuery lan-
guage. It is used for representing iterations and for the binding of variables to
intermediate results. It is also used for computing joins between two or more
sequences and for restructuring data. A loop of n iterations is represented by a
relation loop with a single column iter of n values (1,2,...,n).

iter
1
...
n

Based on the relational representation for the sequence (x1, ..., xn) we presented in
the previous section, we can now represent the compilation of variables bound in
the iterations of FLWOR expression using the following XQuery for-loop example:

for $v in (x1,...,xn) return e.

This example expression binds each xi item to variable $v and evaluates the
loop body e for each iteration. The relational encoding of the variable $v has the
following form:

iter pos item
1 1 x1

2 1 x2
...

...
...

n 1 xn
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This translation encodes all bindings of $v in a single relation. In general, each
tuple of the encoding relation (i, p, x) indicates that for the i-th iteration, the item
at position p stores the value x.

4.2.3 Path Steps

The compilation of path steps is represented in Pathfinder algebraic plans using the
XP evaluator operator (�). It takes a context relation (iter, item) as input, where
the item column stores the node identifiers of the input context nodes. It uses
the relation of the current live nodes Γ(pre, size, level, kind, name, value, frag) to
evaluate the path step (α, n) and returns a new relation with the same schema
(iter, item). In the output relation, the item column stores the node identifiers
of the resulting nodes. Figure 4.4 illustrates an example for the loop-lifted com-
pilation of the path step where Figure 4.4(a) represents the input context nodes,
Figure 4.4(b) represents the sample source XML document and Figure 4.4(c) rep-
resents the output context nodes from applying the path step child::c over input
context nodes and the sample source XML document.
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3

1
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a) Input context nodes. b) XML document. c) Output context nodes.

Figure 4.4: An illustrating example for the loop-lifted compilation of the path steps.

4.2.4 Arithmetics

Given the relational representation R1(iter1, item1) and R2(iter2, item2) of two
XQuery expression e1 and e2, the design of the Pathfinder algebraic compilation of
the arithmetic expressions requires that the schema of the relational representation
(Ri) of each argument expression (ei) must have a single node identifier column
(itemi) for each iteration (iteri) with no order preserving column (pos). The
arithmetic expression e1}e2 is evaluated by joining R1 and R2 over their iterations
attribute iter, for each tuple of the result we apply the arithmetic operator (◦)
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over the two arguments columns item1 and item2, and store the result in a new
column res. The Pathfinder algebraic representation of the arithmetic expression
(e1 } e2) is defined as follows:

e1 ◦ e2 ⇒ πiter1:iter,res(}res:(item1,item2)(R1 1(iter1=iter2) R2))

where R1 and R2 are consequentially representing the relational representation of
the two expressions e1 and e2.

4.2.5 Comparisons

The compilation of comparison expression is very similar to the arithmetic expres-
sion and requires the same conditions on the argument relations as the arithmetic
expression. Given the relational representation R1(iter1, item1) and R2(iter2, item2)
of two XQuery expression e1 and e2. The comparison expression e1 � e2 is eval-
uated by joining R1 and R2 over their iterations attribute iter, for each tuple of
the result we apply the comparison operator (◦) over the two argument attributes
item1 and item2, and store the result in a new attribute res. The comparison
operators are normally followed by a selection operator to filter the tuples satis-
fying the comparison condition. The Pathfinder algebraic representation of the
comparison expression (e1 � e2) is defined as follows:

e1 ◦ e2 ⇒ σres(πiter1:iter,res(�res:(item1,item2)(R1 1(iter1=iter2) R2)))

where R1 and R2 are consequentially representing the relational representation of
the two expressions e1 and e2.

4.3 Special Properties of Pathfinder Algebraic

Plans

The direct translation of XQuery expression using the Pathfinder loop-lifting tech-
nique results in Pathfinder relational algebraic plans that are relatively big. For
example, the operators tree of XMark queries Q1 and Q2 consists of a total of
4349 and 1548 operators respectively.
Further analysis on the resulting Pathfinder algebraic plans reveals the following
two important observations:

1. Pathfinder algebraic plans always include several occurrences of common
sub-plans. Based on this observation, it is more suitable and effective to
use direct acyclic graphs (DAGs) instead of operators tree for representing
the resulting algebraic plans. Clearly, using DAGs instead of operator trees
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leads to a reduction on the number of the algebraic operators of Pathfinder
algebraic plans. For example, the number of the operators in the query plan
of XMark queries Q1 and Q2 using DAGs is reduced to 131 and 98 opera-
tors. Further optimization and rewriting techniques on DAGs introduced by
Grust, in [Gru05] lead to a DAG plans consists of 39 and 41 operators for
the same two XMark queries Q2 and Q8.

2. Due to the design of the Pathfinder compilation rules, we noticed that some
of Pathfinder algebraic operators have specific properties such as :

� All join operators (1) are equi-join.

� The projection operators (π) do not need to remove any duplicates.

� All union operators ( ·∪) are receiving disjoint argument relations.

Based on this observation, we are able to infer a variety of other properties
for the relations representing intermediate plan results. Table 4.3 list the
properties we are able to infer and propagate during the plan analysis of the
Pathfinder algebraic plan.

The three properties (key, domain, constant) play a vital role in our proposed size
estimation system for XQuery. Making use of these inferred properties for having
accurate size estimations for the results of XQuery expressions will be described
in Section 6.3.6.
In the following Subsections 4.3.1,4.3.2 and 4.3.3, we list the set of inference
rules used for inferring and propagating these properties (key, domain, constant)
through Pathfinder algebraic DAG plans. These inference rules are represented in
the form:

Premise1 . . . P remisen

Conclusion1 . . . Conclusionm

(Inference Rule)

Where each inference rule establishes a relationship between a set of premises and
conclusions, whereby the conclusion is said to be inferable from the premises. In
other words, whenever in the course of some logical derivation the given premises
have been obtained, the specified conclusion can be taken for granted as well.
Examples of the used notations for representing the special properties of the
Pathfinder algebraic operators listed in table 4.3 are given as follows:

� The notation (R.card0) represents that the cardinality of the relation R is
equal to 0 while the notation (R.card1) represents that the cardinality of the
relation R is equal to 1.

� The notation (R.key : {a, b}) represents that the attributes (a, b) are the key
attributes for the relation R.
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card0, card1 associated relation with cardinality 0 or 1
key : a attribute a is a key attribute
dense : a attribute a is a densely numbered starting from 1
domain : a(α) attribute a with domain identifier α
const : a(v) attribute a is an attribute with value v for all tuples of the relation

Table 4.3: Special properties of Pathfinder algebraic operators (relations)

� The notation (R.dense : {a, b}) represents that the schema of the relation R
contains the attributes (a, b) which are densely numbered attributes.

� The notation (R.domain : {a(α), b(β)}) represents that the schema of the
relation R contains the attributes (a, b), the domain identifier of the attribute
a is α and the domain identifier of the attribute b is β.

� The notation (R.const : {a(10), b(Ture)}) represents that the constant at-
tributes of the relation R are the two constant attributes (a, b) where the
constant value of the attribute a is 10 and the constant value of the attribute
b is True.

� The notation (a ∈ R.key) represents that the attribute (a) is a key attribute
for the relation R.

� The notation (a(α) ∈ R.domain) represents that the attribute (a) with the
domain identifier (α) belongs to the schema of the relation R.

� The notation (a(10) ∈ R.const) represents that the constant attribute (a)
with the value 10 belongs to the schema of the relation R.

4.3.1 Key Property Inference Rules

In this section, we define the set of inference rules used to infer and propagate the
key property through the Pathfinder algebraic plans. Figure 4.5 illustrates the
rules of inferring the key property in Pathfinder algebraic plans. Remarks about
the inference rules of the key property are given as follows:

� Generally, If applying any of Pathfinder algebraic operators (OP ) results
in a relation with a cardinality property that is equal to 1, then all at-
tributes of the resulting relation are key attributes (Rule 4.1). In Rule 4.1,
OP (e).Schema represents the schema of the resulting relation from apply-
ing the Pathfinder algebraic operator OP over the argument relation e and
a represents an element relational attribute in this schema.
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a ∈ OP (e).Schema OP (e).card1

a ∈ OP (e).key
(4.1)

OP ∈ {σ, }, �,¬, ∆}
OP (e).key : e.key

(4.2)

a ∈ e.key a ∈ PL

a ∈ πPL(e).key
(4.3)

@a:v(e).key : e.key
(4.4)

e.card1

@a:v(e).key : e.key ∪ {a}
(4.5)

a(α) ∈ e1.key a(β) ∈ e2.key α ∩ β = ∅
a ∈ (e1 ·∪e2).key

(4.6)

(e1\e2).key : e1.key
(4.7)

e2.card1

(e1 × e2).key : e1.key
(4.8)

a ∈ e1.key b ∈ e2.key

(e1 1a=b e2).key : e1.key ·∪e2.key
(4.9)

b ∈ e2.key

(e1 1a=b e2).key : e1.key
(4.10)

δ(e).key : e.key
(4.11)

a /∈ e.key

δ(a)(e).key : e.key ∪ {a}
(4.12)

#a(e).key : e.key ∪ {a}
(4.13)

%a:(o1,...,on)(e).key : e.key ∪ {a}
(4.14)

%a:(o1,...,on)/P (e).key : e.key
(4.15)

P ∈ e.key

%a:(o1,...,on)/P (e).key : e.key ∪ {a}
(4.16)

Aggv:a(e).key : v
(4.17)

Aggv:a/P (e).key : P
(4.18)

�Item:(α,v,n)(e).key : e.key ∪ {Item}
(4.19)

ε(e1,e2).OutputContext : ctx

ctx.key : {Iter, Item}
(4.20)

Figure 4.5: Inference rules of the key property
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� Some of Pathfinder algebraic operators are propagating all key attributes
from their input relations to their output relation without any changes (Rule
4.2). These operators are:

– The selection operator (σ)

– The arithmetic operator (})

– The comparison operator (�)

– The negation operator (¬)

– The document access operator (∆)

� The attachment operator (@) propagates all key attributes from its input
relation to its output relation and the new attached attribute is a key if and
only if the cardinality of the input relation is equal to 1 (Rule 4.4 and Rule
4.5).

� An attribute (a) is a key attribute for the relation (e1 ·∪e2) if and only if (a) is
a key attribute in the relation e1 with a domain (α), (a) is a key attribute in
the relation e2 with a domain (β) and α, β are disjoint domains (Rule 4.6).

� The difference operator (\) propagates all key attributes from its left hand
side input relation to its output relation (Rule 4.7).

� The cartesian product operator (×) propagates all key attributes of one input
relation if the cardinality of the other relation is equal to 1 (Rule 4.8). In
the case where the cardinalities of the two input relations are greater than
one, the set of inferred key attributes is empty.

� The equi-join operator (1) propagates all key attributes of the two input
relations if and only if the two join attributes are key attributes in their
relations (Rule 4.9).

� The equi-join operator (1) propagates all key attributes of one input relation
if and only if the join attribute of the other relation is a key attribute (Rule
4.10).

� If the duplicate elimination operator (δ) operates over a single attribute
and this attribute is not a key then this attributes becomes a key after the
application of the duplicate elimination operation (Rule 4.12).

� The unsorted row numbering operator (#) propagates all key attributes from
its input relation to its output relation and the resulting row numbering
attribute is a key attribute as well (Rule 4.13).
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� The sorted row numbering operator (%) propagates all key attributes from
its input relation to its output relation and the resulting row numbering
attribute is a key attribute if and only if the Row Numbering operator does
not use a partitioning argument or if it uses a partitioning argument (P ) and
this partitioning argument is a key in its relation (Rules 4.14 and 4.16).

� If the aggregation operator (Agg) does not use a partitioning argument, then
the resulting relation is a relation with one attribute and a single value, i.e
this attribute is a key attribute (Rule 4.17).

� If the aggregation operator (Agg) uses a partitioning argument (p), then
the resulting relation is a binary relation with two attribute (p, v) where the
aggregate value (v) is computed for each partition value (p). In this case,
the resulting partitioning attribute (p) is a key attribute (Rule 4.18).

� The XPath location step evaluator operator (�) propagates all key attributes
from its input relation to its output relation. The resulting node identifers
attribute is guaranteed to be unique because the result of the XPath location
step evaluator operator is always ordered and duplicate-free (Rule 4.19).

� As we have shown in Section 4.1, applying the element construction operator
(ε) results in two output relations: An output live nodes relation (Γout) and
an output context relation (Iter, Item). In this output context relation, the
two attributes (Iter, Item) are guaranteed to be unique because the element
construction operator builds exactly one element for each iteration and the
pre-order ranks of these newly created elements are always unique (Rule
4.20). In Rule 4.20, ctx represents the output context relation resulting from
applying the element construction operator.

4.3.2 Domain Property Inference Rules

In this section, we define the set of inference rules used to infer and propagate the
domain property through the Pathfinder algebraic plans. In the defined rules, we
use the annotation a(D+) to represent the assignment of a new domain identifier
(D+) for the attribute (a). Figures 4.6 and 4.7 illustrate the rules of inferring the
domain property in Pathfinder algebraic plans. Remarks about the inference rules
of the domain property are given as follows:

� Some of Pathfinder’s algebraic operators commonly propagate all domain in-
formation of the attributes from their input relations to their output relation
without any changes and additionally the operators create a new domain
identifiers (D+) for their resulting (extending) attributes (r) (Rule 4.21).
These operators are:
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OP ∈ {@, #, %,}, �,¬, ∆}
OP (e).domain : e.domain ∪ {r(D+)}

(4.21)

a(α) ∈ e.domain a ∈ PL

a(α) ∈ πPL(e).domain
(4.22)

a(α) ∈ e.domain

a(β) ∈ σa(e).domain
β ⊆ α

(4.23)

a(α) ∈ e1.domain a(β) ∈ e2.domain

a(γ) ∈ (e1 ·∪e2).domain
α ⊆ γ β ⊆ γ

(4.24)

a(α) ∈ e1.domain

a(β) ∈ (e1\e2).domain β ⊆ α
(4.25)

a(α) ∈ e1.domain a(β) ∈ e2.domain e1.schema : (a) e2.schema : (a)

a(γ) ∈ (e1\e2).domain β ∩ γ = ∅ α ⊆ γ
(4.26)

(e1 × e2).domain : e1.domain ∪ e2.domain
(4.27)

c(α) ∈ e1.domain d(β) ∈ e2.domain

c(γ), d(δ) ∈ (e1 1a=b e2).domain
γ ⊆ α δ ⊆ β

(4.28)

a(α) ∈ e1.domain b(α) ∈ e2.domain

a(α), b(α) ∈ (e1 1a=b e2).domain
(4.29)

a(α) ∈ e1.domain b(β) ∈ e2.domain α ⊆ β

a(α), b(α) ∈ (e1 1a=b e2).domain
(4.30)

a(α) ∈ e1.domain b(β) ∈ e2.domain β ⊆ α

a(β), b(β) ∈ (e1 1a=b e2).domain
(4.31)

a(α) ∈ e1.domain b(β) ∈ e2.domain

a(γ), b(γ) ∈ (e1 1a=b e2).domain
γ ⊆ α γ ⊆ β α ∩ β = γ

(4.32)

a(α) ∈ e.domain

a(β) ∈ δ(e).domain
β ⊆ α

(4.33)

Aggr:a(e).domain : r(D+)
(4.34)

P (α)

Aggv:a/P (e).domain : P (α), v(D+)
(4.35)

A
v

.domain : A(D+)

(4.36)

Figure 4.6: Inference rules of the domain property (1)
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Iter(β) ∈ e.domain

Iter(γ), item(D+) ∈ �item:(α,n)(e).domain
γ ⊆ β

(4.37)

ε(e1,e2).OutputContext : ctx Iter(α) ∈ e1.domain

Iter(α), Item(D+) ∈ ctx.domain
(4.38)

Figure 4.7: Inference rules of the domain property (2)

– The attachment operator (@)

– The unsorted row Numbering operator (#)

– The sorted row Numbering operator (%)

– The arithmetic operator (})

– The comparison operator (�)

– The negation operator (¬)

– The document access operator (∆)

� The selection operator (σ) creates new sub-domains for all attributes of the
output relation (Rule 4.23).

� The disjoint union operator ( ·∪) creates new super-domains for all attributes
of the output relation (Rule 4.24).

� The difference operator (\) creates new sub-domains for all attributes of
the output relation (Rule 4.25). If the schema of each of the two argument
relations consists of only one attribute (a), then the domain of attribute (a)
in the output relation is disjoint with the domain of the the same attribute
in the right hand side input relation (Rule 4.26).

� The equi-join operator (1) creates new sub-domains for the non-join at-
tributes of the two input relations (Rule 4.28) and propagates the domains
of the join attributes using the rules 4.29, 4.30, 4.31 and 4.32.

� The duplicate elimination operator (δ) creates new sub-domains for all at-
tributes of the output relation (Rule 4.33).

� If the aggregation operator (Agg) does not use a partitioning argument, then
the resulting attribute is assigned a new domain identifier (D+) (Rule 4.34).

� If the aggregation operator (Agg) uses a partitioning argument (p), then the
resulting partitioning attribute has the same domain identifier as the input
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relation and the resulting attribute is assigned a new domain identifier (D+)
(Rule 4.35).

� The XPath location step evaluator operator (�) creates a new sub-domain for
the iter column of the output context relation. This is because the resulting
iterations from applying this operator are only the iterations which contain
a context nodes satisfying the step conditions (α, n). The XPath location
step evaluator operator also creates a new domain identifier of the resulting
item column of the output context relation (Rule 4.37).

� The element construction operator (ε(e1,e2)) propagates the domain informa-
tion of the iter column of the input element names relation (e1) to the iter
column of the output context relation and creates a new domain identifier
for the resulting item column of the output context relation (Rule 4.38). In
Rule 4.38, ctx represents the output context relation resulting from applying
the element construction operator as previously described in Section 4.1

4.3.3 Constant Property Inference Rules

The constant property is used for identifying these attributes which store the same
value (v) for all tuples. These attributes usually originate either from the use of
literal tables or from the use of the attachment operators to attach a constant
value to an intermediate result. In this section, we define the set of inference
rules used to infer and propagate the constant property through the Pathfinder
algebraic plans. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 illustrate the rules of inferring the constant
property in Pathfinder algebraic plans. Remarks about the inference rules of the
constant property are given as follows:

� The attachment operator (@a:v) propagates all constant attributes from its
input relation to its output relation. The newly attached attribute(s) are
always constant attributes (Rule 4.40).

� The selection operator (σa) propagates all constant attributes from its input
relation to its output relation and assigns the Boolean selection attribute (a)
with the constant value of (True) (Rule 4.41).

� A constant attribute (a(v)) is a constant attribute for the relation (e1 ·∪e2)
if and only if (a(v)) is a constant attribute in the relation e1 and (a(v)) is a
constant attribute in the relation e2 (Rule 4.42).

� The row numbering operator (%) propagates all constant attributes from
its input relation to its output relation and The resulting row numbering
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a(v) ∈ e.const a ∈ PL

a(v) ∈ πPL(e).const
(4.39)

@a:v(e).const : e.const ∪ {a(v)}
(4.40)

σa(e).const : e.const ∪ {a(True)}
(4.41)

a(v) ∈ e1.const a(v) ∈ e2.const

a ∈ (e1 ·∪e2).const
(4.42)

(e1\e2).const : e1.const
(4.43)

(e1 × e2).const : e1.const ∪ e2.const
(4.44)

(e1 1 e2).const : e1.const ∪ e2.const
(4.45)

δ(e).const : e.const
(4.46)

#a(e).const : e.const
(4.47)

e.card1

#a(e).const : e.const ∪ {a(1)}
(4.48)

%a:(o1,...,on)/P (e).const : e.const
(4.49)

e.card1

%a:(o1,...,on)/P (e).const ∪ {a(1)}
(4.50)

}a:(b,c)(e).const : e.const
(4.51)

b(v1), c(v2) ∈ e.const

}a:(b,c)(e).const : e.const ∪ {a(v1◦v2)}
(4.52)

�a:(b,c)(e).const : e.const
(4.53)

b(v1), c(v2) ∈ e.const

�a:(b,c)(e).const : e.const ∪ {a(v1◦v2)}
(4.54)

¬nitem:item(e).const : e.const
(4.55)

item(True) ∈ e.const

¬nitem:item(e).const : e.const ∪ {nitem(False)}
(4.56)

item(False) ∈ e.const

¬nitem:item(e).const : e.const ∪ {nitem(True)}
(4.57)

Figure 4.8: Inference rules of the constant property (1)
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Agg ∈ (min, max, avg) a(v1) ∈ e.const

r(v1) ∈ Aggr:a(e).const
(4.58)

P (v1) ∈ e.const

P (v1) ∈ Aggv:a/P (e).const
(4.59)

A(v) ∈ A
v

.const

(4.60)

A(v) ∈

A
v
...
v

.const

(4.61)

∆nvalue:item(e).const : e.const
(4.62)

Figure 4.9: Inference rules of the constant property (2)

attribute is a constant attribute if and only if cardinality of the input relation
is equal to 1 (Rules 4.49 and 4.50).

� The arithmetic operator (}) propagates all constant attributes from its input
relation to its output relation and the resulting attribute (a) is a constant
attribute if the two argument attributes (b, c) are constants. In this case,
the value of the resulting constant attribute is computed by applying the
arithmetic operations (◦) over the values of the two argument attributes
(Rules 4.51 and 4.52).

� The comparison operator (�) propagates all constant attributes from its in-
put relation to its output relation and the resulting attribute (a) is a constant
attribute if the two argument attributes (b, c) are constants. In this case, the
value of the resulting constant attribute (True or False) is computed by ap-
plying the comparison operation (◦) over the values of the two argument
attributes (Rules 4.53 and 4.54).

� The negation operator (¬) propagates all constant attributes from its input
relation to its output relation and the resulting attribute (nitem) is a con-
stant attribute if and only if the argument attribute (item) is constant. In
this case, the value of the resulting constant attribute (True or False) is the
negation for the constant Boolean value of the argument attribute (Rules
4.55, 4.56 and 4.57).
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� If the aggregation operator (Agg) does not use a partitioning argument, then
the resulting attribute is a constant attribute if (Agg ∈ (min, max, avg)) and
the argument attribute is a constant attribute. In this case, the value of the
resulting constant attribute is equal to the value of the argument attribute
(Rule 4.58).

� If the aggregation operator uses a partitioning argument (p), then the re-
sulting partitioning attribute is a constant attribute if and only if it was a
constant attribute in the input relation (Rule 4.59).

4.4 Sample Pathfinder DAG Plans

As already discussed in Section 4.3, Pathfinder algebraic plans are represented in
the form of DAGs. The evaluation process of the query plan is done by traversing
the Pathfinder DAG plans in a bottom up fashion starting from the leaf operators,
i.e. operators with no inputs. The children of any operator must be evaluated
before the evaluation of the operator itself. By traversing the Pathfinder DAG
plans, we always end with a serialization operator, this operator is representing a
form of post-processing over the relational encoding of the resulting items for the
relational plan. The serialization operator converts the resulting sequence of items
into XML data model output.
In this section, we present two examples for the compilation process of XQuery
expressions into Pathfinder query plans.

Example 1
Q1

for $x in (1,2) return

for $y in (30,40) return

$x * $y

Figure 4.10 illustrates the Pathfinder relational algebraic plan for the XQuery
query Q1. In the figure, the algebraic operators are annotated with their inferred
special properties. The relational representation for the evaluation of the interme-
diate results are placed in the left and right sides of the figure. Some intermediate
result relations are marked with Ri to highlight specific aspects of the compila-
tion process. These annotations are described as follows:

� R1 : represents the encoding of the item sequence (1, 2). The variable $x
gets bound to each item of this sequence.

� R2 : represents the encoding of the item sequence (30, 40). The variable $y
gets bound to each item of this sequence.
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key: Item2
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key: Item2

const: item1 ( 40 )
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key: Item1
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key: Item1
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key: Item1, Pos

domain: item2 ( D12 ) , Pos1 ( D13 )domain: item1 ( D6 ) , Pos ( D7 )

domain: item2 ( D12 ) , Pos1 ( D13 ) ,Iter ( D14 )

key: Iter

domain: item1 ( D6 ) , Pos ( D7 ) 
item2 ( D12 ) , Pos1 ( D13 ) , Iter ( D14 )
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Item ( D15 )
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domain: Pos ( D7 ) , Pos1 ( D13 ) , Iter ( D14 ) , Item ( D15 )

Sort ( D16 )

domain: Pos1 ( D13 ) , Item ( D15 ) , Sort ( D16 )

domain: Pos1 ( D13 ) , Item ( D15 ) , Sort ( D16 ) , Pos ( D17 )

key: Pos

domain: Item ( D15 ) , Pos ( D17 )

key: Pos

R1

R2

R3
R4

R5

Figure 4.10: The Pathfinder algebraic plan for XQuery Q1 annotated with its special properties
for the intermediate results.
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� R3 : represents the loop-lifted translation for the nested for loops.

for $x in (1,2) return

for $y in (30,40) return

� R4 : represents evaluation of the arithmetic operator (∗) over the encoding
of the two variables ($x,$y) represented by the two attributes (item1, item2).
The result of the arithmetic operator is stored in the item attribute.

� R5 : represents the final relational result for the evaluation of Q1. This
relation is passed as an input for serialization operator to convert it into an
XML data model output.

� The set of operators appearing in the plan between the two relations R4 and
R5 is responsible for imposing the order of the resulting items.

Example 2
Q2

for $x in doc("auction.xml")//price/text()

where $x < 40

return <item> {$x} </item>

Figure 4.11 illustrates the Pathfinder algebraic plan for the XQuery query Q2. For
the sake of clarity, we have only annotated the key and constant properties in the
figure. In this example, we use the XMark sample document ”auction.xml” as a
source XML document with the following assumptions:

� The XPath accelerator encoding of this document contains 2400 nodes.

� The document has two price nodes with pre-order ranks (node identifiers)
820 and 840.

� The two price nodes have two text nodes with pre-order ranks 821 and 841.
The string values of these text nodes are 30 and 50 respectively.

The annoted relations in the figure marked by Ri are representing the following
aspects:

� R1 : represents the evaluation of the path step (descendant :: price).

� R2 : retrieves the text nodes for the prices nodes encoded in the relation
R1.

� R3 : represents the loop-lifted representation for the sequence of items that
consists of the two retrieved XML tree nodes.
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� R4 : using the node identifiers stored in the item1 columns of the input
context relation R1. The document access operator accesses the XPath ac-
celerator encoding relation, retrieves the values of the nodes and stores them
in the item2 column.

� R5 : attaches the constant value 40 which will be used in the following
comparison operator.

� R6 : applies the arithmatic operator (>) over the two argument columns
item2 and item3 and stores the result in the resulting column item4.

� R7 : filters the tuples satisfying the applied comparison operation (>).

� R8 : represents the element names relation with the schema (iter, item)
that will be used by the element construction operator. This relation stores
one tuple for each relation and the item column stores the name of the new
constructed elements.

� R9 : represents the input context relation for the element construction
operator. The item column stores the node identifiers of the nodes to be
constructed.

� R10 : represents the output context relation resulting from the element
construction operator. The item column stores the node identifiers of the
newly constructed transient root nodes. Since we assumed the maximum
pre-order rank for the encoding of the auction document is 2400 (MaxPre),
the new constructed node will be assigned pre-order ranks in a consecutive
manner starting from the number 2401 (MaxPre + 1).

� R11 :represents the transient XML nodes fragments as a result of executing
the element construction operator. This output relation is an extension for
the input live nodes fragment (XPath accelerator encoding for the auction
document).

� R12 : implements a back-mapping step that provides the connection be-
tween the resulting iterations and their original loop-lifted representation in
relation (R3).

� R13 : represents the final relational result for the evaluation of Q2. The
serialization operator access the output relation (R13) and the live node
fragment to generate the resulting XML output.
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Figure 4.11: The Pathfinder algebraic plan for XQuery Q2 annotated with its special properties
for the intermediate results.
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4.5 Summary

In this chapter, we described the Pathfinder algebraic represenetation for XQuery
expressions. This algebraic representation is based on three main componets:

(i) The Pathfinder algebraic operators.

(ii) The loop-lifting compilation technique.

(iii) The special properties annotated to the relational intermediate results.

The resulting algebraic plans are considered as an intermediate representations for
the XQuery expressions. The pathfinder algebraic plan thus serves an intermediate
representation which can be used by other modules such as SQL code generator
(Chapter 5) or XQuery estimation module (Chapter 6) or MIL code generator
[Rit05], [BGvK+06].



5
SQL Code Generator

Since XQuery have been proposed by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)
as the standard query language for XML, several research and industrial efforts
have attempted to design and implement efficient and scalable XQuery engines
[FHK+03b],[Gal],[XHI],[PAKC+03]. In principle the implementations of XQuery
engines can be classified into the following three categories:

� Native XML/XQuery Engines: this category of XQuery engines uses
an XML document as its fundamental unit of logical storage typically as
the relational database has a row within a table as its fundamental unit of
logical storage. Such engines need to reimplement most of the functionality of
a relational database system, e.g. the storage manager, the query processor,
and the query optimizer but on the other hand they have more flexibility to
support the different XQuery features and thus can be optimized specifically
for XQuery.

� Streaming XQuery Engines: this category of XQuery engine receives the
XML data in the form of continuous streams of tokens and applies on-the-fly
the query processing functionalities without the need of using any secondary
storage scheme. Receiving the XML data as a token stream minimizes the
main memory requirements of such engines and allow the lazy evaluation of
the queries by discarding the input data which is not required.

� Relational XQuery Engines: this category of XQuery engines uses the
relational database technology to store the XML documents in the form of
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relational tables and translates the XQuery expressions into SQL statements.
Such engines can reside on any relational database system and exploits its
well known matured query optimization techniques as well as its efficient and
scalable query processing techniques.

Our proposed implementation in this thesis lies in
the third category of this classification. In Chapter
3, we described the relational scheme for storing the
XML documents (XPath Accelerator). In Chapter
4, we described the algebraic representation of the
XQuery expressions. In this chapter, we describe
the last component of our proposed XQuery en-
gine, the SQL code generator that translates the
intermediate algebraic representation for XQuery
expressions into SQL scripts which can be executed
on any conventional RDBMS. These components
are illustrated in Figure 5.1.

Relational Tree Encoding

Algebraic Representation

SQL Code Generator

RDBMS

XQuery

Figure 5.1: Components of
Pathfinder relational XQuery en-
gine.

Section 5.1 introduces the framework of our proposed relational XQuery imple-
mentation. A detailed description for the translation process will be presented in
Section 5.2. Section 5.3 describes the work of exploiting the relational indexing
functionality to support our engine. Experimental comparisons of executing the
resultant SQL scripts on commercial SQL systems as a proof of the efficiency of
our approach will be presented in section 5.4.

5.1 XQuery to SQL : Framework

Figure 5.2 represents the framework of Pathfinder as a relational XQuery engine.
The query engine translates its input of XQuery expressions into SQL evaluation
scripts through the following steps:

1. The source XML documents that are processed by the engine have to be
mapped (shredded) into the XPath Accelerator relational scheme using the
(pre/size/level) encoding introduced in Section 3.1.3.

2. Based on the list of Pathfinder algebraic operator and the compilation tech-
niques introduced in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, the Pathfinder algebraic trans-
lation module translates its input XQuery expression into an equivalent
Pathfinder algebraic plan. The Pathfinder algebraic translation module has
its own sub-components that are responsible for doing the required tasks for
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Pathfinder

XML 
Document

Conventional RDBMS

XQuery

Expression

Relational Algebra

SQL Generator

SQL Translation Script

Relational 
Results XML

XPath Accelerator 
Encoding Tuples

(pre/post) Encoding

Translation Templates

XML 
Serializer

Figure 5.2: The framework of Pathfinder relational XQuery engine.

each query engine such as the lexical analysis and the syntax analysis. Such
details of the Pathfinder algebraic translation module is beyond the scope of
this thesis.

3. The SQL generator module receives the algebraic plans produced in step
two as well as the SQL translation templates (Section 5.2.1) to generate
the equivalent SQL script for evaluating the results of the input XQuery
expression.

4. The SQL script generated in step three is using a standard SQL: 1999 code
which can be executed on any conventional RDBMS such as IBM DB2,
Microsoft SQL server and Oracle.

5. An XML serialization module receives the relational tuples resulting from
the evaluation process of the SQL script using the conventional RDBMS and
serializes them into an equivalent output of the XML model. We refer to
[GvKT04] for a detailed description of this serialization algorithm.
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CREATE VIEW (V iewName) AS (V iewDefintion)
CREATE TABLE (TableName) ( AttributesDefintion)
CREATE INDEX (IndexName) ON (TableName) ( IndexingAttributes)
INSERT INTO (TableName)
SELECT (AttributesList) FROM (TablesList) WHERE (ConditionsList)
ROW NUMBER() OVER(PARTITION BY (P ) ORDER BY (SortList))
DENSE RANK() OVER(PARTITION BY (P ) ORDER BY (SortList))
UNION ALL Range Conditions
INNER JOIN RIGHT OUTER JOIN
ORDER BY (SortList) GROUP BY (GroupList)
Arithmetic Operators (+,-,*,...) Comparison Operators (<,≤, =, ...)
Boolean Conjunctives (AND, OR) DISTINCT

Table 5.1: SQL constructs used by the SQL code generator

5.2 Translating Algebraic Plans Into SQL Code

In Section 4.1 we described the list of Pathfinder algebraic operators. Then
in Section 4.2 we explained the technique of compiling XQuery expressions into
Pathfinder algebraic plans. In fact, The Pathfinder algebraic plans serves as an in-
termediate result for generating a final SQL query to be evaluated using a RDBMS.
In this section, we complete our relational implementation for XQuery by describ-
ing the techniques used to translate the Pathfinder algebraic plans into their equiv-
alent SQL scripts for evaluating the results of XQuery expressions. The standard
SQL:1999 code generated by the Pathfinder SQL code generator can be evalu-
ated using any conventional RDBMS without any obstacles. Table 5.1 lists the
SQL constructs used by the SQL code generator to generate the SQL scripts that
are equivalent to the Pathfinder algebraic plans representing the XQuery expres-
sions. In brief, the output SQL script is generated by traversing the tree of the
Pathfinder algebraic operators in a postorder approach and translating each al-
gebraic operator into an equivalent SQL evaluation step using the defined SQL
transaction templates (Section 5.2.1). The resulting relational object table - view
of each intermediate evaluation step for an algebraic operator is used as an input
for the immediate following operator(s) in the Pathfinder algebraic DAG plan.
Figure 5.3 illustrates the algorithm for translating Pathfinder algebraic plan into
SQL evaluation script. Remarks about this SQL translation algorithm are given
as follows:

� The TranslationScript object referenced in line number 3 represents the
object which stores the sequence of the SQL evaluation steps used for eval-
uating the XQuery expression. A detailed description for the forms of the
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1 SQLTranslation (PathfinderAlgebraicPlan G)

2 BEGIN

3 TranslationScript t;

4 Node n;

5 n = G.getNextPostorderNode();

6 DO WHILE (n != null)

7 translateOperator(t,n);

8 n = G.getNextPostorderNode();

9 LOOP

10 RETURN t;

11 END

12

13 translateOperator(TranslationScript t, Node n)

14 BEGIN

15 IF(n.kind== ’project’) THEN

16 translateProjectOperator(t,n);

17 ELSEIF(n.kind== ’selection’) THEN

18 translateSelectionOperator(t,n);

19 ...

20 ...

21 END IF

22 END

23

24 translateProjectOperator(TranslationScript t, Node n)

25 BEGIN

26 // Using the translation template of the project operator

27 SQLStatment S;

28 S = "CREATE VIEW OP" & n.ID & " AS ";

29 S = S & "SELECT " & n.projectionList;

30 S = S & " FROM " & n.input.relationName;

31 t.add(S);

32 n.relationName = "OP" & n.ID;

33 END

34

35 translateSelectionOperator(TranslationScript t, Node n)

36 BEGIN

37 // Using the translation template of the selection operator

38 SQLStatment S;

39 S = "CREATE VIEW OP" & n.ID & " AS ";

40 S = S & "SELECT * FROM " & n.input.relationName;

41 S = S & " WHERE " & n.selectionAttribute & " = ’TRUE’";

42 t.add(S);

43 n.relationName = "OP" & n.ID;

44 END

Figure 5.3: Pathfinder SQL translation algorithm
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translation scripts will be discussed in Section 5.2.2.

� The function getNextPostorderNode referenced in line number 4 retrieves
the operators of the processed algebraic plan in a postorder fashion.

� The function translateProjectOperator, referenced in line number 16 and
defined between the lines from 24 to 33, uses the SQL translation template
for the project operator (Rule 5.1) to construct the evaluation step of the
associated operator and similarly the function translateSelectionOperator,
referenced in line 18 and defined between the lines from 35 to 44, uses the
SQL translation template for the selection operator (Rule 5.3). A detailed
description for the SQL translation templates of the different algebraic op-
erators will be presented in Section 5.2.1.

� The function call t.add(S) referenced in lines 31 and 42 adds to the Trans-
lationScript object the evaluation step represented by the SQL statement
S.

� The attribute relationName referenced in lines 30, 32, 40 and 43 stores the
name of the relational object (Table-View) representing the SQL evaluation
of its associated operator.

5.2.1 SQL Translation Templates

For each of the Pathfinder algebraic operators described in Section 4.1, we define
a corresponding SQL translation template. During the SQL translations, the pa-
rameters for the algebraic operator is properly transformed from one operator to
another according to the DAG plan. Figures 5.4,5.5,5.6 and 5.7 illustrate the in-
ference rules for translating Pathfinder algebraic operators into SQL code. These
inference rules are represented in the same notation that we have used in Section
4.3. Remarks about the inference rules of SQL translation is given as follows:

� A sample interpretation of the inference rule 5.1 representing the translation
of Pathfinder algebraic project operator (π) is:
Given the information that the relational object (Table-View) q represents
the SQL evaluation of the expression e, the translation of the Pathfinder al-
gebraic project operator (πa1,a2:b2,...,an(e)) is defined using the following SQL
code:

CREATE VIEW opi AS
SELECT a1, a2 AS b2, ..., an

FROM q;
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where i represents the operator number of the translated project operator in
the associated algebraic plan.

� In the inference rule 5.5 for translating the difference operator (\), the no-
tation q1.Schema : (f1, f2) means that the schema of the relational object
q consists of the columns (f1, f2).

� In the inference rule 5.17 for translating the tables operator (
c
v

), the refer-

enced relational table OneRowTable represents a standard data dictionary
table for any RDBMS that consists exactly of one column and one record.

� In the inference rule 5.18 for translating the XPath location step evaluator
operator (�item:(α,n)(e)), the referenced function XPathEvaluationConditions
(d2,α,n) represents the evaluation conditions of the different XPath location
steps which was described earlier in Section 3.2.1.

� Due to the complexity of the element / Text construction operators (ε/τ),
we do not use the inference rule notation for representing its translation.
A detailed explanation of the translation steps of these operators will be
presented as follows:

Element Construction Translation

� Input Parameters :

1. The live nodes fragment: OpLiveNodes.
Pre Size Level Kind Name Value Frag

2. The relation of the element names: OpElementNames.
Iter Name

3. The input context relation: OpContext.
Iter Item Pos

� Step 1 : Creating the output live nodes fragments.

1 CREATE VIEW OpOutputLiveNodes AS

2 SELECT MaxPre.pre +

3 ROW_NUMBER() OVER (ORDER BY iter,pos,

4 ElementConstruction.pre) AS pre,
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SQL(e) : q
SQL(πa1,a2:b2,...,an(e)) ⇒
CREATE VIEW opi AS
SELECT a1, a2 AS b2, ..., an

FROM q;


(5.1)

SQL(e) : q
SQL(@a:v(e)) ⇒
CREATE VIEW opi AS
SELECT v AS a, q.*
FROM q;


(5.2)

SQL(e) : q
SQL(σa(e)) ⇒
CREATE VIEW opi AS
SELECT *
FROM q
WHERE a = ’true’;


(5.3)

SQL(e1) : q1 SQL(e2) : q2

SQL(e1 ·∪e2) ⇒
CREATE VIEW opi AS
SELECT *
FROM q1

UNION ALL
SELECT *
FROM q2;



(5.4)

SQL(e1) : q1 SQL(e2) : q2 q1.Schema : (f1, f2) q2.Schema = q1.Schema

SQL(e1\e2) ⇒
CREATE VIEW opi AS
SELECT *
FROM q1

EXCEPT
SELECT f1,f2
FROM q2;


(5.5)

SQL(e1) : q1 SQL(e2) : q2
SQL(e1 × e2) ⇒
CREATE VIEW opi AS
SELECT *
FROM q1,q2;


(5.6)

Figure 5.4: Inference rules of SQL translation (1).
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SQL(e1) : q1 SQL(e2) : q2
SQL(e1 1a=b e2) ⇒
CREATE VIEW opi AS
SELECT *
FROM q1,q2

WHERE q1.a = q2.b;


(5.7)

SQL(e) : q
SQL(δ(e)) ⇒
CREATE VIEW opi AS
SELECT DISTINCT *
FROM q;


(5.8)

SQL(e) : q
SQL(#a(e)) ⇒
CREATE VIEW opi AS
SELECT ROW NUMBER() OVER () AS a, q.*
FROM q;


(5.9)

SQL(e) : q
SQL(%a:(o1,...,on/p)(e)) ⇒
CREATE VIEW opi AS
SELECT ROW NUMBER() OVER (PARTITION BY p ORDER BY o1, .., on) AS a, q.*
FROM q;


(5.10)

SQL(e) : q ◦ ∈ (+,−, ∗, \, mod, div)
SQL(}a:(b,c)(e)) ⇒
CREATE VIEW opi AS
SELECT q.*, q.b ◦ q.c AS a
FROM q;


(5.11)

SQL(e) : q θ ∈ (<,≤, =, ! =, >, >)

SQL(�a:(b,c)(e)) ⇒
CREATE VIEW opi AS
SELECT q.*, ’True’ AS a
FROM q
WHERE b θ c
UNION ALL
SELECT q.*, ’False’ AS a
FROM q
WHERE NOT(b θ c);



(5.12)

Figure 5.5: Inference rules of SQL translation (2).
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SQL(e) : q

SQL(¬a:b(e)) ⇒
CREATE VIEW opi AS
SELECT q.*, ’True’ AS a
FROM q
WHERE b = ’False’
UNION ALL
SELECT q.*, ’False’ AS a
FROM q
WHERE b = ’True’;



(5.13)

SQL(e) : q Agg ∈ (count,max, min, sum, avg)
SQL(Aggv:a(e)) ⇒
CREATE VIEW opi AS
SELECT Agg(a) AS v
FROM q;


(5.14)

SQL(e) : q Agg ∈ (count,max, min, sum, avg)
SQL(Aggv:a/p(e)) ⇒
CREATE VIEW opi AS
SELECT p, Agg(a) AS v
FROM q
GROUP BY p;


(5.15)

SQL(e) : q SQL(Γ) : OpLiveNodes
OpLiveNodes.Schema : (pre, size, parent, kind, level, name, value, frag)

SQL(∆v:i(e)) ⇒
CREATE VIEW opi AS
SELECT q.*, OpLiveNodes.value AS v
FROM q
WHERE q.i = OpLiveNodes.pre;


(5.16)


SQL(

c
v

) ⇒

CREATE VIEW opi AS
SELECT v AS c
FROM OneRowTable;


(5.17)

Figure 5.6: Inference rules of SQL translation (3).
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SQL(e) : q SQL(Γ) : OpLiveNodes
OpLiveNodes.Schema : (pre, size, parent, kind, level, name, value, frag)

SQL(�item:(α,n)(e)) ⇒
CREATE VIEW opi AS
SELECT DISTINCT q.iter, d2.pre AS item
FROM q , OpLiveNodes AS d1, OpLiveNodes AS d2
WHERE q.item = d1.pre
AND XPathEvaluationConditions(d2,α,n)
ORDER BY d2.pre;


(5.18)

Figure 5.7: Inference rules of SQL translation (4).

5 ElementConstruction.size, ElementConstruction.level,

6 ElementConstruction.kind, ElementConstruction.name,

7 ElementConstruction.value,

8 MaxPre.frag + DENSE_RANK() OVER (ORDER BY iter) AS frag

9 FROM (SELECT OPElementNames.iter, 0 AS pos, -2 AS pre,

10 COALESCE(SUM(size + 1), 0) AS size,

11 0 AS level, ’Elem’ AS kind,

12 OpElementNames.item AS name,

13 NULL AS value

14 FROM OpContext INNER JOIN OpLiveNodes

15 ON OpContext.item = OpLiveNodes.pre

16 RIGHT OUTER JOIN OpElementNames

17 ON OpElementNames.iter = OpContext.iter

18 GROUP BY OpElementNames.iter,OpElementNames.item

19

20 UNION ALL

21

22 SELECT OpContext.iter, OpContext.pos,

23 d2.pre AS pre, d2.size, d2.level - d1.level + 1 AS level,

24 d2.kind, d2.name, d2.value AS value

25 FROM OpContext, OpLiveNodes AS d1, OpLiveNodes AS d2

26 WHERE d1.pre = OpContext.item

27 AND d2.pre >= d1.pre

28 AND d2.pre <= d1.pre + d1.size) AS ElementConstruction,

29 (SELECT MAX(pre) AS pre,Max(frag) AS frag

30 FROM OpLiveNodes ) AS MaxPre;
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(i) The lines 2 and 3 generate the new pre-order ranks for the newly con-
structed nodes.

(ii) The line 7 generates the new identifier for the newly created transient
XML document fragments.

(iii) The lines from 8 to 17 create the new root nodes for the constructed
sub-tree (one root node per iteration).

(iv) The lines from 21 to 27 copies the required sub-trees from the input live
node fragment.

(v) The lines 28 and 29 specify the maximum pre-order rank and maximum
fragment identifer of the input live node fragment. The (maximum pre-
order rank + 1) is used as the starting pre-order rank in step (i) while
the (maximum fragment identifier + 1) is used as the starting fragment
number in step (ii).

� Step 2 : Creating the output context nodes.

1 CREATE VIEW OpOutputContext AS

2 SELECT ElementConstruction.Iter,

3 MaxPre.pre + ROW_NUMBER() OVER (ORDER BY iter,pos,

4 ElementConstruction.pre) AS Item

5 FROM (SELECT OPElementNames.iter, 0 AS pos, -2 AS pre

6 FROM OpContext INNER JOIN OpLiveNodes

7 ON OpContext.item = OpLiveNodes.pre

8 RIGHT OUTER JOIN OpElementNames

9 ON OpElementNames.iter = OpContext.iter

10 GROUP BY OpElementNames.iter

11

12 UNION ALL

13

14 SELECT OpContext.iter, OpContext.pos, d2.pre AS pre

15 FROM OpContext, OpLiveNodes AS d1, OpLiveNodes AS d2

16 WHERE d1.pre = OpContext.item

17 AND d2.pre >= d1.pre

18 AND d2.pre <= d1.pre + d1.size) AS ElementConstruction,

19 (SELECT MAX(pre) AS pre FROM OpLiveNodes ) AS MaxPre

20 WHERE ElementConstruction.Level = 0;

The SQL script for creating the output context nodes is similar to the SQL script
for creating the output live nodes fragment with minimal changes. It deals only
with constructing the pre-order ranks of the newly constructed root nodes as a
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subset from the information maintained by the step of creating the output live
nodes fragments.

(i) The lines 2 and 3 generate the new pre-order ranks for the newly constructed
nodes.

(ii) The lines from 4 to 9 create the new root nodes for the constructed sub-tree
(one root node per iteration).

(iii) The lines from 13 to 17 copy the required sub-trees from the input live node
fragment.

(iv) Line 18 specifies the maximum pre-order rank of the input live node fragment.
The (maximum pre-order rank + 1) is used as the starting pre-order rank
for generation step (i).

(v) Line 19 filters the tuples to be stored in the output context relation. The
stored tuples are only the tuples representing the newly constructed root
nodes.

Figure 5.8 illustrates an example describing the behavior of the element construc-
tion operator.

Text Construction Translation

As we discussed in Section 4.1, the behavior of the text construction operator
is very similar to the behavior of the element construction operator with minimal
changes. The input parameters of the text construction operator is the same as the
input parameters of the element construction operator with only one difference. In
the element construction operator, the item column of the input context relation
OpContext stores the node identifiers of the newly constructed nodes while in
the case of the text construction operator, this item column stores the strings
of the newly constructed text nodes. The SQL translation template of the text
construction operator is defined as follows:

� Step 1 : Creating the output live nodes fragments.

CREATE VIEW OpOutputLiveNodes AS

SELECT MaxPre.pre +

ROW_NUMBER() OVER (ORDER BY iter,pos,pre) AS pre,

TextConstruction.size, TextConstruction.level,

TextConstruction.kind, TextConstruction.name,

TextConstruction.value,

MaxPre.frag + DENSE_RANK() OVER (ORDER BY iter) AS frag
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Figure 5.8: An illustrating Example for the behavior of the element construction operator.
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FROM (SELECT OPElementNames.iter, 0 AS pos, 0 AS pre,

1 AS size, 0 AS level, ’Elem’ AS kind,

OpElementNames.item AS name, null AS value

FROM OpContext

RIGHT OUTER JOIN OpElementNames

ON OpElementNames.iter = OpContext.iter

UNION ALL

SELECT OpContext.iter, OpContext.pos,

1 AS pre, 0 AS size , 1 AS level, ’Text’ as kind,

OpElementNames.item as name, OpContext.item AS value

FROM OpContext, OpElementNames

WHERE OpContext.iter = OpElementNames.iter) AS TextConstruction,

(SELECT MAX(pre) AS pre,Max(frag) AS frag FROM OpLiveNodes ) AS MaxPre;

� Step 2 : Creating the output context nodes.

CREATE VIEW OpOutputContext AS

SELECT TextConstruction.Iter,

MaxPre.pre + ROW_NUMBER() OVER (ORDER BY iter,pos,pre) AS Item

FROM (SELECT OPElementNames.iter, 0 AS pos, 0 AS pre

FROM OpContext

RIGHT OUTER JOIN OpElementNames

ON OpElementNames.iter = OpContext.iter

UNION ALL

SELECT OpContext.iter, OpContext.pos, 1 AS pre

FROM OpContext) AS TextConstruction,

(SELECT MAX(pre) AS pre FROM OpLiveNodes ) AS MaxPre

WHERE TextConstruction.Level = 0;

As we discussed in Section 4.1, the element construction operator require sub-trees
copying for the input context nodes from the input live node fragments relation
OpLiveNodes while the text construction operator does not involve any sub-tree
copying for the newly constructed text nodes. Figure 5.9 illustrates an example
describing the behavior of the text construction operator.

5.2.2 Translation Approaches (Views - Tables - Hybrid)

The Pathfinder SQL code generator uses three different approaches for generating
the evaluation SQL scripts [GMR+07]:
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Figure 5.9: An illustrating example for the behavior of the text construction operator.
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1. View-Based Approach: In this approach, each operator of the associated
Pathfinder algebraic plan is compiled into an SQL:1999 view definition using
the SQL translation templates defined in the previous Subsection 5.2.1. The
view definition that represents the SQL translation of an algebraic operator
is represented in the following form:

Create View OP(i) AS ...;

where i represents the operator number in the associated Pathfinder algebraic
plan.

The generated SQL scripts using any of the three different approaches always
end up with an additional single query to retrieve the results of the evaluation
script. This additional evaluation step is represented as follows:

SELECT * FROM OP1;

where OP1 is a relational object (View - Table) which stores the result of
the final (root) operator of the Pathfinder algebraic plan.

The structure of the general form of the generated Pathfinder view-based
translation scripts can be illustrated as follows:

CREATE VIEW OP(n) AS ...;

CREATE VIEW OP(n-1) AS ...;

...

...

CREATE VIEW OP1 AS ...;

SELECT * FROM OP1;

where n represents the number of algebraic operators in the associated Pathfinder
algebraic plan.

Although the performance comparisons between the three different approaches
(Section 5.4.1) shows that the view-based translation scripts usually performs
the best for most of the XMark queries, this approach suffers from two dis-
advantages. These disadvantages are:

(a) The resulting query plans for the final query statement:
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SELECT * FROM OP1;

for some scripts are more complex and nested such that the query op-
timizer of some conventional RDBMS are unable to process them. In
this case, the SQL code generator must break the nesting of the view
definitions by materializing the results of an intermediate relation using
a temporary table object. For example, by running the view-based SQL
translation script for the XMark query Q8 using Microsoft SQL Server
2005, the system gives the message that ”it is not possible to execute
the required statement because the level of nesting is too deep”.

(b) The XQuery language provides the facility of constructing nested (hi-
erarchical) element structures as a result of an XQuery expression. An
example of using this facility is the following expression:

for $x in //person, $y in //department return

<ParentItem>

<ChildItem1>{$x/@id}</ChildItem1>

<ChildItem2>{$y/@id}</ChildItem2>

</ParentItem>

The process of evaluating the generated SQL scripts for such expressions
using the view-based approach is relatively inefficient. The main rea-
son behind this inefficiency is that the resulting transient nodes created
during the runtime evaluation of the first element construction step has
no index information. This constraint of the absence of the index infor-
mation makes the evaluation of the second element construction step
very expensive and inefficient especially if the size of the intermediate
fragments are big.

2. Table-Based Approach: In this approach, each operator of the associ-
ated Pathfinder algebraic plan is compiled into a temporary relational table
object using the same predefined SQL translation templates with minimal
modifications. In general, the CREATE VIEW statement of each transla-
tion template is replaced with a CREATE TABLE statement. The content
of each temporary table is specified using the corresponding view definition
of each operator. The general form of the Table-Based version of the SQL
translation template can be illustrated as follows:

CREATE TABLE OP(i)....;

INSERT INTO TABLE OP(i)
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...

[View Definition Of The View-Based Translation]

...;

where i represents the operator number in the associated Pathfinder algebraic
plan.

For the sake of addressing the performance issues, Pathfinder’s table-based
translation needs to instantiate some CREATE INDEX statements for the
intermediate created temporary table. These CREATE INDEX statements
are added to Pathfinder’s table-based version of the translation templates for
some of the Pathfinder algebraic operators such as the join operator (1),
document access operator (∆) and element construction operator (ε). For
example, in the table-based translation template of the join operator we
firstly index the join attributes before applying the join operation itself to
accelerate its evaluation time (Rule 5.19). Examples of these Table-Based
modified templates are illustrated in Figure 5.10. As illustrated in the Rule
5.19, the SQL code generator’s decision to utilize the UNIQUE feature of
each created index influenced by the inferred key properties of the algebraic
operator.

Consequently, The structure of the general form of the generated Pathfinder
table-based translation scripts can be illustrated as follows:

CREATE TABLE OP(n)....;

INSERT INTO TABLE OP(n)....;

CREATE TABLE OP(n-1)....;

INSERT INTO TABLE OP(n-1)....;

...

CREATE INDEX IOP(n-i) on TABLE OP(n-i)([Indexing Attributes]);

...

CREATE TABLE OP1....;

INSERT INTO TABLE OP1....;

SELECT * FROM OP1;

where n represents the number of algebraic operators in the associated Pathfinder
algebraic plan.
Using the table-based translation approach has two different sides to it. On
the one hand, it solves the two mentioned problems of the view-based ap-
proach and executes the evaluation scripts of the queries with nested element
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construction in a more efficient way. And on the other hand, the perfor-
mance comparisons between the three different approaches (Section 5.4.1)
shows that the execution time of the table-based translation scripts is mostly
longer than the execution time of the view-based translation scripts for the
set of XMark queries when no nested element construction expressions are
used.

3. Hybrid-Based Approach: The hybrid approach attempts to combine the
advantages of the two other approaches in an elegant way. The hybrid-based
translation follows in standard the view-based translation for translating the
algebraic operator of the associated plan(therefore, it has the high perfor-
mance advantages associated with this approach) and follows the table-based
translation in situations where the view-based approach suffers from the al-
ready mentioned performance problems (either in the case where the view
definitions will lead to a too nested or complex query plan or in the case
where the occurrences of nested element constructions steps are detected in
the translated algebraic plans).

The structure of the general form of the generated Pathfinder hybrid-based
translation scripts can be illustrated as follows:

CREATE VIEW OP(n) AS ...;

CREATE VIEW OP(n-1) AS ...;

...

CREATE TABLE OP(n-i)....;

INSERT INTO Table OP(n-i)....;

CREATE INDEX IOP(n-i) on Table OP(n-i)([Indexing Attributes]);

...

CREATE VIEW OP1 AS ...;

SELECT * FROM OP1;

where n represents the number of algebraic operators in the associated Pathfinder
algebraic plan.

5.2.3 Translation Patterns

As discussed, the direct translation of Pathfinder algebraic plans into its equiv-
alent SQL scripts is achieved by traversing the associated DAG in a bottom up
fashion and then translating each algebraic operator into its equivalent SQL eval-
uation step using the defined SQL translation templates. Therefore, the direct
translation approach leads to a number of SQL evaluation steps that is equal to
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SQL(e1) : q1 SQL(e2) : q2 a ∈ e1.key b /∈ e2.key

SQL(e1 1a=b e2) ⇒
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX q1a ON q1 (a);
CREATE INDEX q2b ON q2 (b);
CREATE TABLE opi([Attributes of OpInput1],[Attributes of OpInput1]);
INSERT INTO opi
...
(View Definition Of The View-Based Translation)
...;


(5.19)

SQL(e) : q

SQL(%a:(o1,...,on/p)(e)) ⇒
CREATE INDEX qSort ON q (o1,...,on);
CREATE INDEX qPartition ON q (p);
CREATE TABLE opi(a int,[OpInput Attributes]);
INSERT INTO opi
...
(View Definition Of The View-Based Translation)
...;



(5.20)

SQL(e) : q SQL(Γ) : OpLiveNodes
OpLiveNodes.Schema : (pre, size, parent, kind, level, name, value, frag)

SQL(∆v:i(e)) ⇒
CREATE INDEX qItem ON q(i);
CREATE TABLE opi([OpInput Attributes], v int);
INSERT INTO opi
...
(View Definition Of The View-Based Translation)
...;


(5.21)

Figure 5.10: Examples of the inference rules of table-based SQL translation.
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1 PatternBasedSQLTranslation (PathfinderAlgebraicPlan G)

2 {

3 BEGIN

4 TranslationScript t;

5 Pattern p;

6 InstanceArray instances;

7 int counter;

8 Node v;

9 Node n;

10

11 G.setTranslatePropertyForAllNodesEqualToTrue();

12 G.setPatternPropertyForAllNodesEqualToFalse();

13 p=getNextTranslationPattern()

14 DO WHILE (p != null)

15 instances=detectPatternInstance(G,p);

16 FOR counter = 1 to instances.count

17 FOR EACH v IN instances(i).subTree

18 v.translate = False;

19 NEXT

20 instances(i).root.pattern= True;

21 instances(i).root.patternKind = p.name;

22 NEXT

23 LOOP

24

25 n = G.getNextPostorderNode();

26 DO WHILE (n != null)

27 IF (n.translate == True) THEN

28 if (n.pattern == True) THEN

29 t.add(translatePattern(n));

30 ELSE

31 t.add(translateOperator(n));

32 END IF

33 END IF

34 n = G.getNextPostorderNode();

35 LOOP

36 RETURN t;

37 END

38 }

Figure 5.11: Pathfinder pattern-based SQL translation algorithm
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the number of the algebraic operators in the associated Pathfinder algebraic plan.
Consequently, the SQL scripts resulting from this direct translation approach tends
to be cumbersome, lengthy and suffers from performance degradation. The per-
formance degradation is a result of the consequence execution of huge number
of detailed evaluation steps especially in the case of the table-based translation
approach where extra non-required intermediate tables are created and extra in-
termediate tuples are inserted.
To avoid these limitations, the Pathfinder SQL code generator uses a Pattern-
Based Translation Approach for merging and rewriting the translation of a group of
operators (Pattern) into a single SQL evaluation step. The Pattern-Based Trans-
lation Approach used by the Pathfinder SQL code generator is very similar to the
tree matching approach for code generation described in [AGT89]. The use of this
Pattern-Based Translation Approach yields a more efficient, amenable and com-
pact SQL script. The number of intermediate evaluation steps for the generated
scripts using the Pattern-Based Translation Approach is approximately equal to 1

3

of the number of the evaluation steps for scripts generated using the direct transla-
tion approach. The experiments detailed in Section 5.4.3 will present a comparison
between the two approaches in terms of the number of evaluation steps and the
execution time of the resulting SQL scripts. Practically, the Pathfinder SQL code
generator stores a library of algebraic patterns that varies from simple patterns con-
sisting of two operators (for example: Project(π)/Select(σ) - Project(π)/Union( ·∪)
- Attach(@)/Project(π),...,etc) to complex patterns merging 6 or 7 algebraic oper-
ators. During the translation process, the code generator detects the occurrences
of its defined patterns and uses them for generating more elegant and efficient
SQL scripts. Figure 5.11 illustrates the pattern-based algorithm for translating
Pathfinder algebraic plans into equivalent SQL scripts. Remarks about the trans-
lation algorithm are given as follows:

� The lines from 11 to 23 are representing a pre-processing step for detecting
the occurrences of the stored translation patterns in the processed algebraic
plan.

� The function call G.setTranslatePropertyForAllNodesEqualToTrue() in
line number 11 initiates the translate property of all operators in the pro-
cessed algebraic plan to the Boolean value True. The value of the translate
property for each operator will be used in line number 27 to decide if the
SQL translation of this operator will be added to the resulting translation
script or if it will be combined with the translation of other operators in a
pattern translation.

� The function call G.setPatternPropertyForAllNodesEqualToFalse() in line
number 12 initiates the pattern property of all operators in the processed
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algebraic plan to the Boolean value False. The value of the pattern prop-
erty of each operator will be used in line number 28 to decide the translation
template of this operator if it is pattern-based or direct based (in case of the
translate property of this operator is equal to true).

� The function getNextTranslationPattern() in line number 13 is used for re-
trieving the stored patterns from the Pathfinder SQL code generator library
of patterns one by one and in a deterministic order according to their size
and generality to avoid the problem of overlapping patterns. For example
the pattern (@\π\ 1) will be retrieved before the pattern (π\ 1).

� The function call detectPatternInstance(G, p) detects the occurrences of
the stored patterns in the processed algebraic plan and returns a list of the
detected instances. The function detectPatternInstance operates only over
the nodes where the translate property is equal to True and the pattern
property is equal to False. If the translate property is equal to False or
the pattern property is equal to True, then it means that this operator is
detected inside the occurrence of previously retrieved pattern which avoids
the problem of overlapping patterns. Each operator in the detected instance
of the pattern in the processed plan must have only a single parent operator
otherwise the existence of the pattern is ignored from the returning instances.

� For each operator in the sub-tree of detected pattern, the False value is
assigned to the translate property. For the root operator of the pattern,
the True value is assigned to the pattern property and the pattern name is
stored in the patternKind property.

� The lines from 25 to 35 are performing the SQL translation process by
traversing the operators of the processed algebraic plan in a postorder fash-
ion. In the translation process, the operators with the translate property
equal to False are ignored and for the operators with the translate property
equal to True, the adequate translation templates are chosen based on the
information of the pattern and the patternKind properties.

To illustrate, we will represent three examples for the Translation Patterns idea
used by the Pathfinder SQL code generator and in Section 5.2.5, we will present two
examples of translating Pathfinder algebraic plans into equivalent SQL evaluation
scripts.

Combined XPath Steps

Figure 5.12 illustrates an example of the Combined XPath Steps translation pat-
tern. The annotation numbers within the symbol© represents the operator identi-
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ctx

child:: site

child:: people

…

Size

………………

NameNameLevel Kind FragPre

Γ(document)

child:: person

child:: name

…

Item

…

Iter

…

9

8

7

6

Figure 5.12: An example of a translation pattern of combined XPath steps.

fier numbers in the algebraic plan. In this pattern, a sequence of XPath Evaluator
algebraic operators (�) appears in the algebraic plan in a consecutive manner
where the output of one operator is used as an input for the following operator.
Applying the direct translation approach over the example of combined XPath
steps pattern illustrated in figure 5.12 will evaluate each operator in a separate
step as follows:

1 CREATE UNIQUE INDEX CtxItem ON Ctx(item);

2 CREATE TABLE OP9 (iter int,item int);

3 INSERT INTO OP9

4 SELECT DISTINCT ctx.iter,d2.Pre

5 FROM ctx, document AS d1,document AS d2

6 WHERE ctx.item=d1.pre

7 AND d2.pre > d1.pre AND d2.pre <= d1.pre + d1.size
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8 AND d2.level=d1.level +1 AND d2.kind =’Elem’

9 AND d2.name=’site’

10 ORDER BY d2.pre;

11

12 CREATE UNIQUE INDEX OP9Item ON OP9(item);

13 CREATE TABLE OP8 (iter int,item int);

14 INSERT INTO OP8

15 SELECT DISTINCT ctx.iter,d2.Pre

16 FROM OP9, document AS d1,document AS d2

17 WHERE ctx.item=d1.pre

18 AND d2.pre > d1.pre AND d2.pre <= d1.pre + d1.size

19 AND d2.level=d1.level +1 AND d2.kind =’Elem’

20 AND d2.name=’people’

21 ORDER BY d2.pre;

22

23 CREATE UNIQUE INDEX OP8Item on OP8(item);

24 CREATE TABLE OP7 (iter int,item int);

25 INSERT INTO OP7

26 SELECT DISTINCT ctx.iter,d2.Pre

27 FROM OP8, document AS d1,document AS d2

28 WHERE ctx.item=d1.pre

29 AND d2.pre > d1.pre AND d2.pre <= d1.pre + d1.size

30 AND d2.level=d1.level +1 AND d2.kind =’Elem’

31 AND d2.name=’person’

32 ORDER BY d2.pre;

33

34 CREATE UNIQUE INDEX OP7Item on OP7(item);

35 CREATE TABLE OP6 (iter int,item int);

36 INSERT INTO OP6

37 SELECT DISTINCT ctx.iter,d2.Pre

38 FROM OP7, document AS d1,document AS d2

39 WHERE ctx.item=d1.pre

40 AND d2.pre > d1.pre AND d2.pre <= d1.pre + d1.size

41 AND d2.level=d1.level +1 AND d2.kind =’Elem’

42 AND d2.name=’person’

43 ORDER BY d2.pre;

The lines from 1 to 10 represents the evaluation of the XPath Evaluator operator
(�) ´ in the algebraic plan with the path step (child::site). The lines from 12 to 21
represents the evaluation of the XPath Evaluator operator (�) ³ in the algebraic
plan with the path step (child::people). The lines from 23 to 32 represents the
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evaluation of the XPath Evaluator operator (�) ² in the algebraic plan with
the path step (child::person).The lines from 34 to 43 represents the evaluation of
the XPath Evaluator operator (�) ± in the algebraic plan with the path step
(child::name).

The pattern translation will combine the evaluation of the four XPath Evalu-
ator algebraic operators in a single step as follows:

1 CREATE UNIQUE INDEX CtxItem on Ctx(item);

2 CREATE TABLE OP6 (iter int, item int);

3 INSERT INTO OP6

4 SELECT DISTINCT ctx.iter,d5.Pre

5 FROM ctx, document AS d1,document AS d2,document AS d3,

6 document AS d4,document AS d5

7 WHERE ctx.item=d1.pre

8 AND d2.pre > d1.pre AND d2.pre <= d1.pre + d1.size

9 AND d2.level=d1.level +1 AND d2.kind =’Elem’

10 AND d2.name=’site’

11 AND d3.pre > d2.pre AND d3.pre <= d2.pre + d2.size

12 AND d3.level=d2.level +1 AND d3.kind =’Elem’

13 AND d3.name=’people’

14 AND d4.pre > d3.pre AND d4.pre <= d3.pre + d3.size

15 AND d4.level=d3.level +1 AND d4.kind =’Elem’

16 AND d4.name=’person’

17 AND d5.pre > d4.pre AND d5.pre <= d4.pre + d4.size

18 AND d5.level=d4.level +1 AND d5.kind =’Elem’

19 AND d5.name=’name’

20 ORDER BY d5.pre;

The lines from 8 to 10 represents the evaluation conditions of the path step
(child::site) ´. The lines from 11 to 13 represents the evaluation conditions of
the path step (child::people) ³. The lines from 14 to 16 represents the evaluation
conditions of the path step (child::person) ². The lines from 17 to 19 represents
the evaluation conditions of the path step (child::name) ±.

Comparing the resulting two scripts of the direct translation and pattern trans-
lation reveals the improved efficiency provided by the pattern translation in terms
of the reduction in the number of evaluation steps. The pattern translation com-
bines the evaluation steps of the operators ´,³,²,± in a single step while the
direct translation uses four separate evaluation steps. From a performance per-
spective, the pattern translation approach generates SQL scripts that are clearly
more efficient than those generated by direct translation especially in the context
of the table based translation approach because it avoids the creation of additional
structures and tuples insertion in a larger number of the intermediate results.
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Aggregation

Figure 5.13 illustrates an example of the Aggregation pattern. This pattern of
operators occurs in Pathfinder algebraic plans for representing the compilation of
the aggregate function which may be used in the XQuery expressions. In this
pattern, the (Agg) operator (the count operator ´ in our example) applies the
aggregate operation over the input context relation ctx and returns a relation with
the schema (iter, item) storing the computed aggregate value for each iteration
that exists in the iter column of the input context relation ctx. Using the loop
relation that lists all values of iter column in the context iteration scope, the dif-
ference operator (\) ² retrieves all the iter values which are missing in the context
relation ctx. The attachment operator (@) ± attached the aggregate value 0 for
these missing relation. The union operator ( ·∪) ° constructs the final result of ap-
plying the aggregate function by combining the computed aggregate value for the
context iteration and the computed aggregate values of the missing iteration. The
output relation from the union operator is then passed as input to the following
operator in the algebraic DAG plan.
Applying the direct translation over the example of Aggregation pattern will eval-
uate each operator in a separate step as follows:

1 CREATE TABLE OP9 (iter int, item int);

2 INSERT INTO OP9

3 SELECT iter, Count(*) AS item

4 FROM ctx

5 GROUP BY iter;

6

7 CREATE TABLE OP8 (iter int);

8 INSERT INTO OP8

9 SELECT iter

10 FROM Op9;

11

12 CREATE TABLE OP7 (iter int);

13 INSERT INTO OP7

14 SELECT iter

15 FROM loop

16 WHERE iter not in (SELECT iter FROM Op8);

17

18 CREATE TABLE OP6 (iter int, item int);

19 INSERT INTO OP6

20 SELECT iter, 0 AS item

21 FROM Op7;

22
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23 CREATE TABLE OP5 (iter int, item int);

24 INSERT INTO OP6

25 SELECT iter, item from Op9

26 UNION ALL

27 SELECT iter, item from Op6;

The lines from 1 to 5 represents the evaluation of the (count) operator ´ in the
algebraic plan. The lines from 7 to 10 represents the evaluation of the project
operator (π) number ³ in the algebraic plan. The lines from 12 to 16 represents
the evaluation of the difference operator (\) number ² in the algebraic plan. The
lines from 18 to 21 represents the evaluation of the attachment operator (@) ± in
the algebraic plan. The lines from 23 to 27 represents the evaluation of the union
operator ( ·∪) ° in the algebraic plan.

The pattern translation will combine the evaluation of the 6 algebraic operators
composing the (Aggregation) pattern in a single step as follows:

CREATE TABLE OP5 (iter int, item int);

INSERT INTO OPT5

SELECT iter, Count(*) AS item

FROM ctx

GROUP BY iter

UNION ALL

( SELECT iter , 0 AS item

FROM loop

WHERE iter NOT in (SELECT iter FROM ctx) );

Comparison

Figure 5.14 illustrates an example of the Comparison pattern. This pattern of op-
erators occurs in the Pathfinder algebraic plans for representing the compilation of
the XQuery comparison operators. In this pattern, the comparison operator (>)´
applies the comparison operation over the two argument attributes (item1, item2)
and stores the result in the item column. The project operator(π)³ retains the
iter column and the resulting attribute item and projects out the rest of the at-
tributes that are nor required in this step. The selection operator (σ) ² filters
the context relation from the tuples of the iterations that do not satisfy the com-
parison condition. The projection operator (π) ± retains the iter column which
stores the iterations satisfying the comparison condition and passes them to the
following operators in the algebraic plan.
Applying the direct translation over the example of Comparison pattern will eval-
uate each operator in a separate step as follows:
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Figure 5.13: Pathfinder algebraic pattern for
representing XQuery aggregate functions.
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Figure 5.14: Pathfinder algebraic pattern for
representing XQuery comparisons operators.

1 CREATE TABLE OP9 (iter int, item1 int, item2, item char(5));

2 INSERT INTO OP9

3 SELECT iter, item1, item2, ’True’ AS item

4 FROM ctx

5 WHERE item1 > item2

6 UNION ALL

7 SELECT iter, item1, item2, ’False’ AS item

8 FROM ctx

9 WHERE item1 <= item2;

10

11 CREATE TABLE OP8 (iter int, item char(5));

12 INSERT INTO OP8

13 SELECT iter, item

14 FROM Op9;

15

16 CREATE TABLE OP7 (iter int, item char(5));

17 INSERT INTO OP7

18 SELECT iter, item

19 FROM Op8

20 WHERE item =’True’;

21

22 CREATE TABLE OP6 (iter int);
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23 INSERT INTO OP7

24 SELECT iter

25 FROM Op7;

The lines from 1 to 9 represents the evaluation of the (Comparison) operator ´

in the algebraic plan. The lines from 11 to 14 represents the evaluation of the
project operator (π) ³ in the algebraic plan. The lines from 16 to 20 represents
the evaluation of the selection operator (σ) ² in the algebraic plan. The lines from
22 to 25 represents the evaluation of the project operator (π) ± in the algebraic
plan.

The pattern translation will combine the evaluation of the 4 algebraic operators
composing the Comparison pattern in a single step as follows:

CREATE Table OP6 (iter int);

INSERT into OPT6

SELECT iter

FROM ctx

Where item1 > item2

5.2.4 Limitation of Used Translation Mechanism

The problem of optimal code generation is a well know problem for different com-
munities within the computer science field [AJ76],[FW86],[GFH82]. By applying
our Pattern translation approach to generate the SQL code representing the com-
piled Pathfinder algebraic plan, we noticed one limitation in this approach. Our
pattern-based translation approach is missing the compositional nature which in
some cases leads to inefficient translation for cases where there are no adequate
translation patterns for the Pathfinder algebraic sub-plans. Consequently, gener-
ating an optimal SQL translation of all possible Pathfinder algebraic plan requires
the complete listing of all possible patterns arbitrary combining the Pathfinder al-
gebraic operators. Although, this limitation makes the translation approach seems
not as intelligent as it should, we regard this limitation to be solvable by adding
more patterns to the library of the code generator. Additionally, only the Table-
Based approach suffers from this limitation because in the View-Based and the
Hybrid approaches the problem is managed internally by the RDBMS query opti-
mizer. To illustrate let us consider the following example: Assuming that Figure
5.15 represents a stored pattern in the library of patterns in the SQL code gener-
ator and Figure 5.16 represents an example of the Pathfinder algebraic sub-plan
that consists of the illustrated group of operators (The example sub-plan is sim-
ilar to the example translation pattern with an extra attachment operator). The
optimized SQL translation of such a sub-plan can be defined in a single evaluation
step as follows:
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Figure 5.15: An example of a stored pat-
tern in the SQL code generator library.
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Figure 5.16: An example of Pathfinder
algebraic sub-plan.

CREATE TABLE OpOutput(iter int, pos int);

INSERT INTO OpOutput

SELECT iter, 1 AS pos

FROM ctx

WHERE item1 > item2;

While the Pattern Translation of this group of operator will use two evaluation
steps as follows:

CREATE TABLE OpStep1(iter int);

INSERT INTO OpStep1

SELECT iter

FROM ctx

WHERE item1 > item2;

CREATE TABLE OpStep2(iter int, pos int);

INSERT INTO OpStep2

SELECT iter, 1 AS pos

FROM OpStep1;

To achieve an optimized SQL translation of this example, a new Translation Pat-
tern needs to be added to the library of patterns of the SQL code generator. This
newly defined pattern will represent the occurring sequence of the operators at-
tached with its optimized SQL translation. Since the translation process started
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by searching for the more general patterns, the existence of the general pattern
will override the existence of the more specific one.

5.2.5 Translation Examples

In Section 4.4, we represented two examples for compiling XQuery expressions
into Pathfinder algebraic plans. In this section, we reuse the same two example to
represent the last step of our XQuery-to-SQL translation to translate the algebraic
plans into SQL scripts.

Example 1

Q1
for $x in (1,2) return

for $y in (30,40) return

$x * $y

Figure 5.17 illustrates the Pathfinder relational algebraic plan for the XQuery
query Q1. The SQL translation of the illustrated algebraic plan using the View-
Based approach is defined as follows:

CREATE VIEW OP15 AS

SELECT 30 AS item1 , 1 AS pos

FROM OneRowTable

UNION ALL

SELECT 40 AS item1 , 2 AS pos

FROM OneRowTable;

CREATE VIEW OP10 AS

SELECT 1 AS item2 , 1 AS pos1

FROM OneRowTable

UNION ALL

SELECT 2 AS item2 , 2 AS pos1

FROM OneRowTable;

CREATE VIEW OP9 AS

SELECT ROW_NUMBER() OVER () AS iter, OP10.*

FROM OP10;

CREATE VIEW OP8 AS
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Figure 5.17: The Pathfinder algebraic plan for XQuery Q1.
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SELECT * FROM OP9,OP15;

CREATE VIEW OP6 AS

SELECT iter, pos, pos1, Item1 * Item2 AS item

FROM OP8;

CREATE VIEW OP5 AS

SELECT ROW_NUMBER() OVER (PARTITION BY iter ORDER BY pos) AS sort, OP6.*

FROM OP6;

CREATE VIEW OP4 AS

SELECT pos1, item, sort

FROM OP5;

CREATE VIEW OP3 AS

SELECT ROW_NUMBER() OVER (ORDER BY pos1,sort) AS pos, OP4.*

FROM OP4;

CREATE VIEW OP1 AS

SELECT item, pos

FROM OP3;

SELECT * from Op1;

Example 2
Q2

for $x in doc("auction.xml")//price/text()

where $x < 40

return <item> {$x} </item>

This example is based on the ”auction.xml” XML document from the XMark Bec-
nhmark project [SWK+02]. In the SQL script, we refer to the document table as
an equivalent for the XPath accelerator relational encoding for the XML document
”auction.xml”. Figure 5.18 illustrates the Pathfinder relational algebraic plan for
the XQuery query Q2. The SQL translation of the illustrated algebraic plan using
the Table Based approach is defined as follows:

-- Step 1 (Path Expression)

CREATE TABLE OP16(item1 int);

INSERT INTO OP16

SELECT d3.pre AS item1
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FROM document AS d1,document AS d2,document AS d3

WHERE d1.kind =’Doc’

AND d2.pre > d1.pre AND d2.pre <=d1.pre + d1.size

AND d2.name =’price’

AND d3.pre > d2.pre AND d3.pre <=d2.pre + d2.size

AND d3.level = d2.level+1 AND d3.kind =’Text’;

-- Step 2 (Row Numbering)

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX OP16Item1 ON OP16(item1);

CREATE TABLE OP14(iter int, pos int, item1 int);

INSERT INTO OP14

SELECT ROW_NUMBER() OVER () AS iter,

ROW_NUMBER() OVER (ORDER BY item1) AS pos, item1

FROM OP16;

-- Step 3 (Document Access + Attachment)

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX OP14Item1 ON OP14(item1);

CREATE TABLE OP12(iter int, pos int, item1 int, item2 int, item3 int);

INSERT INTO OP12

SELECT OP14.iter, OP14.pos, OP14.item1,

d.value AS item2, 40 AS item3

FROM OP14, document AS d

WHERE OP14.item1 = d.pre;

-- Step 4 (Comparison Operation)

CREATE TABLE OP10(iter int, item1 int);

INSERT INTO OP10

SELECT iter, item1

FROM OP12

WHERE item2 < item3;

-- Step 5 (Attachment + Projection)

CREATE TABLE OP8(iter int, item char(32));

INSERT INTO OP8

SELECT iter, ’item’ AS item

FROM OP10;

-- Step 6 (Attachment + Projection)

CREATE TABLE OP6(iter int, item int,pos int);

INSERT INTO OP6
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SELECT iter, item1 AS item, 1 AS pos

FROM OP10;

-- Step 7 (Element Construction)

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX OP6Iter ON OP6(iter);

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX OP8Iter ON OP8(iter);

CREATE TABLE OP5(pre int, size int, level int,

kind char(5), name char(32),

value char(32), frag int);

INSERT INTO OP5

SELECT MaxValues.Mpre +

ROW_NUMBER() OVER (ORDER BY iter,pos,pre) AS pre,

ElementConstruction.size, ElementConstruction.level,

ElementConstruction.kind, ElementConstruction.name,

ElementConstruction.value,

MaxValues.frag + DENSE_RANK() OVER (ORDER BY iter) AS frag

FROM (SELECT OP8.iter, 0 AS pos, -2 AS pre,

COALESCE(SUM(size + 1), 0) AS size,

0 AS level, ’Elem’ AS kind,

OP8.item AS name,

null AS value

FROM OP6 INNER JOIN document

ON OP6.item = document.pre

RIGHT OUTER JOIN OP8

ON OP8.iter = OP6.iter

GROUP BY OP8.iter,OP8.item

UNION ALL

SELECT OP6.iter, OP6.pos,

d2.pre AS pre, d2.size, d2.level - d1.level + 1 AS level,

d2.kind, d2.name, d2.value AS value

FROM OP6, document AS d1, document AS d2

WHERE d1.pre = OP6.item

AND d2.pre >= d1.pre

AND d2.pre <= d1.pre + d1.size) AS ElementConstruction,

(SELECT MAX(pre) AS Mpre,MAX(frag) AS frag

FROM Document ) AS MaxValues;

CREATE TABLE OP4(iter int, item int);

INSERT INTO OP4

SELECT ElementConstruction.Iter,
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MaxValues.Mpre + ROW_NUMBER()

OVER (ORDER BY iter,pos,pre) AS Item

FROM (SELECT OP8.iter, 0 AS pos, -2 AS pre, 0 as level

FROM OP6 INNER JOIN document

ON OP6.item = document.pre

RIGHT OUTER JOIN OP8

ON OP8.iter = OP6.iter

GROUP BY OP8.iter

UNION ALL

SELECT OP6.iter, OP6.pos, d2.pre AS pre,

d2.level - d1.level + 1 AS level

FROM OP6, document AS d1, document AS d2

WHERE d1.pre = OP6.item

AND d2.pre >= d1.pre

AND d2.pre <= d1.pre + d1.size) AS ElementConstruction,

(SELECT MAX(pre) AS Mpre FROM document ) AS MaxValues

WHERE ElementConstruction.Level = 0;

-- Step 8 (Project + Join)

CREATE TABLE OP1(item int, pos int);

INSERT INTO OP1

SELECT OP4.item, OP14.pos

FROM OP4, OP14

WHERE OP4.iter = OP14.iter;

SELECT * from Op1;

5.3 XPath Optimization In A Relational XQuery

Engine

Path expressions are the basic building block for the XQuery language. They are
used inside the XQuery expression for retrieving the target data from the XML
tree. Optimizing the evaluation of path expression is therefore a crucial step in or-
der to optimize the evaluation of XQuery expressions. In Section 3.2, we described
the SQL evaluation of XPath expression using the XPath accelerator encoding
scheme. As discussed, the evaluation of XPath expression with a series of loca-
tion steps S1/S2/.../Sn is translated into a series of compositional n region queries
where the node sequence output by axis step Si is the context node sequence for the
subsequent step Si+1. Consequently, the evaluation of XPath expressions requires
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multiple self-joins (n) for the relational encoding of the target XML document
and the number of these self-join operations is equal to the number of the location
steps in the path expression.
Generally, the relational encoding schemes for storing the XML documents lack of
the understadning of the tree nature of the underlying XML data. To avoid this
limitation, several join algorithms have been proposed for efficient processing of the
XPath axes over the relational storage schemes [AKJP+02], [BKS02], [CVZ+02],
[JWLY03]. In our context, Grust have proposed in [GvKT03] the staircase join al-
gorithm based on XPath accelerator storage scheme. This algorithm was designed
to speed up the SQL-based evaluation of XPath expressions by incorporating the
specific knowledge about the XML tree and the (per / post) plane. Although
the work of [MGvKT04] has shown the possibility of incorporating the staircase
join into the open source conventional RDBMS PostgreSQL. We are, however, not
able to exploit such optimized join algorithm in our approach because it requires
modifications to the internals of the underlying RDBMS kernel which is not easily
applicable in commercial RDBMS systems (e.g, IBM DB2, Microsoft SQL Server,
Oracle, etc).
Relational database indexes has proven to be a very efficient technique for enhanc-
ing the performance of evaluating the SQL expressions over the stored relational
tables. The R-trees indexing data structure proved its efficiency for indexing multi-
dimensional information ((Pre/Post)plane) and in [Gru02], Grust has shown the
effectiveness of using R-tree indexing for supporting the processing of the evalua-
tion condition (range conditions) of the XPath axes using the XPath accelerator
encoding scheme. However, we are not able to depend on this indexing technique
in our approach because the R-tree indexing technique is not commonly supported
by many of the RDBMS systems where B-tree indexing is the still the most com-
mon used technique.
Since we represent our work as a purely relational implementation of XQuery, we
decided to use the B-tree indexing as this is commonly available database technique
for accelerating the processing of the XPath evaluation conditions. Specifically,
we use a slight variant of the B-tree indexing structure called partitioned B-tree.
The idea of the partitioned B-trees is represented by Graefe in [Gra03] where he
recommended using of low-selectivity leading columns to maintain the partitions
within the associated B-tree. In [GRT07], Grust has demonstrated the possibility
of achieving comparable XPath performance by exploiting existing database func-
tionality and purely relational means. One of these demonstrated techniques is
partitioned B-trees indexes. Examples for our used partitioned B-trees indexes are
given as follows:

� Supporting the processing of the evaluation condition of the descendant,
descendant-or-self, ancestor and ancestor-or-self XPath axes can be achieved
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in terms of (kind, pre) and (kind, name, pre) indexes.

� Supporting the processing of the evaluation condition of the child and parent
XPath axes can be achieved in terms of (kind, level, pre) and (kind, name,
level, pre) indexes.

� Supporting the processing of the evaluation condition of the attribute, following-
sibling and preceding-sibling XPath axes can be achieved in terms of (kind,
parent, pre) and (kind, name, parent, pre) indexes.

The experiments detailed in Section 5.4.4 aims to prove the effectiveness of our
proposed indexes for the evaluation of the XPath and consequently XQuery ex-
pressions.

5.4 Experiments

In this section, we present a performance study of the Pathfinder as a purely
relational XQuery engine. In our experiments we are using the data generated
by the XMark benchmark [SWK+02]. We generated XML documents using the
XMark benchmark for three scaling factors, 0.009 (1 Mb), 0.09 (10 Mb), and 0.9
(100 Mb). The experiments of this section and the whole thesis are performed on
Linux based server with two 3,2 GHZ Intel Xeon processors, 8 GB main memory
storage and 280 GB SCSI secondary storage. We verified the correctness of the
execution strategies by comparing the output of the SQL translation scripts of each
query over different XQuery engines using a text comparison tool. In principle,
the experiments of this section have the following goals:

� To compare the difference in performance characteristics between the differ-
ent SQL translation approaches (view-based, table-based, hybrid).

� To test the quality of our XQuery-to-SQL translation approaches with re-
gards to leveraging the RDBMS technology by measuring their performance
efficiency and scalability.

� To test the effectiveness of the various optimization techniques used by our
approach (pattern translation, partitioned B-tree indexing).

All reported numbers are the average of five executions with the highest and the
lowest values removed. In our five readings for each query, we noticed that the
first reading is always expensively inconsistent with the other readings. This is
because the relational database uses buffer pools as a caching mechanism, The
initial period when the database spends its time loading pages into the buffer
pools is known as the warm up period. During this period the response time of the
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database declines with respect to the normal response time. For efficient testing
for the important and most time consuming feature of XQuery, nested element
constructions, we have made slight changes to the XMark queries. We replaced
the attribute construction expressions into an element construction expressions of
a child element. For example the original version of XMark query Q8 is defined
as follows:

let $auction := doc("auction.xml") return

for $p in $auction/site/people/person

let $a :=

for $t in $auction/site/closed_auctions/closed_auction

where $t/buyer/@person = $p/@id

return $t

return <item person="{$p/name/text()}">{count($a)}</item>

while our modified version is defined as follows:

let $auction := doc("auction.xml") return

for $p in $auction/site/people/person

let $a :=

for $t in $auction/site/closed_auctions/closed_auction

where $t/buyer/@person = $p/@id

return $t

return <item>

<person>{$p/name/text()}</person>

<count>{count($a)}</count>

</item>

The same modification has been applied for Q3, Q9, Q11, Q12, Q13 and Q19.

5.4.1 View-Based vs. Table-Based vs. Hybrid

In Section 5.2.2, we described three approaches (view-based , table-based , hybrid)
for translating the intermediate Pathfinder algebraic plan into SQL scripts. Figure
5.19 illustrates a comparison between the execution times of the SQL translation
scripts of the 20 XMark queries using the three different approaches. This exper-
iment have used an instance of XMark document which has the size of 100 MB
and contains around 3 million nodes. Remarks about the results of this figure are
given as follows:

� The view-based approach has demonstrated its effectiveness over the table-
based approach for the queries which are not using nested element construc-
tion expressions (Q1, Q4, Q5, Q6, Q7, Q14, Q15, Q16, Q17, Q18 ) while the
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Figure 5.19: Comparison between view - table - hybrid SQL translation approaches. Execution
times for the 20 XMark queries ran against 100 MB XMark document instance hosted by DB2.

table-based approach has demonstrated its effectiveness for the queries which
are using nested element construction expression (Q3, Q8, Q9, Q10, Q11,
Q12, Q13, Q19 ). As discussed in Section 5.2.2, the main reason behind this
is that by evaluating the upper element construction step, the view-based
approach suffers from the limitation of missing the indexing information for
the resulting transient nodes created during the runtime evaluation of the
child element construction step.

� The hybrid approach uses the view-based approach as the standard approach
and the table-based approach when nested element construction expressions
are used (see Secion 5.2.2). The results of Figure 5.19 have shown that
the hybrid approach is the most efficient in all of the 20 XMark queries
except for Q20. In Q20, although nested element construction expressions
are used, materializing the intermediate results of these expressions is not
efficient because each intermediate result consists of only one tuple which do
not have any side effect on the nested element construction evaluation step.
Hence, the hybrid approach in this case suffers from the extra overhead of
inefficient materialization steps. An enhanced hybrid translation approach
which avoids this problem will be discussed in Section 7.4.

� The queries Q8, Q9, Q10, Q11 and Q12 have the longest execution times.
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Figure 5.20: Pathfinder scalability. Execution times for three XMark document instances with
sizes 1Mb, 10 MB and 100 MB.

For queries Q8, Q9, Q11 and Q12, this is due to XQuery joins that pro-
duce substantial intermediate XML results which hurts the evaluation of
the nested element construction steps. For Q10 the reason is different as
several required nested element construction evaluation steps are executed
in addition to the deeper nesting level of the element construction steps.
The view-based translation scripts for these queries could not complete the
evaluation process within the time frame of three hours.

5.4.2 Scalability

One of the main advantages of using a relational database to store and process
XML documents is to exploit their well-know scalability feature. To assess the
scalability of our approach, Figure 5.20 illustrates the execution times for the SQL
translations scripts for the 20 XMark queries over the encoding relations of three
XMark documents with sizes of 1 MB, 10 MB and 100 MB. The SQL scripts of
these experiments are generated using the hybrid approach. The figure shows that
the execution times of our system scales in a near linear fashion with respect to
the document size.
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5.4.3 Direct Translation vs. Pattern Translation

In Section 5.2.3, we presented our Pattern-Based translation approach which com-
bines and rewrites the translation of a group of algebraic operators (Pattern) of
the processed Pathfinder algebraic plan into a single SQL evaluation step. Using
the pattern-based translation approach has a significant effect on the generated
SQL evaluation scripts in terms of reducing the number of the evaluation steps
and consequently accelerating the execution time. Figure 5.21(a) illustrates the
comparison between direct translation and the pattern translation approaches in
terms of the number of the evaluation steps for the XMark queries. On average,
the number of the evaluation steps by using the pattern-based translation approach
is equal to 1

4
the number of the evaluation steps of the direct approach. Figure

5.21(b) illustrates the comparison between the two approaches in terms of their
execution times for the SQL translation scripts for the XMark queries against the
relational encoding of XMark document with size of 1 MB (25000 nodes) hosted
by DB2. On average, the execution time of the SQL scripts using the pattern-based
translation approach is equal to 70% of the execution time of the execution time of
the SQL scripts using the direct approach. The SQL scripts of this experiment are
generated using the table-based approach where the pattern translation approach is
more effective in terms of execution time because of its avoidance of extra creation
for intermediate results (See Section 5.2.3).

5.4.4 Indexes Effectiveness

The performance of queries evaluation in relational database systems is very sen-
sitive to the defined indexes structures over the data of the source tables. Using
relational indexes can accelerate the performance of queries evaluation in several
ways [VZZ+00]. For example, by applying predicates, it can limit the data that
must be accessed to only those rows that satisfy those predicates. In addition,
query evaluations can be achieved using index-only access and save the necessity
to access the data pages by providing all the columns needed for the query evalu-
ation. In Section 5.3, we presented our mechanism of using the partitioned B-tree
indexing mechanism for accelerating the SQL evaluation of XPath expressions and
consequently accelerating the evaluation of XQuery expressions. Leveraging our
purely relational approach for storing and querying the XML documents, we are
able to use ready made tools provided by the RDBMSs to propose the candidate
indexes that are effective for accelerating our queries work loads. However, similar
approaches and tools are still not available by the native XML support of these
systems. In this experiment, we used the db2advis tool provided by the DB2 en-
gine to recommend the suitable index structure for our query workload. Using
this tool significantly improves the quality of our designed indexes and speeds up
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Figure 5.21: Direct translation vs. pattern translation.
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Figure 5.22: The effect of using partitioned B-tree indexes on the execution time of the SQL
translation scripts of XMark queries.

the evaluation of our queries by reducing the number of the calls to the database
engine. Figure 5.22 illustrates the substantial effect of using the Partitioned B-
tree indexing mechanism and the index structures proposed by db2advis on the
execution time of the SQL translation scripts of XMark queries. We have com-
pared between the execution times of the SQL translation scripts of XMark queries
with and without the indexes information. The experiments of this section uses
an XMark document instance with a size of 10 MB and use the hybrid approach
for generating the SQL translation scripts for XMark Queries. On average, the
execution time of the SQL translation scripts with the index information is equal
to 1

3
the execution time without the index information.

5.4.5 Detailed Evaluation Steps

In Section 5.2.5, we have presented two examples of the SQL translation process
for the intermediate Pathfinder algebraic plans. In example 2 of Section 5.2.5 we
have divided the evaluation steps of the SQL scripts into 8 logical blocks (each
block is commented with its associated step number) where each block represents
the evaluation steps of a specific part of the associated algebraic plan. For ex-
ample the block titled as step 1 represents the SQL translation of the associated
path expression while the block titled step 4 represents the SQL translation of
the comparison operation of the associated XQuery expression. Figure 5.23(a)
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illustrates the execution times for each block as well as the total execution time
for the whole SQL translation script. In spite of the efficiency of our partitioned
B-tree indexing mechanism presented in Section 5.4.4 and described by Grust in
[GRT07], the result of running the SQL translation script of this example over
an XMark document with a size of 100 MB has shown that the evaluation of the
XPath expression is still consuming a very big part of the execution time (80%),
10% of the total execution time is consumed by the element construction operation
and the remaining 10% is consumed by the rest of the evaluation steps (Figure
5.23(b)). Based on this observation from this experiment, in Section 7.3 we will
describe another approach for accelerating the evaluation time of such type of the
rooted XPath expressions which are frequently used in the definition of the XQuery
expressions.
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6
XQuery Cardinality Estimation

Estimating the sizes of query results and intermediate results is crucial to many
aspects of query processing. In particular, it is very important for an effective query
optimization process. In principle, the problem of cardinality estimation is more
complicated in the XML domain than the relational domain. The main reason
behind this is that the XML queries involves structural conditions in addition to
the value-based conditions. Therefore, any complete and accurate size estimation
system for the XML queries requires maintaining statistical summary information
about the structure of the source XML documents as well as statistical summary
information about the distribution of the values associated with the XML nodes.
This chapter describes the Pathfinder estimation system for estimating the result
sizes of XQuery expressions where the estimation process is done during the query
compilation time using statistics about the structure of the XML data we which
name as statistical guide and the values of the leaf text nodes and attributes in form
of statistical histograms. Section 6.1 will introduce the merits of the cardinality
estimation process. A description of the architecture of the the Pathfinder XQuery
cardinality estimation framework will be presented in Section 6.2 and Section 6.3
will describe its basics building blocks. Section 6.4 will describe the integration
of the building blocks of the framework for achieving the process of estimating
the cardinality of XQuery expressions. Section 6.5 will describe our proposed
benchmark of XQuery cardinality estimation systems which forms the basis for the
assessment for the quality of the estimates produced by our system and presented
in Section 6.6. A discussion for the merits and the limitations of our proposed
XQuery estimation framework will be presented in Section 6.7.

113
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6.1 Merits of Cardinality Estimation

Cardinality estimation is an important feature of any query processor. Accurate
forecasting for the cardinality of a given query has many advantages such as:

1. It is a crucial piece of information for an effective query optimization process.
The cost of an execution plan for a given query is determined by the size of
the final result returned by the query plus the number and the size of the
intermediate results used for delivering this final result.

2. It allows the system to provide the users with an early feedback about the
expected outcome of their queries and the associated computational effort.
The user may then use this information to refine or enhance their queries
such that they generate a smaller set of related results.

3. It gives a hint on the possible avenues to optimize the resource allocation of
the execution process. For example, main memory based database systems
[Bon02] could use the estimated cardinality information for the intermediate
results for an optimized memory allocation process while relational database
systems could use the same information for an optimal selection of the SQL
execution plan as we will describe in Section 7.2.

6.2 Architecture of XQuery Cardinality Estima-

tion Framework

Figure 6.1 represents the framework of the Pathfinder XQuery cardinality esti-
mation module. The estimation process for the input XQuery expressions runs
through the following steps:

1. As it is typical of the SQL framework introduced in Section 5.1, the source
XML documents that the processor deal with have to be mapped (shred-
ded) into the XPath Accelerator relational scheme using the (pre/size/level)
encoding introduced in Section 3.1.3. Additionally, during the shredding
process, we build our summarized tree structure to capture summary infor-
mation about the structure of the source XML document. We name this
summary structure as the Statistical Guide.

2. To support the estimation of the value based predicates, we need to build
statistical histograms for capturing the distribution of the data values. As
it is always a trade-off between the required estimation accuracy and the
used storage space, the decision to build the histograms for capturing the
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distribution of the atomic values of the most frequently used guide nodes of
the Statistical Guide is left to the system administrator.

3. Based on the list of Pathfinder algebraic operator and the compilation tech-
niques introduced in section 4.1,4.2, the Pathfinder algebraic translation
module translates its input XQuery expressions into their equivalent Pathfinder
algebraic plans.

4. The Pathfinder XQuery cardinality estimation module receives four inputs:

(a) The summarized tree structure Statistical Guide built in step 1.

(b) The statistical histograms information built in step 2.

(c) The algebraic plans annotated with its special properties from step 3.

(d) The inference rules for the cardinality estimation of the Pathfinder al-
gebraic operators (Section 6.3.6).

and returns back the estimated cardinality for each intermediate relation of
the Pathfinder algebraic plan.

5. The estimated cardinality for the root operator in the Pathfinder algebraic
plan represents the estimated cardinality for the whole XQuery expression,
while the estimated cardinalities for the intermediated relations represent
the estimated sizes of their correspondent sub-expressions.

6.3 Building Blocks of XQuery Cardinality

Estimation

6.3.1 Statistical Guide

The first step in estimating the result size of an XQuery expression is to summarize
the source XML document into a compact graph structure which we name the
Statistical Guide. The Statistical Guide represents an implementations for the Data
Guide summary tree structure presented in [GW97]. Every node in the Statistical
Guide represents a rooted path starting from the root node of the source XML
document. The root node of the Statistical Guide represents the root element of the
document. The Statistical Guide has a node for every distinct rooted path in the
source XML document. Each node of the Statistical Guide is labeled with the tag
name of the elements reachable by the path it represents and annotated with the
number of occurrences for such node (rooted path). Figure 6.2 presents an XML
document and its associated Statistical Guide. We construct the Statistical Guide
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Figure 6.2: An example of an XML document and its associated Statistical Guide.

of an XML document during the normal shredding process of the XML document
into the encoding XPath accelerator storage scheme. It is thus constructed during
the normal scan of the document using a SAX parser. To estimate the cardinality
of an XPath expression using the Statistical Guide, we need to evaluate the XPath
expression over the Statistical Guide, This will result in a set of nodes which
correspond to the query path expression. Hence, the estimated cardinality of the
XPath expression is defined by computing the sum of the number of occurrences
of these resulting nodes. For the general case, we assume a uniform distribution of
the number of children for each parent node. This information can be refined using
our proposed children histogram that reflect the number of children along selected
edges where we miss the uniformity of the distribution of the children nodes. The
children histogram is primarily used in our framework for an accurate estimation
of the XPath positional predicates of XQuery. More detailed discussion for using
the children histogram statistics for accurate estimation of the XPath positional
predicates will be presented in Section 6.3.5. Figure 6.3 illustrates an example of
the proposed children histogram. Due to its compact size even for larger XML
documents, the Statistical Guide can easily fit into main memory and be made
available for the query processor during the compilation process.

6.3.2 Guide Node Annotation

As discussed in Section 4.1, the XPath evaluator operator (�Item:(α,n)) receives an
input context relation (ctx ) with the schema (iter, item) where the item column
stores the node identifiers of the input context nodes as well as an encoded XPath
accelerator relation for the associated live nodes fragment (Γ). In order to estimate
the cardinality of the XPath evaluator operator (�Item:(α,n)), we need to keep track
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Figure 6.3: An example of the children histogram

of the node identifiers of the input context nodes. Hence, we represent a new
annotation for the item columns storing the node identifiers of the context nodes,
we name it as Guide Node annotation. An item column of the context relation
(ctx ) annotated with the Guide Node property X indicates that the list of the
node identifiers stored in the item are corresponding to the node with the pre-
order rank X of the Statistical Guide. Having an input context relation where the
item column is annotated by the Guide Node property X. Applying the XPath
evaluator operator (�item:(α,n)) over the context relation ctx annotates the item
column of the resulting context relation with the Guide Node property equal to Y ,
where Y is the set of the pre-order rank(s) of the resulting node(s) from applying
the path step (α, n) over the Guide Node X. A detailed explanation for the steps
of estimating the cardinality of the XPath evaluator operator (�) will be presented
in Section 6.3.6.

6.3.3 Histograms

Histograms are the most popular summary data structures used for estimating
query result sizes in relational systems. In our XQuery cardinality estimation
system, it is used to estimate the number of nodes satisfying a specified value
predicate. Although, we can build a histogram for each value node (text node -
attribute) in the Statistical Guide, it is always a trade-off between the required
estimation accuracy and the used storage space. In practice, we leave it to the
system administrator to decide building the required histograms for the frequently
used nodes in the Statistical Guide. A histogram H on node X is constructed by
partitioning the data distribution of the node values into N mutually disjoint sub-
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Histogram ID Guide Node Size Unique Values Min. Value Max. Value

(a) Histograms Information

Histogram ID Bucket ID Start End Acc. Before Acc. After Size Unique Val

(b) Buckets Information

Histogram ID Bucket ID Value Size

(c) Buckets Detail Information

Figure 6.4: Statistical histograms repository of Pathfinder

sets called buckets and then counting the number of values for each bucket. The
histogram’s buckets can be defined according to different partitioning rules that
searches for effective distribution of the values which leads to accurate estimations.
The values in the range of each bucket is assumed to be uniformly distributed
between the lowest and highest values in the bucket. In [PIHS96], Poosala has
provided a survey on several well-known histograms such as equi-width, equi-depth
and serial histograms [Ioa93] where each of them is using different partitioning
rules and constraints. In particular, each of these histograms has its own advan-
tages. For example, equi-depth histogram works well for range queries only when
the data distribution has low skew while serial histogram has shown to be optimal
for equality joins and selection when a list of all the attribute values in each bucket
is maintained.

In fact our Pathfinder estimation framework is not dependent on or affected
by the type of the used histograms and it is flexible to integrate any of them.
Currently, we are using on standard the simple equi-width histograms for collecting
the statistical information of the relevant nodes however it is also open for the
system administrator to use any other type of histograms without affecting the
estimation process. Figure 6.4 illustrates the structure of the statistical histograms
repository of Pathfinder. Remarks about this structure are given as follows:

� Each created histogram is identified by a Histogram ID attribute and is
associated with a Guide Node from the Statistical Guide. The associated
Guide Node represents a group of nodes on the original XML document
which have the same rooted path and stores atomic values (i.e text nodes or
attributes).
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� For each created histogram, we need to store the following descriptive infor-
mation:

– Size: The total number of values in the histogram data set.

– Number of unique values: The number of the unique values in the
histogram data set.

– Minimum value: The minimum value of the histogram data set.

– Maximum value: The maximum value of the histogram data set.

� The characteristics of the distribution of the values for each histogram is
defined in terms of buckets. Each bucket is defined by the Histogram ID and
Bucket ID attributes. For each bucket we collect the required descriptive
information that specifies the characteristics of the values which lies be-
tween the buckets’ boundaries as defined by its Start Value and End Value
attributes. These descriptive information are:

– Size: The count of the values of the histogram data set which are lying
between the the lower boundary and the upper boundary of the bucket.

– Number of unique values: The count of the unique values of the
histogram data set which are lying in the defined range of the bucket.

– Accumulative before: The count of the values in the histogram data
set which are less than the lower boundary of the bucket (Start Value).

– Accumulative after: The count of the values in the histogram data
set which are greater than the upper boundary of the bucket (End
Value).

� Additionally, for each defined bucket we may add detailed information con-
cerning one or more of the atomic values which lies inside the buckets’ bound-
ary. Assuming we have a bucket of size (S ), this extra information is defined
for each value (V ) with number of occurrences (N ) satisfying the following
conditions:

N

S
> P

where the value of the percentage parameter (P ) is defined by the system
administrator.

Predicate Selectivity Estimation Using Histograms

A key ingredient in any cardinality estimation system is the estimation of the
selectivity of value-based predicates. Hence, the estimation of value-based pred-
icates selectivity is a well-known problem in database theory and practice. The
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X.Histogram = H
(H.MinV al > v) ∨ (v > H.MaxV al)

Sel(X = v) = 0
(6.1)

X.Histogram = H
H.MinV al < v < H.MaxV al

H.Buck(i).Start < v < H.Buck(i).End
H.Buck(i).Detail(j).V alue = v

Sel(X = v) = (H.Buck(i).Detail(j).Size
H.Size

)
(6.2)

X.Histogram = H
H.MinV al < v < H.MaxV al

H.Buck(i).Start < v < H.Buck(i).End

Sel(X = v) = ( 1
H.Buck(i).UniqueV alues

∗H.Buck(i).Size)/H.Size
(6.3)

X.Histogram = H
(H.MaxV al < v)

Sel(X < v) = 1
(6.4)

X.Histogram = H
(v < H.Minval)

Sel(X < v) = 0
(6.5)

X.Histogram = H
H.MinV al < v < H.MaxV al

H.Buck(i).Start < v < H.Buck(i).End

Sel(X < v) = (H.Buck(i).AccBefore + ( v−H.Buck(i).Start
H.Buck(i).End−H.Buck(i).Start

∗H.Buck(i).Size))/H.Size

(6.6)
X.Histogram = H
(H.MaxV al < v)

Sel(X > v) = 0
(6.7)

X.Histogram = H
(v < H.MinV al)

Sel(X > v) = 1
(6.8)

X.Histogram = H
H.MinV al < v < H.MaxV al

H.Buck(i).Start < v < H.Buck(i).End

Sel(X > v) = (H.Buck(i).AccAfter + ( H.Buck(i).End−V
H.Buck(i).End−H.Buck(i).Start

∗H.Buck(i).Size))/H.Size

(6.9)

Figure 6.5: Inference rules of predicate selectivity estimation using histograms
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common solutions of this problem relies on the use of histograms for capturing the
distribution of values in the data.

By using the information of the repository of the statistical histograms of
Pathfinder, the task of computing the selectivity of the value-based predicates
becomes a straightforward process. Given the information that the distribution of
the values of the guide node X of the Statistical Guide is captured by the statis-
tical histogram H, computing the selectivity of any value-based predicate of the
form (X θ v), where θ represents the comparison operators (=, <, >) and v repre-
sents an atomic value, is achieved using the inference rules represented in Figure
6.5. Assuming that the selectivity estimation of (X θ v) is equal to S then the
selectivity estimation of (X ϑ v) is equal to (1−S) where ϑ is the negation of the
comparison operator θ.

In practice, given the information that the distribution of the data values of
the guide node X is associated with the histogram H, the inference rules for the
estimation of the value based predicate of the mentioned form (X θ v) are derived
by the following steps:

(i) Firstly, we find the bucket Buck(i) of the histogram H where the value v lies
between the boundaries of the bucket.

(ii) Using the information of the bucket Buck(i), we can compute the estimated
count for the values of the histogram H which satisfies the condition of the
predicate (X θ v). This computed count is represented as C.

(iii) The estimated selectivity of (X θ v) is computed by dividing the computed
count of values which satisfies the predicate condition (C) by the total number
of values in the data set represented by the histogram H (Histogram Size).

(iv) An exact estimation for the equality predicate can be computed in the case
where the bucket detail information for the value v exists (Rule 6.2).

(v) If the value v lies outside the boundaries of histogram H then the value of
the estimated selectivity is equal to 0 or 1 based on the comparison operator
(θ) and the comparison conditions between the value v and the histogram
boundaries (Rules 6.1, 6.4, 6.5, 6.7 and 6.8).

Remarks about the used notations in the inference rules of Figure 6.5 are given as
follows:

� The notation (X.Histogram = H) states that the values of the guide node
X is represented by the histogram H.

� The notation (H.MinVal) represents the lower boundary of the histogram
H while the notation (H.MaxVal) represents the upper boundary of the
histogram H.
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� The notation (H.Buck(i).Start) represents the lower boundary of the bucket
number i of the histogram H while the notation (H.Buck(i).End) represents
the upper boundary of the bucket number i of the histogram H.

� The notation (H.Size) represents the total number of values of the data
set represented by the histogram H while the notation (H.Buck(i).Size))
represents the number of values that lies between the boundary of the bucket
i of the histogram H.

� The notation (H.Buck(i).AccBefore) represents the number of values that
are less than the lower boundary of the bucket i of the histogram H while
the notation (H.Buck(i).AccAfter) represents the number of values that are
greater than the upper boundary of the bucket i of the histogram H.

� The notation (H.Buck(i).UniqueV alues) represents the number of unique
values lying between the boundaries of the bucket i of the histogram H.

� The notation (H.Buck(i).Detail(j).V alue = v) states that the bucket i of
the histogram H has detailed information for the value v. The exact size of
the value v is represented by the notation (H.Buck(i).Detail(j).Size)

6.3.4 Histograms Operation

Histograms Constant Manipulation

The XQuey language provides the capability of performing arithmetic operations.
One variation of the instances of the arithmetic operators }z:(x,y) inside the Pathfinder
algebraic plan is the instance where one argument (x) is represented by an item
sequence of atomic values and the other argument (y) is a constant value v. Assum-
ing the data distribution for the atomic values of the item sequence representing
the first argument (x) is captured by the histogram (H1). Applying the arithmetic
operation yields a resulting item sequence where the data distribution is captured
by the histogram (H2). The characteristics of the data distribution of (H2) is de-
fined by manipulating the boundaries of the histogram (H1), its minimum value,
its maximum value and the boundaries of its associated buckets with the defined
arithmetic operation and constant value (V ) while the distribution of the values
inside each buckets remains as the same. To illustrate let us represent the following
example:
Assuming we have the following sequence of numeric atomic values (SEQ1).

SEQ1=(1,2,2,3,8,9,11,12,14,15)
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The histogram capturing the data distribution of the values of SEQ1 can be de-
fined as follows:

Histogram ID Size Unique Values Min. Value Max. Value
H1 10 9 1 15

Histogram ID Bucket ID Start End Acc. Before Acc. After Size Unique Val
H1 1 0 5 0 6 4 3
H1 2 5 10 4 4 2 2
H1 3 10 15 6 0 4 3

Let us add the constant value 5 to each item of the sequence (SEQ1). The resulting
sequence will have the following sequence of numeric atomic values (SEQ2).

SEQ2=(6,7,7,8,13,14,16,17,19,20)

Then the histogram capturing the data distribution of the values of SEQ2 can be
defined as follows:

Histogram ID Size Unique Values Min. Value Max. Value
H2 10 9 6 20

Histogram ID Bucket ID Start End Acc. Before Acc. After Size Unique Val
H2 1 5 10 0 6 4 3
H2 2 10 15 4 4 2 2
H2 3 15 20 6 0 4 3

Additionally, Figure 6.6 illustrates a visual example of manipulating the distri-
bution of the data values of histogram H1 representing the sequence SEQ1 with
different arithmetic operations and the constant value 5.

Histograms Arithmetic

Another variation of the instances of the arithmetic operators }z:(x,y) is the situ-
ation where both of the arguments (x, y) are represented by an item sequence of
atomic values. Assume that the data distribution for the atomic values of the item
sequence representing the two arguments (x, y) are captured by the two histograms
(HX, HY ) respectively. In this situation we rely on the histogram discretization
algorithm presented by Berleant in [Ber93] for performing arithmetic operations
over histograms and computing the resulting histogram H3 which captures the
distribution of the values of the resulting attribute z. The steps of performing the
arithmetic operation ◦ over the two histograms (HX, HY ) using the histogram
discretization algorithm are described as follows:

1. Compute the Cartesian product of the buckets of two histograms (HX, HY ).
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(a) Histogram : H1. (b) Histogram : H1 + 5.

(c) Histogram : H1 * 5. (d) Histogram : H1 / 5.

Figure 6.6: Histogram constant manipulation.
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2. For each member (HXi, HYj) in the Cartesian product, an intermediate
result bucket is computed by:

(a) Executing the arithmetic operation ◦ on HXi and HYj to get the in-
termediate resulting bucket HZij = HXi ◦ HYj.

(b) Associating with the intermediate bucket HZij the size information
equal to the size of the bucket HXi multiplied by the size of the bucket
HYj.

3. The resulting intermediate buckets are combined to get a final result by:

(a) Deciding on a set of intervals partitioning the domain of HZ. This
partition determines the placement of the boundaries of the buckets of
the resulting histogram.

(b) Calculating the size of each bucket of the resulting histogram HZ as
follows:

i. Any intermediate result bucket HZij that falls completely within
some member of the partition has its entire results added to that
member.

ii. Any intermediate result bucket that overlaps more than one mem-
ber of the partition has its size divided among them proportionally
to the fraction of the intermediate result bucket it overlaps.

To illustrate let us consider the following example:

Let us assume that the histogram HX where its buckets information are de-
scribed as follows:

Bucket ID Start End Acc. Before Acc. After Size Unique Val
1 0 2 0 10 10 3
2 2 4 10 5 5 2
3 4 6 15 0 5 3

and the buckets of the histogram HY are described as follows:
Bucket ID Start End Acc. Before Acc. After Size Unique Val

1 0 10 0 10 10 6
2 10 20 10 0 10 5

Applying the multiplication operation between the two histograms HX and HY
will produce the following intermediate buckets :
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Bucket # (HXi) Interval/Size (HYj) Interval/Size (HZij) Interval/Size
1 [0,2]/10 [0,10]/10 [0,20]/100
2 [0,2]/10 [10,20]/10 [0,40]/100
3 [2,4]/5 [0,10]/10 [0,40]/50
4 [2,4]/5 [10,20]/10 [20,80]/50
5 [4,6]/5 [0,10]/10 [0,60]/50
6 [4,6]/5 [10,20]/10 [40,120]/50

The decision of the resulting number of buckets and partitioning values can be
defined in many ways. We use the heuristic rule for deciding the number of the
resulting buckets to be equal to the maximum number of the buckets of the two
argument histograms. In our example, the resulting histogram HZ will consist of
three buckets covering the range of values between 0 and 120 and the width of
each bucket is equal to 40. Hence, the buckets of the histogram HZ are described
as follows:

Bucket ID Start End Acc. Before Acc. After Size Unique Val
1 0 40 0 100 300 62
2 40 80 300 25 75 17
3 80 120 375 0 25 8

where the resulting bucket number 1 combines the full data of the intermedi-
ate buckets 1,2,3 and fractions from the buckets 4,5. The resulting bucket number
2 combines fractions from the data of the buckets 4,5,6 and the resulting bucket
number 3 contains a fraction of the data in the intermediate bucket number 6.

Histograms Comparison

One variation of the instances of the comparison operators �z:(x,y) is the instance
where both of the arguments (x, y) are represented by an item sequence of atomic
values. Assuming the data distribution for the atomic values of the item se-
quence representing the two argument (x, y) are captured by the two histograms
(HX, HY ) respectively. In this situation the selectivity of the resulting boolean
attribute z is computed by applying bucket by bucket comparison of the Cartesian
product between the two histograms (HX, HY ). To illustrate let us represent the
following example:

Let us consider the histogram HX where its buckets information are described
as follows:

Bucket ID Start End Acc. Before Acc. After Size Unique Val
1 0 5 0 10 10 3
2 5 10 10 5 5 2
3 10 15 15 0 5 3
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and the buckets of the histogram HY are described as follows:

Bucket ID Start End Acc. Before Acc. After Size Unique Val
1 5 10 0 10 10 6
2 10 20 10 0 10 5

Estimating the selectivity of the comparison HX < HY will be computed as
follows :

# (HXi) Interval/Size (HYj) Interval/Size (HXi < HYj)/Total Size
1 [0,5]/10 [5,10]/10 100/100
2 [0,5]/10 [10,15]/10 100/100
3 [5,10]/5 [5,10]/10 25/50
4 [5,10]/5 [10,15]/10 50/50
5 [10,15]/5 [5,10]/10 0/50
6 [10,15]/5 [10,15]/10 25/50

For the intermediate buckets number 1, 2 and 4 it is guaranteed that any value
which belongs to the HXi bucket is less than any value belongs to the HYj

bucket. Hence, the estimated size of the number of pairs satisfying the condi-
tions (HXi < HYj) is equal to the total size. For the intermediate bucket number
5, it is guaranteed that there is no value which belongs to the HXi bucket can be
less than any value which belongs to the HYj bucket. Hence, the estimated size of
the number of pairs satisfying the conditions (HXi < HYj) is equal to 0. For the
intermediate buckets number 3 and 6, we use the mean value of the HXi bucket
to estimate the number of pairs satisfying the comparison condition. In the case
of the buckets comparison 3, the mean value of HXi is equal to 7,5 and the size
of the pairs satisfying the condition (HXi < HYj) is estimated as follows:

(
10− 7, 5

10− 5
) ∗ (5 ∗ 10) = 25

In the case of the buckets comparison 5, the mean value of HXi is equal to 12,5
and the size of the pairs satisfying the condition (HXi < HYj) is estimated as
follows:

(
15− 12, 5

15− 10
) ∗ (5 ∗ 10) = 25

The selectivity of the resulting Boolean attribute z is then computed by dividing
the estimated sum of all pairs satisfying the condition (HXi < HYj) by the total
number of the pair values as follows:

Sel(z) =
100 + 100 + 25 + 50 + 0 + 25

100 + 100 + 50 + 50 + 50 + 50
=

300

400
= 0.75
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6.3.5 Cardinality Estimation Properties Attached to Pathfinder
Algebraic plans

In Section 4.3, we presented a set of special properties that can be attached to the
Pathfinder algebraic plans. In this section, we extend these special properties by
introducing a new set of cardinality related properties. Examples of the notations
used for representing the cardinality related properties of the Pathfinder algebraic
operators listed in table 6.1 are given as follows:

� The notation (R.card : C) represents that the cardinality of the relation R
is equal to C.

� The notation (a{gn} ∈ R.GuideNode) represents that the attribute (a) of the
relation R stores a sequence of node identifiers associated with guide node
with a pre-order rank (gn) on the statistical guide.

� The notation (a{h} ∈ R.Histogram) represents that the distribution of the
values of the attribute (a) of the relation R is captured by the histogram
definition (h).

� The notation (a(s) ∈ R.Selectivity) represents that the attribute (a) of the
relation R is a Boolean attribute where the percentage of its true value is
equal to s.

� The notation (a(n) ∈ R.DomainSize) represents that the values of the at-
tribute (a) of the relation R are ranging between 1 and n.

In Section 6.3.6, we will present the inference rules for estimating the cardinal-
ity (card property) of the compiled XQuery expressions and its sub-expressions
represented in the form of Pathfinder algebraic plans. In this section, we present
the inference rules for infering and propagating the values of the GuideNode,

card : C associated relation with cardinality equal to C.
GuideNode : a{gn} attribute a is a node identifers attribute for group of nodes

represented by the guide node gn.
Histogram : a{h} the distribution of values for the attribute a is captured by

the histogram h.
Selectivity : a(s) attribute a is a boolean attribute with a selectivity value

equal to s.
DomainSize : a(n) the values of attribute a is ranging between the values 1

and n.

Table 6.1: Cardinality related properties of Pathfinder algebraic operators (relations)
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a{gn} ∈ R.GuideNode OP ∈ {@, σ, ∆, #, %,}, �,¬, ∆}
a{gn} ∈ OP (R).GuideNode

(6.10)

a{gn} ∈ R.GuideNode a ∈ PL

a{gn} ∈ πPL(R).GuideNode
(6.11)

a{gn1} ∈ R.GuideNode a{gn2} ∈ S.GuideNode

a{gn1,gn2} ∈ (R ·∪S).GuideNode
(6.12)

a{gn1} ∈ R.GuideNode b{gn2} ∈ S.GuideNode OP ∈ {1,×}
a{gn1}, b{gn2} ∈ (R(OP )S).GuideNode

(6.13)

a{gn} ∈ R.GuideNode

a{gn} ∈ (R\S).GuideNode
(6.14)

Igns : {Ign1, Ign2, ..., Ignn}
Item(Igns) ∈ R.GuideNode

Ogns : {Ogn1, Ogn2, ..., Ognm}
StatisticalGuide�(α,n)(Igns) : Ogns

Item(Ogns) ∈ �(α,n)(R)
(6.15)

a{h} ∈ R.Histogram OP ∈ {@, σ, δ, #, %,¬, �}
a{h} ∈ OP (R).Histogram

(6.16)

a{h} ∈ R.Histogram a ∈ PL

a{h} ∈ πPL(R).Histogram
(6.17)

gns : {gns1, gns2, ..., gnsn}
item(gns) ∈ R.GuideNode
Hi = getHistogram(gnsi)

Hi.weight = StatisticalGuide.getSize(gnsi)/StatisticalGuide.getSize(gns)
H : {H1, H2, ..., Hn}

value{H} ∈ ∆value:item(R).Histogram
(6.18)

X : {X1, X2, ..., Xn}
Y : {Y1, Y2, ..., Ym}

a(X) ∈ R.Histogram a(Y ) ∈ S.Histogram
R.card : C1 S.card : C2

Z : {X1, X2, ..., Xn, Y1, Y2, ..., Ym}
Z.Histogram(Xi).weight : (X.Histogram(Xi).weight ∗ C1)/(C1 + C2)
Z.Histogram(Yj).weight : (Y.Histogram(Yj).weight ∗ C2)/(C1 + C2)

a(Z) ∈ (R ·∪S).Histogram
(6.19)

a{h1} ∈ R.Histogram b{h2} ∈ S.Histogram OP ∈ {1,×}
a{h1}, b{h2} ∈ (R(OP )S).Histogram

(6.20)

a{h1} ∈ R.Histogram

a{h1} ∈ (R\S).Histogram
(6.21)

Figure 6.7: Inference rules of the cardinality related properties (1)
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x(v1), y(v2) ∈ R.const

x(v1), y(v2), z(v1◦v2) ∈ }z:(x,y)(R).Const
(6.22)

H1 : {H11, H12, ..., H1n}
x(H1) ∈ R.Histogram

y(v) ∈ R.const
H2i = ArithHistConst(◦, H1i, v)

H2i.weight = H1i.weight
H2 : {H21, H22, ..., H2n}

z(H2) ∈ }z:(x,y)(R).Histogram
(6.23)

x{H1}, y{H2} ∈ R.Histogram
H3 = ArithHistHist(◦, H1, H2)

z{H3} ∈ }z:(x,y)(R).Histogram
(6.24)

a(s) ∈ R.Selectivity OP ∈ {@, σ, δ, #, %,¬, ∆, }}
a(s) ∈ OP (R).Selectivity

(6.25)

a(s) ∈ R.Selectivity a ∈ PL

a(s) ∈ πPL(R).Selectivity
(6.26)

R.card : C1 S.card : C2
a(s1) ∈ R.Selectivity a(s2) ∈ R.Selectivity

s3 = ((c1 ∗ s1) + (c2 ∗ s2))/(s1 + s2)

a(s3) ∈ (R ·∪S).Selectivity
(6.27)

a{h1} ∈ R.Selectivity b{h2} ∈ S.Selectivity OP ∈ {1,×}
a{h1}, b{h2} ∈ (R(OP )S).Selectivity

(6.28)

a{h} ∈ R.Selectivity

a{h} ∈ (R\S).Selectivity
(6.29)

x(v1), y(v2) ∈ R.const
s = CompareConstConst(◦, v1, v2)

z(s) ∈ �z:(x,y)(R).Selectivity
(6.30)

H : {H1, H2, ..., Hn}
x(H) ∈ R.Histogram

y(v) ∈ R.const
si = CompareHistConst(◦, Hi, v)

s =
n∑

i=1

si ∗Hi.weight

z(s) ∈ �z:(x,y)(R).Selectivity
(6.31)

Figure 6.8: Inference rules of the cardinality related properties (2)
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HX : {HX1, HX2, ..., HXn}
HY : {HY1, HY2, ..., HYm}

x(HX), y(HY ) ∈ R.Histogram
sij = CompareHistHist(◦, HXi, HYj)
sij.weight = HXi.weight ∗HYj.weight

s =
n∑

i=1

m∑
j=1

sij ∗ sij.weight

z(s) ∈ �z:(x,y)(R).Selectivity
(6.32)

item(s) ∈ R.Selectivity

item(s), nitem(1−s) ∈ ¬nitem:item(R).Selectivity
(6.33)

a(n) ∈ R.DomainSize OP ∈ {@, σ, δ, }, �,¬, ∆}
a(n) ∈ OP (R).DomainSize

(6.34)

a(n) ∈ R.DomainSize a ∈ PL

a(n) ∈ πPL(R).DomainSize
(6.35)

a(n1) ∈ R.DomainSize a(n2) ∈ S.DomainSize

aMax(n1,n2) ∈ (R ·∪S).DomainSize
(6.36)

a(n1) ∈ R.DomainSize b(n2) ∈ S.DomainSize OP ∈ {1,×}
a(n1), b(n2) ∈ (R(OP )S).DomainSize

(6.37)

a(n) ∈ R.DomainSize

a(n) ∈ (R\S).DomainSize
(6.38)

R.card : C

a(c) ∈ #a(R).DomainSize
(6.39)

R.card : C b(n) ∈ R.DomainSize

b(n), a(c) ∈ %a:(o1,...,on)(R).DomainSize
(6.40)

c(n) ∈ R.DomainSize

c(n) ∈ %a:(o1,...,on)/p(R).DomainSize
(6.41)

Figure 6.9: Inference rules of the cardinality related properties (3)
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Histogram, Selectivity and DomainSize properties illustrated in Figures 6.7, 6.8
and 6.9. Remarks about these rules are given as follows:

� If the attribute a in relation R is annotated with the GuideNode property
{gn1} and the attribute a in relation S is annotated with the GuideNode
property {gn2}, then the resulting attribute a in (R ·∪S) combines the GuideNode
information of both input attributes {gn1, gn2} (Rule 6.12).

� If the attribute item in the input context relation R is annotated with the
GuideNode property (Ign) (the set of input guide nodes), then applying the
XPath location step evaluator operator (�item:(α,n)) over the input context
relation R changes the annotation of the attribute item in the resulting
relation by the set of the guide nodes (Ogn) resulting from applying the step
(α, n) over the set of guide nodes (Ign) in the statistical guide (Rule 6.15).

� The document access operator (∆value:item) uses the guide node(s) informa-
tion annotated to the item column of the context relation to retrieve their
associated histogram(s) from the statistical repository. The retrieved his-
togram(s) are annotated to the Histogram property of the resulting value
attribute (Rule 6.18). If the the item column of the context relation is anno-
tated with more than one guide node information, then each of the retrieved
histograms is assigned a weight of a participation (Hi.weight) which is equal
to the computed percentage by dividing the size of its associated guide node
(StatisticalGuide.getSize(gnsi)) by the total size of all annotated guide
nodes (StatisticalGuide.getSize(gns)). Another alternative in this situa-
tion is to merge the retrieved histograms for the set of the guide nodes into
one histogram. However, we prefer to use and maintain the weight of each
histogram for gaining more accurate estimation of the selectivity values by
applying the comparison operators. If the item column is annotated with
only one guide node, then the weight percentage of the retrieved histogram
is naturally equal to 100%. In fact, the document access operator is respon-
sible for retrieving the atomic values of the context nodes. Consequently, the
document access operator is the algebraic operator which is responsible for
introducing the Histogram property into the algebraic plans. As discussed
in Section 4.1 the role of the document access operator could be represented
using the project (π) and join (1) operators but we introduce a separate op-
erator to have a more convenient representation of the Histogram property.

� If the attribute a in relation R is annotated with the Histogram property X
and the attribute a in relation S is annotated with the Histogram property
Y (each of X and Y represents a set of histograms which may contain one
or more histogram), then the resulting attribute a in (R ·∪S) combines all the
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histogram information of both input attributes where the weight of each ele-
ment histogram in the resulting set of histograms Z (Z.Histogram(Xi).weight
and Z.Histogram(Yj).weight) is computed by dividing the computed values
of associated tuples in the source relation (X.Histogram(Xi).weight ∗ C1
and Y.Histogram(Yj).weight ∗C2) by the total number of the tuples of the
resulting relation (C1 + C2) where C1 is the cardinality of the relation R
and C2 is the cardinality of the relations S (Rule 6.19).

� The instances of the arithmetic operators (}z:(x,y)) in the Pathfinder alge-
braic plans come in one of the following three situations:

– The argument attribute x is a constant attribute with the value v1 and
the argument attribute y is a constant attribute with the value v2. In
this case the resulting attribute z is a constant attribute with the value
(v1 ◦ v2) (Rule 6.22).

– The argument attribute x is a constant attribute with the value v and
the argument attribute y is annotated with the Histogram property
equal to H1 where H1 represents a set of histograms. In this case the
resulting attribute z is annotated with the Histogram property equal to
H2. The set of histograms H2 is a result of manipulating each element
of the set of histograms H1 with the arithmetic operation ◦ and the con-
stant value v (Rule 6.23). In Rule 6.23, the function ArithHistConst
represents the process of histogram manipulation using a constant value
discussed in Section 6.3.4.

– The argument attribute x is annotated with the Histogram property
equal to the set of histograms H1 and the argument attribute y is anno-
tated with the Histogram property equal to the set of histograms H2.
In this case the resulting attribute z is annotated with the Histogram
property equal to the set of histograms H3. The set of histograms H3
is a result of manipulating the histogram(s) of H1 with the arithmetic
operation ◦ and the histogram(s) of H2 (Rule 6.24). In Rule 6.24, the
function ArithHistHist represents the process of applying arithmetic
operations on histograms discussed in Section 6.3.4.

� If the attribute a in relation R is annotated with the Selectivity property s1
and the attribute a in relation S is annotated with the Selectivity property
s2, then the Selectivity property of the resulting attribute a in (R ·∪S) is
computed by dividing the sum of the tuples with the True value in R and
S by the total sum of all tuples in R and S (Rule 6.27).

� The instances of the comparison operators (�z:(x,y)) in the Pathfinder alge-
braic plans come in one of the following three situations:
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– The argument attribute x is a constant attribute with the value v1 and
the argument attribute y is a constant attribute with the value v2. In
this case the resulting Boolean attribute z is either annotated with the
selectivity property equal to 1, if (v1 ◦ v2) is equal to true, or with the
selectivity property equal to 0, if (v1◦v2) is equal to false (Rule 6.30). In
Rule 6.30, the function CompareConstConst evaluates the comparison
operator (v1 ◦ v2) and returns the equivalent selectivity value.

– The argument attribute x is annotated with the Histogram property
equal to the set of histograms H and the argument attribute y is a
constant attribute with the value v. In this case the resulting Boolean
attribute z is annotated with the Selectivity property equal to (s) where
the values of (s) is computed using the following two steps (Rule 6.31):

1. Computing the intermediate selectivity values si by comparing each
element histogram Hi with the constant value v using the inference
rules of predicate selectivity estimation using the histograms illus-
trated in Figure 6.5.

2. The final resulting selectivity values s is equal to the weighted av-
erage of the intermediate selectivity values si. It is computed by
summing the values resulting from multiplying each intermediate
selectivity values si with the weight of each associated histogram
Hi.weight.

In Rule 6.31, the function CompareHistConst evaluates the interme-
diate selectivity values si using the already mentioned inference rules
(Figure 6.5).

– The argument attribute x is annotated with the Histogram property
that is equal to the set of histograms H1 and the argument attribute
y is annotated with the Histogram property that is equal to the set of
histograms H2. In this case the resulting Boolean attribute z is anno-
tated with the Selectivity property equal to (s) where (s) is computed
using the following three steps (Rule 6.32):

1. Computing the intermediate selectivity values si results from ap-
plying the comparison operator ◦ over the values of each pair of
histograms (H1i and H2j) .

2. Each intermediate selectivity value si is assigned a weight value
equals to the resulting value from multiplying the weights of its
associated pair of histograms ((H1i, H2j).

3. The final resulting selectivity values s is equal to the weighted av-
erage of the intermediate selectivity values sij. It is computed by
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summing the values resulting from multiplying each intermediate
selectivity values sij with its computed weight sij.weight.

In Rule 6.32, the function CompareHistHist represents the process of
histograms comparison discussed in Section 6.3.4.

� If the Boolean attribute item in relation R is annotated with the Selectivity
property equal to (s) then, applying the negation operator (¬nitem:item(R))
annotates the resulting Negated Boolean attribute nitem with the Selectivity
property equal to (1− s).

� If the attribute a in relation R is annotated with the DomainSize property
(n1) and the attribute a in relation S is annotated with the DomainSize
property (n2) then, the resulting attribute a in (R ·∪S) is annotated with
the DomainSize property equal to the maximum value of n1 and n2 (Rule
6.36).

� If the relational R is annotated with the cardinality property equal to C,
then applying the the unsorted row numbering operator (#a) or the sorted
row numbering operator with no partitioning argument (%a:(o1,...,on)) over
the input relation R annotates the resulting numbering attribute a with
DomainSize property equal to C (Rules 6.39,6.40).

Positional XPath Evaluator Operator

In addition to our introduced cardinality related properties attached to the Pathfinder
algebraic plans, we also introduce the Positional XPath Evaluator operator (�Item:(α,n,p)).
The Positional XPath Evaluator operator is a variant of the conventional XPath
Evaluator operator (�Item:(α,n)) which combines the evaluation of the positional
predicate specified by the extra parameter P with the path step (α, n). Similar to
the document access operator, the role of the positional XPath evaluator operator
can be represented using the basic set of the Pathfinder algebraic operator listed in
Table 4.1 (see Section 4.1). However, we introduce the positional XPath evaluator
operator for the sake of a convenient representation as well as accurate estima-
tion of the positional predicates. Figure 6.10 compares the Pathfinder algebraic
plans with and without the use of the positional XPath evaluator operator for the
following XQuery expression:

S1
for $b in doc("auction.xml")//open_auctions/open_auction

return $b/bidder[1]

Figure 6.10(a) represents the Pathfinder algebraic plan for the XQuery expression
S1 without using the positional XPath evaluator operator. In this figure, the com-
pilation of the positional predicate is represented by the operators 8O, 7O, 6O, 5O, 4O
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(a) Pathfinder algebraic plan for S1 without
using the positional XPath evaluator opera-
tor.

Doc auction. xml

# iter

℮ pos: item

desc:: open_auctions

child:: open_auction

π item

π iter,item

π item,pos

iter=iter

π iter,poschild:: bidder,1

1

2

64

5

7

8

9

10

11

12

Serialize

3

(b) Pathfinder algebraic plan for S1 with us-
ing the positional XPath evaluator operator.

Figure 6.10: The effect of using the positional XPath evaluator operator on the Pathfinder
algebraic plan
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and 3O. The sorted row numbering operator 8O computes the position rank for
each context node per iteration. The attachment operator 6O attaches the compar-
ing position value of 1. The equal comparison operator 5O compares the computed
position for each node resulting from operator 8O and the comparing position value
[1] attached by operator 6O. The selection operator 4O filters the tuples satisfying
the positional predicate condition. On the other side, Figure 6.10(b) represents
the equivalent Pathfinder algebraic plan for the XQuery expression S1 with using
the positional XPath evaluator operator. The positional XPath evaluator opera-
tor 5O logically combines the compilation of the path step (child :: bidder) with
positional predicate [1] in a convenient way.

In Section 6.4, Example 2 will illustrate the steps of accurate estimation of the
positional predicates using the positional XPath evaluator operator and the chil-
dren histograms. In Section 5.2.1 we presented the SQL translation templates for
the Pathfinder algebraic operators. An extra translation template for translating
the positional XPath evaluator operator is defined here as follows:

SQL(e) : q SQL(Γ) : OpLiveNodes
OpLiveNodes.Schema : (pre, size, parent, kind, level, name, value, frag)

SQL(�item:(α,n,p)(e)) ⇒
CREATE VIEW opi AS
SELECT * FROM
(SELECT q.iter, d2.pre AS item,
ROW NUMBER() Over(PARTITION BY (iter) ORDER BY (iter)) as Pos
FROM q , OpLiveNodes AS d1, OpLiveNodes AS d2
WHERE q.item = d1.pre
AND XPathEvaluationConditions(d2,α,n)
ORDER BY d2.pre)
WHERE Pos = P ;


(6.42)

6.3.6 Estimation Rules

This section presents the part of the estimation process that is concerned with the
inference rules for estimating the cardinality of XQuery expression and its sub-
expressions. As discussed in Chapter 4, Pathfinder compiles the input XQuery
expression into equivalent algebraic plans. The XQuery expressions are compo-
sitional in nature as sub-expressions are combined with each other to form the
final query. Our approach is able to estimate the cardinality of the final XQuery
expression as well as its sub-expressions by estimating the cardinalities of the al-
gebraic operators in the query plan representing the sub-expression in addition to
the estimation of the final resulting operator. Figures 6.11 and 6.12 illustrate the
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inference rules for estimating the cardinalities of Pathfinder algerbraic operators.
In Section 6.4 we will provide some examples to describe the use of these inference
rules in the estimation process.

Remarks about the estimation inference rules are given as follows:

� Since the two input relations R,S of the union operator ( ·∪) are guaranteed
to be always disjoint, the estimated cardinality of (R ·∪S) is equal to the sum
of the cardinality of R (C1) plus the cardinality of S (C2) (Rule 6.44).

� The cardinality of the resulting relation from applying the aggregate oper-
ator (Agg) is equal to 1 in the case when it does not use a partitioning
attribute or if the partitioning attribute a is constant attribute (Rules 6.49
and 6.50). The cardinality of the resulting relation from applying the aggre-
gate operator (Aggv:a/p(R)) is equal to the cardinality of the input relation
R in the case when the partitioning attribute (p) is a key attribute (Rule
6.51). The estimated cardinality of the resulting relations is equal to n if the
partitioning attribute (p) is not a key and it is annotated with a DomainSize
property that is equal to n. constant (Rule 6.52).

� An accurate estimation of XPath location steps is crucial for an accurate
estimation of the whole XQuery expression. Assuming that the cardinal-
ity of the input relation R is equal to C1 and the item column storing
the node identifier of the input context nodes is annotated with the set of
guide node(s) (Igns), the estimated cardinality of the operator �(α,n)(R) is
achieved through the following steps represented in Rule 6.54:

(i) Using our summarized tree structure, the Statistical Guide, we can get
the sum of cardinalities of the input guide node(s) (Igns) represented
as (C2).

(ii) We apply the location step (α, n) over the statistical guide with the
input context guide nodes (Igns) and the resulting guide nodes (Ogns)
are annotated to the resulting item column.

(iii) Once again, the Statistical Guide is used to get the sum of cardinalities
of the output guide node(s) (Ogns) represented as (C3).

(iv) Using the cardinality of the input relation (C1), the cardinality of the
input guide nodes (C2) and the cardinality of the output guide nodes
(C3), the estimated cardinality of the operator �(α,n)(R) is calculated
as follows:

((C1) / (C2)) * (C3)
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R.card : C OP ∈ {π, @, δ, #, }, �,¬}
OP (R).card : C

(6.43)

R.card : C1 S.card : C2

(R ·∪S).card : C1 + C2
(6.44)

R.card : C1 S.card : C2
a(α) ∈ R.key b(β) ∈ S.key

β ⊆ α

(R\S).card : C1− C2
(6.45)

R.card : C1 S.card : C2

(R× S).card : C1 ∗ C2
(6.46)

R.card : C

%a:(o1,...,on)(R).card : C
a(C) ∈ %a:(o1,...,on)(R).DomainSize

(6.47)

R.card : C

%a:(o1,...,on)/p(R).card : C
(6.48)

R.card : C

Aggv:a(R).card : 1
(6.49)

R.card : C
p ∈ R.const

Aggv:a/p(R).card : 1
(6.50)

R.card : C
p ∈ R.key

Aggv:a/p(R).card : C
(6.51)

R.card : C
p(n) ∈ R.Domainsize

Aggv:a/p(R).card : n
p(n) ∈ Aggv:a/p(R).Domainsize

(6.52)

R.card : C a(s) ∈ R.Selectivity

σa(R).card : C ∗ s
(6.53)

R.card : C1
Igns : {Ign1, Ign2, ..., Ignn}
Item(Igns) ∈ R.GuideNode

StatisticalGuide.getSize(Igns) : C2
Ogns : {Ogn1, Ogn2, ..., Ognm}

StatisticalGuide�(α,n)(Igns) : Ogns
StatisticalGuide.getSize(Ogns) : C3

�(α,n)(R).card : (C1/C2) ∗ C3
Item(Ogns) ∈ �(α,n)(R)

(6.54)

Figure 6.11: The inference rules for estimating the cardinalities of Pathfinder algebraic operator
(1)
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e1.card : C1 e2.card : C2

εe1,e2.card : C1
(6.55)

R.card : C1 S.card : C2
a(α) ∈ R.key b(β) ∈ S.key

α ⊆ β

(R 1a=b S).card : C1
(6.56)

R.card : C1 S.card : C2
a(α) ∈ R.key b(β) ∈ S.domain

β ⊆ α

(R 1a=b S).card : C2
(6.57)

R.Card : C1 S.card : C2
a(α) ∈ R.key b(β) ∈ S.key

(R 1a=b S).card : Min(C1, C2)
(6.58)

R.Card : C1 S.card : C2
a(α) ∈ R.key b(β) ∈ S.domain

(R 1a=b S).card : C2
(6.59)

R.card : C1 S.Card : C2

(R 1a=b S).card : 1
10
∗ C1 ∗ C2

(6.60)

R.card : C
a(α) ∈ R.key

δ(R).card : C
(6.61)

R.card : C
R.Schema : (a) a(v) ∈ R.const

δ(R).card : 1
(6.62)

R.card : C
R.Schema : (a) a(H) ∈ R.Histogram

δ(R).card : (H.UniqueV alues/H.Size) ∗ C
(6.63)

R.card : C
R.Schema : (a) a(n) ∈ R.DomainSize

δ(R).card : Min(C, n)
(6.64)

R.card : C
R.Schema : (a, b) a(H) ∈ R.Histogram b(v) ∈ R.const

δ(R).card : (H.UniqueV alues/H.Size) ∗ C
(6.65)

R.card : C
R.Schema : (a, b) a(n) ∈ R.DomainSize b(v) ∈ R.const

δ(R).card : Min(C, n)
(6.66)

Figure 6.12: The inference rules for estimating the cardinalities of Pathfinder algebraic operator
(2)
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� The estimated cardinality of the resulting relation from applying the selection
operator (σa(R)) is equal to the cardinality of the input relation R multiplied
by the value of the Selectivity property of the input selection attribute (a)
(Rule 6.53).

� The estimated cardinality of the resulting relation from applying the join
operator (1a=b) is very dependent on the key and domain properties of the
join attributes of the input relations. Many different situations can occur in
this context hence, four different inference rules have been defined to deal
with the different possible instances of the join operators (Rules 6.56, 6.57,
6.58, 6.59 and 6.60). Since some instances of the join operators may fit
with the preconditions of more than one size estimation inference rule, the
instances of the join operations are checked against the preconditions of the
specified inference rules in a deterministic order as specified in Figure 6.12.
Rule 6.60 represents the else case of these set of the inference rules which
is used when we do not have sufficient information about the domain and
key properties of the join attributes. In this case, we use the System R rule
which estimates the cardinality of the resulting relation to be equal to 1

10
of

the Cartesian product of the input relations [SAC+79].

� Generally, the cardinality estimation of the duplicate elimination operator
(δ) is very difficult and not as straightforward in the general case because it
is very dependant on the values of the attributes of the tuples of the input
relation. However, we have provided different estimation rules for handling
the most common cases for instances of this operator. These cases are listed
as follows:

(i) The estimated cardinality of the resulting relation from applying the
duplicate elimination operator (δ(R)) is equal to the cardinality of the
input relation R if any of the attributes of the input relation is a key
attribute (Rule 6.61).

(ii) If the schema of the input relation R consists of only one attribute a
and this attribute is a constant attribute then the cardinality of the
resulting relation is equal to 1 (Rule 6.62).

(iii) If the schema of the input relation R consists of only one attribute a and
this attribute is annotated with the Histogram property that is equal
to H, the cardinality of the resulting relation is equal to the cardinality
of the input relation R multiplied by the percentage of the unique values
of the data represented by the histogram H1 (Rule 6.63).

(iv) If the schema of the input relation R consists of only one attribute a and
this attribute is annotated with a DomainSize property that is equal
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to n, assuming that the cardinality of the input relation R is equal to
C1, the cardinality of the resulting relation would then equal to the
minimum value between C and n (Rule 6.64).

(v) For cases where the schema of the input relation R consists of more
than one attribute where all attributes are constant attributes with the
exception of an attribute a, if the attribute a is annotated with the
Histogram property that is equal to H then the estimation is done in
the same way as in case (iii) (Rule 6.65), if the attribute a is annotated
with the DomainSize property equal to n then the estimation is done
in the same way as described in case (iv) (Rule 6.66).

In the case where the status of the duplicate elimination operator does not fit with
the preconditions of any of the mentioned cases, then we estimate the cardinality
of the resulting relation to be equal to the cardinality of the input relation.

6.4 Estimation Process

The estimation of XQuery expressions using Pathfinder is achieved through
two steps. Firstly, the input XQuery expression is compiled into its equivalent
algebraic plan. Secondly, the cardinality estimation of the input XQuery expres-
sion and its sub-expression is done by traversing the DAG of the Pathfinder al-
gebraic operators in a post-order approach and then estimating the cardinality of
each algebraic operator using its defined estimation rules (Section 6.3.6). Each
sub-expression is associated with an algebraic operator in the DAG plan and the
estimated cardinality of each intermediate algebraic operator is used as an input
for the immediate following operator(s) in the Pathfinder algebraic DAG plan.
Figure 6.13 illustrates the algorithm for translating Pathfinder algebraic plan into
SQL script. To illustrate we present two examples of the estimation process of
the Pathfinder algebraic plans. In these example, we use the XMark sample doc-
ument ”auction.xml” as a source XML document where Figure 6.14 represents its
associated Statistical Guide. In the Statistical Guide figure, we used the following
notations:

� The notation [. . .] is used to replace the sub-trees which are not relevant for
our sample queries.

� All nodes of the statistical guide are annotated on their left sides with their
associated pre-order ranks.

� The interesting nodes for our examples are annotated on their right-hand
side with their associated number of occurrences.
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PathfinderAlgebraicEstimation (PathfinderAlgebraicPlan G)

{

BEGIN

Node n;

n = G.getNextPostorderNode();

DO WHILE (n != null)

EstimateOperator(n)

LOOP

END

}

EstimateOperator(Node n)

{

BEGIN

IF(n.kind== ’project’) THEN

// Using the size estimation inference rules of the project operator

EstimateProjectOperator(n);

ELSEIF(n.kind== ’selection’) THEN

// Using the size estimation inference rules of the selection operator

EstimateSelectionOperator(n);

...

...

END IF

END

}

Figure 6.13: The Pathfinder XQuery cardinality estimation algorithm
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Figure 6.14: The Statistical Guide for the XMark document.
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Example 1

Find all price nodes with value less than 50
Q1

for $x in doc("auction.xml")//price/text()

where $x < 50

return $x

Figure 6.15(a) illustrates the Pathfinder algebraic plan for the XQuery query Q1.
Figure 6.16 lists the operators of the algebraic plans and the annotations of the
special properties related to the estimation process. The columns with the title
GNode represents the annotation of the GuideNode property while the column
with the title Hist represents the annotation of the Histogram property. Figure
6.15(b) illustrates the distribution of the price values (H1 - GuideNode 51). Re-
marks about the inferred properties and cardinalities of the algebraic operators
are given as follows:

� The (Doc) operator 17O retrieves the document node from the XPath acceler-
ator encoding relation of the ”auction.xml” document. Hence, the resulting
item column is annotated with the Guide Node property equal to 0 referring
to the root node of the Statistical Guide of the ”auction.xml” document.

� The operators 16O,15O are instances of the XPath evaluator operator (�). Op-
erator 16O represents the evaluation of the path step (descendant::closed auctions)
while the operator 15O represents the evaluation of the path step (descendant ::
price). The notation desc is used as an abbreviation for the descendant axis.

� The estimated cardinalities of the XPath evaluator operators (�) 16O,15O are
done on the basis of the inference rule 6.54. For operator number 16O, applying
the path step (descendant :: closed auctions) over the statistical guide with
the input context document guide node (GuideNode 0) yields to the guide
node with the pre-order rank equal to 47 (GuideNode 47) and the number of
occurrences is equal to 1. Hence, the estimated cardinality for this operator is
equal to 1 and the resulting item attribute is annotated with the GuideNode
property equal to 47. Similarly, for operator 15O applying the path step
(descendant :: price) over the statistical guide with the input context guide
node (GuideNode 47) yields to the guide node with the pre-order rank equal
to 51 (GuideNode 51) where the number of occurrences is equal to 100. The
estimated cardinality for this operator is equal to 100 and the resulting item
attribute is annotated with the GuideNode property equal to 51.

� The document access operator (∆item1:item) 10O uses the GuideNode property
of the input item attribute to annotate the resulting attribute item1 with
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σ Item

< Item: (Item1,Item2)

Doc auction. xml
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℮ pos: item

∆ item1: item

desc:: closed_auctions
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(a) Pathfinder algebraic plan for Q1.

(b) Statistical histogram for the values of the price node.

Figure 6.15: Estimation components of the XQuery Q1
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ID key const GNode Hist Selectivity card
1 (Serialize)
2 (πitem,pos) item,pos item{51} 90
3 (1iter=iter) iter,item,pos1 90
4 (πiter) iter 90
5 (σitem) iter 1 90
6 (πiter,item) iter 0.9 100
7 (<item:item1,item2) iter item2(50) item1{h1} 0.9 100
8 (@item2:50) iter item2(50) item1{h1} 100
9 (πiter,item1) iter item1{h1} 100
10 (∆item1:item) iter,item item{51} item1{h1} 100
11 (πiter,item) iter,item item{51} 100
12 (#iter) iter,item,pos1 item{51} 100
13 (%pos1:item) item,pos1 item{51} 100
14 (πitem) item item{51} 100
15 (�desc,price) item item{51} 100
16 (�desc,closed auctions) item item{47} 1
17 (doc) iter,item item{0} 1

Figure 6.16: Annotated properties of operators of Pathfinder algebraic plan of Q1

its associated histogram H1 capturing the distribution of the values of the
price values (GuideNode 51). Simultaneously. the estimated cardinality of
the resulting relation is equal to the cardinality of the input relation.

� The comparison operator 7O (<item:item1,item2) applies a comparison operation
(<) betweetn the item1 attribute annotated with the Histogram property
equal to H1 and the item2 attribute annotated with the constant value
50 resulting from the attachment operator 8O (@item2:50). The Selectivity
property of the resulting Boolean attribute (item) is computed on the basis
of the inference rule 6.6. Using the following information of the histogram
H1:

– The histogram size is equal to 100.

– The constant value 50 lies within the range of the third bucket ]40, 60]
where the size of the bucket is equal to 20 and the accumulative size of
the values that are less than 40 is equal to 80.

the selectivity of the resulting Boolean attribute (item) is computed as fol-
lows:

(80 + (
50− 40

60− 40
∗ 20))/100 = 0.9
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The estimated cardinality of the resulting relation from applying the doc-
ument access operators is equal to the estimated cardinality of the input
relation.

� The estimated cardinality of the resulting relation from applying the selection
operator 5O (σitem) is computed by multiplying the value of the annotated
selectivity property of the selection attribute item (0.9) by the estimated
cardinality of the input relation (100).

� The operator 3O (1iter=iter) applies a join operation between the resulting
relations from applying the operators 4O and 12O. Each of the input relations
has its join attribute (iter) as a key attribute. Actually, estimating the
cardinality of the resulting relation from the join operators depends mainly
on the information provided by the key and domain properties of the join
attributes. Let us Assume that iter(α) belongs to the domain information
(R.domain) of the resulting relations from applying the operators 4O . Using
the inference rules of the domain property, the domain information of the
iter column iter(α) will be propagated up through the algebraic plan till it
reaches the selection operator 5O. Applying the selection operator 5O (σitem)
will annotate the resulting iter attribute with the domain property equal to
(β) where β ⊆ α. Consequently, the iter column of the resulating relation
from applying the project operator 4O (πiter) will be annotated with the
domain information (β). In this situation, the estimated cardinality of the
resulting relation from applying the join operator 3O is derived using the
Rule 6.57 where the join attribute of each input relation is a key attribute
and the domain of one join attribute is a subset of the domain other join
attribute.

� Additionally, the cardinality estimation of the sub-expressions could be in-
ferred by detecting the corresponding relationship between each sub-expression
and its associated algebraic operator. For example, the operator 15O with
estimated cardinality equal to 100 corresponds to the evaluation of the sub-
expression doc(”auction.xml”)//price while the the operator 4O with es-
timated cardinality equal to 90 corresponds to the evaluation of the sub-
expression $x < 50.

� Using the loop-lifted compilation of the FLWOR expression and the Loop
scope relations described in Section 4.2.2, we are able to estimate the cardi-
nality of each iteration in the scope of the FLWOR expression. A description
of the estimation of the cardinality of each iteration in the FLWOR expres-
sion will be presented in the experiments of Section 6.6.
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Example 2

Find the second bidder for each open auction

Q2
for $b in doc("auction.xml")//open_auctions/open_auction

return <item>{$b/bidder[2]}</item>

Figure 6.17(a) illustrates the Pathfinder algebraic plan for the XQuery query Q2.
Figure 6.17(b) illustrates the child histogram of the open auction/bidder edge in
the XMark statistical guide. Figure 6.17(c) illustrates the domain inclusion graph
of the inferred domain identifiers of the Pathfinder algebraic plan for Q2. Figure
6.18 lists the operators of the algebraic plans and the annotations of the special
properties related to the estimation process. Remarks about the inferred properties
and cardinalities of the algebraic operators are given as follows:

� The (Doc) operator 15O retrieves the document node of the statistical guide
of the auction.xml document and annotates the item column of the resulting
relation with the guide node property equal to 0.

� For the XPath evaluator operator 14O, applying the path step (descendant ::
open auctions) over the statistical guide with the input context document
guide node (GuideNode 0) yields to the guide node with the pre-order rank
equal to 40 (GuideNode 40) and the number of occurrences is equal to 1.

� For the XPath evaluator operator 13O, applying the path step (child :: open auction)
over the statistical guide with the input context guide node with pre-order
rank equal to 40 (GuideNode 40) yields to the guide node with the pre-order
rank equal to 41 (GuideNode 41) and the number of occurrences is equal to
200.

� The estimated cardinalities of the resulting relations from applying the oper-
ators 12O,11O,10O, 9O, 8O, 7O are equal to the estimated cardinalities of the input
relations.

� For the positional XPath evaluator operator 6O, applying the path step
(child :: bidder) over the statistical guide with the input context guide node
with pre-order rank equal to 41 (GuideNode 41) yields to the guide node with
the pre-order rank equal to 43 (GuideNode 43). Using the information of the
child histogram for the open auction/bidder edge of the XMark statistical
guide, the estimated cardinality of the positional predicate [2] is computed
by summing up the number of nodes which have number of children greater
than or equal to 2 (50+30+20=100).
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Figure 6.17: Estimation components of the XQuery Q2.
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ID key Guide Node domain card
1 (Serialize)
2 (πitem,pos) item,pos iter(D8), item(D6) 200
3 (1iter=iter) iter,item,pos iter(D8), pos(D7), item(D6) 200
4 (ε) iter,item iter(D8), item(D13) 200
5 (πiter,item,pos) item item{43} iter(D10), item(D11), pos(D12) 100
6 (�child,bidder,1) item item{43} iter(D10), item(D11), pos(D12) 100
7 (@item:item) iter iter(D8), item(D9) 200
8 (πiter) iter iter(D8) 200
9 (πiter,item) iter,item item{41} iter(D8), item(D6) 200
10 (#iter) item,pos,iter item{41} iter(D8), pos(D7), item(D6) 200
11 (%pos:item) item,pos item{41} pos(D7), item(D6) 200
12 (πitem) item item{41} item(D6) 200
13 (�child,open auction) item item{41} iter(D5),item(D6) 200
14 (�desc,open auctions) item item{40} iter(D3),item(D4) 1
15 (doc) iter,item item{0} iter(D1),item(D2) 1

Figure 6.18: Annotated properties of operators of Pathfinder algebraic plan of Q2

� The estimated cardinality for the resulting relation from applying the element
construction operator (ε) 4O is equal to the estimated cardinality of its left
hand side input relation.

� The estimated cardinality of the resulting relation from applying the join
operator 3O is derived using the Rule 6.56 where both of the join attributes
are key attributes and have the same the domain identifier.

6.5 Proposed Benchmark of XQuery Cardinality

Estimation

In this section we present our proposed benchmark for XML query size estimation.
Unlike the usual XML database benchmarks, the aim of our proposed benchmark
is to establish the basis of different estimation approaches in the XML domain in
terms of the accuracy of the estimations and its completeness in handling different
XML querying features. The benchmark consists of six groups of queries where
each group is intended to address the challenges posed by the different aspects of
XML query result size estimation. The individual queries in each covers the major
possibilities of XML querying capabilities.

The queries of our proposed benchmark are based on the well-known sample
XML document ”auction.xml”. The structure of this XML document is described
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in details in [SWK+02]. The following list the groups of queries of our proposed
benchmark under separate sub-sections. We also reuse some of the XMark queries
but from other perspectives serving our size estimation target.

6.5.1 Path Expressions

Q1 : Path expression with non-recursive axes

Find the names of all persons in the auction document.

for $b in doc("auction.xml")/site/people/person/name/text()

return $b

where non-recursive axes are child, parent, attribute, following-sibling and preceding-
sibling.

Q2 : Path expression with recursive axes

Find all description nodes descendant of of all item nodes in the auction document.

for $b in doc("auction.xml")/site//item//description

return $b

where recursive axes are descendant, descendant-or-self, ancestor and ancestor-or-
self.

Q3 : Path expression with wild cards

Return the subtree of the africa region .

for $b in doc("auction.xml")/site/regions/africa//*

return $b

Q4 : Path expression with ordered-based axes

Return the description nodes following the tags with name closed auction .

for $b in doc("auction.xml")/site//closed_auction/following::description

return $b

where ordered-based axes are following, following-sibling, preceding and preceding-
sibling.
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Q5 : Branching XPath Expressions

Return the names of all persons with id less than ’person10’.

for $b in doc("auction.xml")/site//person[@id < ’person10’]/name

return $b

6.5.2 Twig Expressions

Q6 : Simple twig expression

Return the names and description of all items .

for $b in doc("auction.xml")//item

return ($b/name, $b/description)

Q7 : Twig expression with element construction

Return the restructured result of the names and description of all items .

for $b in doc("auction.xml")//item

return

<Result>

<name>{$b/name}</name>

<description>{$b/description}</description>

</Result>

6.5.3 Predicates

Q8 : Positional Predicates

Return the third bidder of each open auction.

for $b in doc("auction.xml")/site/open_auctions/open_auction

return $b/bidder[3]

Q9 : Equality Predicates

Return the closed auctions with price equal to 40 .

for $b in doc("auction.xml")/site//closed_auction

where data($b/price) = 40

return $b
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Q10 : Range Predicates

Return the closed auctions with price less than 40.

for $b in doc("auction.xml")/site//closed_auction

where data($b/price) < 40

return $b

where the range predicates uses any of the operators (<,≤, =, ! =, >, >)

Q11 : Conjunctive/Disjunctive Predicates

Return the closed auctions with price greater than 40 and less than 100.

for $b in doc("auction.xml")/site//closed_auction

where data($b/price) > 40 and data($b/price) < 100

return $b

where conjunctive predicates uses the conjunctive/disjunctive operators (AND,OR)

Q12 : Predicates with merged nodes from different paths

Return the african and asian items with id value greater than 100.

for $b in (doc("auction.xml")/site/africa/item,

doc("auction.xml")/site/asia/item)

where data($b/@id) > 100

return $b

An accurate estimation of such query should consider the different data distri-
bution for the nodes resulting from each different path expression as well as the
percentage of each path in construcing the nodes of the operated sequence.

Q13 : Predicates with merged nodes from different paths and hybrid
nature

Return the price nodes and quantity nodes with value greater than 100.

for $b in (doc("auction.xml")/site//price,

doc("auction.xml")/site//quantity)

where data($b) > 1 and data($b) > 100

return $b

This query is more challenging than the previous one because the resulting nodes
of the sequence are representing different items (price, quantity).
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Q14 : String Predicates

Return all persons with id value greater than ”person200”.

for $b in doc("auction.xml")/site/people/person

where $b/@id > "person200"

return $b

6.5.4 Values Comparisons (Theta Joins)

Q15 : Value comparison where the values of each operand are con-
structed by path expression

Return all pairs of increase value and price value where the increase value is greater
than the price value.

for $x in doc("auction.xml")/site//increase,

$y in doc("auction.xml")/site//price

where data($x) > data($y)

return <pair>{$x,$y}<(pair>

Q16 : Value comparison where the values of one operand are con-
structed by path expression and the values of the other operand are
constructed by path expression manipulated with arithmetic expression

Return all pairs of increase value and price value where the increase value is greater
than the price value multiplied by 2.

for $x in doc("auction.xml")/site//increase,

$y in doc("auction.xml")/site//price

where data($x) > data($y) * 2

return <pair>{$x,$y}<(pair>

Q17 : Values Join

Return all pairs of increase value and price value where the increase value is equal
to the price value.

for $x in doc("auction.xml")/site//increase,

$y in doc("auction.xml")/site//price

where data($x) = data($y)

return <pair>{$x,$y}<(pair>
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Q18 : Histograms Arithmetic 1

Return all pairs of increase value and price value where the sum of the increase
value and the price value is greater than 100.

for $x in doc("auction.xml")/site//increase

$y in doc("auction.xml")/site//price

where data($x) + data($y) > 100

return <pair>{$x,$y}<(pair>

Q19 : Histograms Arithmetic 2

Return all pairs of increase value and price value where the sum of the increase
value and the price value is equal to 100.

for $x in doc("auction.xml")/site//increase

$y in doc("auction.xml")/site//price

where data($x) + data($y) = 100

return <pair>{$x,$y}<(pair>

Q20 : Histograms Arithmetic 3

Return all triples of increase value, price value and income where the sum of the
increase value and the income value is greater than the sum of the price value and
the income value.

for $x in doc("auction.xml")/site//increase

$y in doc("auction.xml")/site//price

$z in doc("auction.xml")/site//@income

where data($x) + data($z) > data($y) + data($z)

return <pair>{$x,$y,$z}<(pair>

6.5.5 Nested Expressions

Q21 : Let - Aggregates

Return the names of persons and the number of items that they bought.

let $auction := doc("auction.xml") return

for $p in $auction/site/people/person

let $a :=

for $t in $auction/site/closed_auctions/closed_auction

where $t/buyer/@person = $p/@id

return $t
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return <item>

<person>{$p/name/text()}</person>

<count>{count($a)}</count>

</item>

6.5.6 Data Dependent Estimations

Q22 : Predicates with values constructed by aggregate function

Return the open auctions with sum of bidder increases that are greater than 1000.

for $b in doc("auction.xml")/site/open_auctions/open_auction

where sum(data(b/bidder/increase)) > 1000

return <increase>{$b}</increase>

Q23 : Sub-String Matching

Return the names of all items whose description contains the word ‘gold’.

let $auction := doc("auction.xml") return

for $i in $auction/site//item

where contains(string(exactly-one($i/description)), "gold")

return $i

Q24 : Distinct

Return the distinct price values.

for $b in distinct-values(doc("auction.xml")//price/text())

return $b

Q25 : Document Order

Return the open auctions where a certain person issued a bid before another person.

let $auction := doc("auction.xml") return for $b in

$auction/site/open_auctions/open_auction where

some $pr1 in $b/bidder/personref[@person = "person20"],

$pr2 in $b/bidder/personref[@person = "person51"]

satisfies $pr1 << $pr2

return <history>{$b}</history>
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6.6 Assessment for the Estimation Quality

This sections presents as an assessment for the quality of the estimates produced
by our proposed XQuery estimation framework. The experiments of this section
have the following goals:

� To demonstrate that our proposed XQuery cardinality estimation system has
a high accuracy rate.

� To demonstrate the ability of our estimation system to provide accurate
cardinality estimations not only for the main XQuery expression but also for
its sub-expressions as well as the estimated cardinality per each iteration in
the scope of the FLWOR expression.

6.6.1 Estimation Accuracy

This sub-section presents an assessment for the accuracy for our XQuery estimation
system described in this chapter. In these experiments, we use the queries of our
proposed XQuery estimation benchmark described in Section 6.5 and an XMark
document instance with a size of 10 MB. As previously mentioned, unlike usual
XML database benchmarks [SWK+02], our proposed queries are designed with
close eyes for the different aspects of testing the accuracy of XQuery cardinality
estimation system.

To assess the accuracy of our system, we compare our estimated cardinalities for
the proposed queries with their actual resulting cardinalities. We use the following
error metric for evaluating the accuracy of our estimation system:

RE(Q) =
|EST (Q)− ACT (Q)|

ACT (Q)

where RE(Q) represents the relative error in the estimated cardinality of the query
Q, EST (Q) represents the estimated cardinality of the query Q and ACT (Q)
represents the actual resulting cardinality of applying the query Q. Figure 6.19
illustrates the computed relative errors for our experiment. Remarks about the
results of this figure are given as follows:

� Using our introduced notion of Guide Node annotations and our summary
structure, Statistical Guide, our XQuery estimation system is able to produce
exact estimates with no errors for different types of path expressions as well
as twig expressions (Q1, Q2, Q3, Q5, Q6 and Q7). Similarly, the cardinality
of nested XQuery expression (Q21) is very dependent on the cardinality of
the referenced XPath expression in the scope of the outer for loop. Since we
are able to produce exact estimates for the cardinality of XPath expression,
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Figure 6.19: Estimation accuracy.

we are also able to produce exact estimates for similar nested expressions. Q4
does not appear on the results of Figure 6.19 because our estimation system
does not support the estimation of XPath expressions with order-based axes
due to a limitation in our summary structure as it does not capture the order
information of the source XML documents.

� Using our introduced notion of children histograms, our XQuery estimation
system is also able to produce exact estimates for XPath expressions with
positional predicates (Q8). However, missing this children histogram infor-
mation will cause that our XQuery estimation system will assume a uniform
distribution among the number of the children and this may lead to an in-
troduction of relative errors for the estimated cardinality.

� The resulting relative errors of predicates based XQuery expressions and theta
join based XQuery expressions (Q9−Q20) are very dependent on the used
statistical histogram techniques for capturing the distribution of the data val-
ues as well as the used algorithms for performing comparison and arithmetic
operations over histograms. The more sophisticated histogram techniques
and algorithms used, the higher the accuracy that could be achieved. Q14
does not appear on the results of Figure 6.19 because our estimation system
does not currently support string-based histograms.

� The queries (Q22−Q25) do not appear in the results of Figure 6.19 because
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our estimation system does not support them for the following reasons:

– Q22, Q24 are using a form of predicates which is dependent on individ-
ual values of the source data values. We can not track or estimate these
values in our algebraic plans.

– Q23 is similar to Q14 uses string-based predicates. Our estimation
system does not currently support string-based histograms.

– Q25 is similar to Q4 uses order-based operation. Our currently used
summary structure does not capture the order information of the source
XML documents.

6.6.2 Estimating the Cardinality of XQuery Sub-Expression
and Context of FLWOR Iterations

In Section 4.2.2, we described the loop-lifting compilation of FLWOR expression.
In this compilation, a loop of n iterations is represented by a base loop relation
with a single column iter of n values (1,2,...,n). This base loop relation preserves the
scope of the context nodes in the FLWOR expression. In Section 6.4, we presented
two examples for inferring the cardinality related properties of the Pathfinder al-
gebraic plans. In this section we present an example of estimating the cardinality
of each sub-expression of the main XQuery expression as well as the cardinality
of the context nodes for each iteration in the scope of the FLWOR expressions.
In this example we use the XMark query Q8 and an XMark document instance
with a size of 10 MB. To illustrate the correspondence relationship between the
sub-expressions and their associated algebraic operator we need to represent the
Pathfinder algebraic plan of Q8. The Pathfinder algebraic plan of Q8 consists
of a total of 245 operators. Due to space limitation, we are not able to present
this algebraic plan. Figure 6.20 illustrates the estimated cardinalities of the of
XQuery sub-expressions and iterations contexts for Q8. Remarks about this figure
are given as follows:

� In the loop-lifting compilation of Q8, we have four different scopes described
as follows:

– S0: represents the scope of the outermost let expression.

– S1: represents the scope of the outer for expression.

– S2: represents the scope of the inner for expression.

– S3: represents the scope of the then part of the conditional where
expression.
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Scope Act. Est.
loop S0 (let) 1 1
loop S1 (for) 2205 2205
loop S2 (for) 1852200 1852200
loop S3 (where) 840 3784

a) The actual and the estimated cardinalities for the base loop relations of the algebraic plan
of XMark query Q8.

Scope Sub-expression Act. Est. Est./Scope
s0 ”auction.xml” 1 1 1
s0 doc(”auction.xml”) 1 1 1
s0 $auction 1 1 1
s0 $auction/site 1 1 1
s0 $auction/site/people 1 1 1
s0 $auction/site/people/person 2205 2205 2205
s1 $p 2205 2205 1
s1 $auction/site 2205 2205 1
s1 $auction/site/closed auctions 2205 2205 1
s1 $auction/site/closed auctions/closed auction 1852200 1852200 840
s2 $t/buyer 1852200 1852200 1
s2 $t/buyer/@person 1852200 1852200 1
s2 $p/@id 1852200 1852200 1
s2 $t/buyer/@person = $p/id 1852200 1852200 1
s3 $t 840 3784 1
s2 for $t ... return ... 840 3784 1
s1 $a 840 3784 1.7
s1 $p/name 2205 2205 1
s1 $p/name/text() 2205 2205 1
s1 element::name 2205 2205 1
s1 count($a) 2205 2205 1
s1 element::count 2205 2205 1
s1 element::item 2205 2205 1
s0 for $p ... return ... 2205 2205 2205

b) The detailed actual and estimated cardinalities for the sub-expressions of XMark query Q8.

Figure 6.20: The estimated cardinalities of the XQuery Sub-expressions and iterations con-
texts
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Figure 6.20(a) illustrates the four base loop relations, their actual cardinali-
ties and their estimated cardinalities.

� Figure 6.20(b) illustrates the scope of each sub-expression of the XMark
query Q8, its actual cardinality, its estimated cardinality and the estimated
cardinality for each iteration in the associated scope. The estimated car-
dinality of each sub-expression is derived from the estimated cardinality of
its correspondent algebraic operator. The estimated cardinality for each it-
eration in the associated scope is computed by dividing the the estimated
cardinality of each sub-expression by the cardinality of the base loop relation
of its associated scope.

6.7 Discussion of Various Estimation Approaches

In this chapter we described the Pathfinder framework for estimating the car-
dinality of XQuery expressions. Additionally, in Section 2.3 we reviewed some
of the literature of the estimation models for XML queries. In particular, some
of these models are limited to path expression estimation only, while others also
deal with twig queries, but all of them do not address the critical issues of XML
queries such as iterators, nested queries, element construction, etc. To the best
of our knowledge, our work is the first to provide a uniform framework to esti-
mate the cardinality of more powerful XML querying capabilities using XQuery
expressions as well as its sub-expressions. Moreover, the proposed framework can
act as a meta-model through its ability to incorporate different summarized XML
structures and different histogram techniques which allows the model designers to
achieve their targets by focusing their effort on designing or selecting the adequate
techniques for them. Our XQuery estimation framework is similar to the work
proposed by Sartiani in [Sar03]. However, we have the following main advantages:

� Sartiani approach is very limited to FLWOR expressions while we are sup-
porting a much larger subset (almost complete) of the XQuery language.

� Our approach is able to estimate not only the whole XQuery expression but
also each of its sub-expressions as well as the cardinality of each iteration in
the context of the FLWOR expressions.

� Based on our introduced Guide Node annotation concept, our framework is
more flexible as it is able to integrate any XPath or predicates size estimation
techniques.

� The ability of our framework to estimate the cardinality of the sub-expression
and its associated intermediate relational results as well the inferred Guide
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Node property of each algebraic operator enables our SQL code generator the
power to generate enhanced cardinality properties aware SQL scripts and to
provide the RDBMS query optimizers with additional statistical information
to enable them to make better selection decisions for the most optimal SQL
execution plans (Chapter 7).

Unfortunately, the current status of the Pathfinder estimations framework suffers
from two main limitations:

1. It does not support the estimation of the queries over the order information
of the source XML documents using either ordered-based XPath axes or node
ordering operators. That is because the used summary structure, Statistical
Guide, does not keep this order information of the source XML document.
However, this limitation could be solved by incorporating other summary
structure such as the one presented in [LLHC06] which are keeping this
order information.

2. It does not support the estimation of the data dependent queries presented in
Section 6.5.6. However, incorporating string selectivity estimation techniques
such as the one presented in [LWV05] could solve the sub-string matching
issue.



7
Cardinality Properties Aware SQL Scripts

Most of the major relational database management systems such as IBM DB2,
Oracle and Microsoft SQL Server rely on cost-based query optimizers for select-
ing the most optimal SQL execution plans among the many possible alternative
plans for the same SQL query. For most times these query optimizers often do
an excellent job in selecting the most optimal SQL execution plans. However,
there are times that the selected execution plans are sub-optimal. The main rea-
son behind this sub-optimal selection is usually due to the unavailability or the
inaccuracy of the estimates of the number of tuples satisfying the processed predi-
cates. In this chapter we present our Pathfinder integrated framework which uses
the cardinality properties of the Pathfinder algebraic plans inferred during the
Pathfinder compile-time estimation process for generating enhanced cardinality
properties aware SQL scripts that translate the Pathfinder algebraic plans repre-
senting the input XQuery expressions. Section 7.1 describes the architecture of the
Pathfinder integrated framework. Section 7.2 describes our mechanism for provid-
ing the DBMS query optimizers with statistical hints to enable them to make the
correct decisions regarding the selected SQL execution plans. An efficient rewrit-
ing mechanism for the SQL translation of the rooted XPath expressions using the
inferred guide node properties will be described in Section 7.3. Section 7.4 will
present an enhanced hybrid-based translation approach for the Pathfinder alge-
braic plans using their inferred cardinality properties. In Section 7.5 we study the
effect of exploiting the inferred cardinality properties during the SQL translation
process on the execution time of the resulting translation scripts.
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Figure 7.1: The Pathfinder framework for cardinality properties aware SQL code generator.

7.1 Architecture of Pathfinder Integrated

Framework

Figure 7.1 illustrates the architecture of the Pathfinder integrated framework for
generating the cardinality properties aware SQL scripts. This integrated frame-
work is running through the following steps:

� Similar to the Pathfinder SQL translation framework introduced in Section
5.1 and the Pathfinder XQuery estimation framework introduced in Section
6.2, the first step in the Pathfinder cardinality aware SQL framework is to
map the source XML document into relational database using the XPath
accelerator encoding scheme. Additionally, the associated summarized tree
structure of the source XML document, Statistical Guide, is built and stored
during this shredding process.

� The system administrator decides the most frequently used guide nodes of the
Statistical Guide which are storing atomic values and builds their associated
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histograms.

� Pathfinder compiles the input XQuery expression into its equivalent inter-
mediate algebraic plan with its special properties previously introduced in
Section 4.3.

� The XQuery estimation module receives the Pathfinder algebraic plan an-
notated with its special properties, the information of the Statistical Guide,
the information of the defined statistical histograms and uses the size estima-
tion inference rules described in Section 6.3.6 to infer the cardinality related
properties of the Pathfinder algebraic plan as described in Section 6.3.5.

� The Pathfinder SQL code generator module also receives the Pathfinder al-
gebraic plan annotated with its special properties as well as the inferred car-
dinality properties from the XQuery estimation module and uses the SQL
translation templates described in Section 5.2.1 to generate the cardinality
properties aware SQL script.

� The generated cardinality properties aware SQL scripts are executed using
the conventional RDBMS and the resulting relational tuples are then passed
to the XML serializer module which converts them into their equivalent
XML data model.

7.2 Influencing Query Optimizers Using Selec-

tivity Information

The DBMS query optimizers are responsible for determining the most efficient
evaluation strategy for every given SQL query. For any given SQL query, there
are a large number of alternative execution plans. These alternative execution
plans may differ significantly in their use of system resources or response time and
usually this difference can be in orders of magnitude difference in performance
between the best and worst plans which makes selecting the right plan a very
important task [RH05]. Figure 7.2 illustrates an example of two selected different
alternative execution plans for the following SQL query:

SELECT d2.pre

FROM document as d1,document as d2

WHERE d1.kind = ’Doc’

AND d2.pre >= d1.pre AND d2.pre <= d1.pre + d1.size

AND d2.level=d1.level + 1 AND d2.name =’site’;
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(a) Alternative execution plan 1. (b) Alternative execution plan 2.

Figure 7.2: Different alternative execution plans for the same SQL statement

where the evaluation time of the first plan (Figure 7.2(a)) is twenty times faster
than the second execution plan (Figure 7.2(b)).

Optimizing the evaluation of SQL queries depends crucially on the ability to ob-
tain effective compile-time estimates for the selectivity of the referenced ”WHERE”
conditions over the underlying stored relational tuples and attribute values. Some-
times query optimizers are not able to select the most optimal execution plan for
the input queries because of the unavailability or the inaccuracy of the required
statistical information. SQL is a declarative query language which enables the
user to define ”WHICH” data need to be accessed but not ”HOW” this access
should be done. To solve this problem, modern RDBMS such as IBM DB2 and
Oracle give the users the ability to give hints to influence the query optimizers
by providing additional selectivity information for the individual predicates of the
given SQL queries. In this context, selectivity values are ranging between the val-
ues 0 and 1 for each individual predicate. A lower selectivity value (close to 0) will
inform the query optimizer that the associated predicate will return fewer result
rows while a higher selectivity value (close to 1) will inform the query optimizer
that the associated predicate will return a larger number of result rows. In the
case of the correctness of this additional selectivity information hinted to the query
optimizers, it will help the query optimizers to make the right decisions in several
situations such as: selecting the right order of the join operations and selecting
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Figure 7.3: Selectivity value effect on the query response time.

the most suitable indexes. On the other side, hinting the query optimizer with in-
correct selectivity information will lead the query optimizer to incorrect decisions
and consequently to inefficient execution plans. Figure 7.3 illustrates the effect of
assigning different selectivity values for a specific predicate (S1) on the response
time of the following SQL query:

SELECT d3.pre

FROM document as d1,document as d2,document as d3

WHERE d1.kind = ’Doc’ SELECTIVITY S1

AND d2.pre >= d1.pre

AND d2.pre <= d1.pre + d1.size

AND d2.level=d1.level + 1

AND d2.name =’site’;

In our Pathfinder integrated framework, we used the available cardinality infor-
mation from the XQuery estimation module to provide the query optimizers with
selectivity values hints of the used predicates during the SQL translation process.
Remarks about the computation of these selectivity values are given as follows:

� The SQL translation templates for the algebraic operators described in Sec-
tion 5.2.1 implement the predicates using the ”SQL WHERE” conditions
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in the translation templates of the following Pathfinder algebraic operators:
the selection operator (σ), the join operator (1), the comparison operators
(�), the document access operator (∆) and the XPath evaluator operator
(�).

� The translation templates of the selection operator (σ) and the comparison
operators (�) use a single predicate which are represented using a single
”WHERE” conditions in each of them. For these two operators, the selec-
tivity of the associated ”WHERE” condition is computed by dividing the
estimated cardinality of the resulting relation by the estimated cardinality
of the input relation.

� The translation templates of the join operator (1) and the document access
operator (∆) are also using a single predicate. The only difference here is
these operators are binary operators which are receiving two input relations
while the selection operator (σ) and the comparison operators (�) are unary
operators which are receiving a single relation. Hence, for these two opera-
tors, the selectivity of the associated ”WHERE” condition is computed by
dividing the estimated cardinality of the resulting relation by the resulting
value from multiplying estimated cardinalities of the two input relations.

� The translation template of XPath evaluator operator (�) is using multiple
predicates represented with the multiple conjunctive ”WHERE” conditions
for the different evaluation conditions of the different path steps which are
previously described in Section 3.2.1. Although, the XQuery estimation mod-
ule is able to estimate the cardinality of the resulting relation from applying
the associated path step over the input context relation, this information is
not useful in this context because the query optimizers accept to receive hints
for the selectivity information of each individual predicate separately and not
for a group of predicates. In this case, the selectivity of each predicate is
computed using the information of the Statistical Guide and the associated
guide node information.

7.3 Guide Node SQL Scripts

Path expressions are normally used for representing complicated tree navigation
over the source XML tress which implies to expensive query processing costs espe-
cially when the sizes of the source XML documents are very large. Hence, efficient
evaluation of XPath expression is a vital requirement for an efficient XQuery pro-
cessing. In Section 3.2, we described our approach for translating the XPath
expression into SQL queries. Indexes and materialized views are two well-known
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physical structures that can significantly accelerate the performance of the evalu-
ation of SQL queries. In Section 5.3, we described our mechanism of accelerating
the SQL evaluation of XPath expressions using the partitioned B-tree indexes and
in this section we represent our mechanism of rewriting the SQL evaluation of
XPath expressions using materialized views. There has been a lot of work done
in the general problem of rewriting SQL queries using materialized views [ACN00]
and on the specific area of rewriting XML queries using materialized XPath views
[XM05], [BzB+04], [BCM04].

In our Pathfinder integrated framework, during the shredding process of the
source XML document we build a summarized tree structure, Statistical Guide, of
the source XML document. Every node in the Statistical Guide is a Guide Node
which is representing a correspondent group of nodes in the source XML document
which are sharing the same rooted path starting from the root node. As illustrated
in Figure 6.14, each Guide Node in the Statistical Guide is ranked with a pre-
order rank according to its position in the summary tree structure. Each Guide
Node with its associated pre-order rank represents a form of Path ID for their
correspondent nodes in the source XML documents. To make use of this point,
we extended our encoding relation (document table) of the source XML document
(see Section 3.1) with an additional attribute to store the Path ID information
for each correspondent node. Additionally, we build a partitioned B-tree index
over the (path id, pre) attributes to form the basis of a materialized view which
establishes the link between each original XML node and its correspondent Guide
Node.

As described in Sections 6.3.2 and 6.3.5, during the Pathfinder compile-time
estimation process, the XQuery estimation module is inferring the Guide Node
property of the XPath evaluator operators in the processed Pathfinder algebraic
plan. Our mechanism is based on the observation that we can rewrite the SQL
translation of the rooted XPath expressions in the Pathfinder algebraic plan using
the Guide Node information of the last path step in the rooted sequence. To
illustrate let us consider the following example:

S1
for $x in doc("auction.xml")/site/open_auctions/open_auction

return $x

Figure 7.4 illustrates the Pathfinder algebraic plan of the XQuery expressions S1.
The conventional SQL translation of the combined XPath steps translation pattern
(see Section 5.2.3) of the operators 7O, 6O, 5O, 4O is:

1 SELECT d4.pre as item

2 FROM document AS d1,document AS d2,document AS d3,document AS d4

3 WHERE d1.kind = ’Doc’ and d1.name=’auction.xml’
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Figure 7.4: Pathfinder algebraic plan of the XQuery expression S1.

4

5 AND d2. pre >= d1.pre AND d2.pre <=d1.pre + d1.size

6 AND d2.level=d1.level+1 AND d2.name=’site’ AND d2.kind=’Elem’

7

8 AND d3. pre >= d2.pre AND d3.pre <=d2.pre + d2.size

9 AND d3.level=d2.level+1 AND d3.name=’open_auctions’ AND d3.kind=’Elem’

10

11 AND d4. pre >= d3.pre AND d4.pre <=d3.pre + d3.size

12 AND d4.level=d3.level+1 AND d4.name=’open_auction’ AND d4.kind=’Elem’;

where line number 3 represents the evaluation conditions of the operator 7O, lines
5 and 6 represent the evaluation conditions of the operator 6O, lines 8 and 9
represent the evaluation conditions of the operator 5O, lines 11 and 12 represent
the evaluation conditions of the operator 4O.

Using the Guide Node information of the Pathfinder algebraic operators, we can
discard the operators 7O, 6O, 5O and use the Guide Node property of the algebraic
operator 4O to rewrite the SQL translation of the same combined XPath steps
translation pattern as follows:
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Figure 7.5: Conventional SQL translation for XPath expressions vs. guide node translation.
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SELECT pre AS item

FROM document

WHERE path_Id = 41;

This rewriting mechanism is shown to generate efficient queries especially in the
case of rewriting long rooted XPath expressions with high evaluation costs for the
conventional mechanisms as well as in the case of processing large XML documents.
In Section 5.4.5, we presented the experiment of running the SQL translation of
the Example 2 of Chapter 5 against an XML document with a size of 100 MB. In
this experiment, we used the conventaional SQL translation for XPath expression.
Figure 5.23(a) illustrated the execution times for each individual evaluation step
of the SQL translation script. Figure 5.23(b) has shown that the evaluation of the
XPath expression in this experiment is consuming 80% of the total execution time.
In this section we rerun the same experiment using the guide node translation for
the XPath expression instead of using the conventional SQL translation. Figure
7.5(a) illustrates the effect of using the guide node translation on the execution time
of the XPath expression evaluation step and consequently on the total execution
time. Figure 7.5(b) illustrates that the execution time of the evaluation step for
the XPath expression using the guide node translation is 21.4% instead of 80% in
the case of the conventional SQL translation (Figure 5.23(b)).

In addition, rewriting the SQL evaluation of XPath expression using the guide
node information could be considered as a form of schema aware optimization.
Using the information of the statistical guide and the guide node annotation mech-
anism we could avoid the evaluation of XPath expressions which yield to an empty
sequences of context nodes [BCM05]. Applying the path steps of such path ex-
pression over the statistical guide will yield to an algebraic operator with an empty
set of guide node annotations. Such instances of the algebraic operators could be
translated into a very cheap SELECT statement from an empty table instead of
using the relatively expensive conventional SQL translation.

7.4 Intermediate Results Materialization

In Section 5.2.2 we presented the different approaches used by the Pathfinder
SQL code generator to generate the SQL translation scripts for the intermediate
Pathfinder algebraic plans representing the input XQuery expressions. Briefly,
these three approaches work as follows: the view-based translation approach com-
piles the SQL evaluation of each algebraic operator into a view object. The table-
based translation approach compiles the SQL evaluation of each algebraic operator
into a table object. The hybrid-based translation approach tries to combine the ad-
vantages of the two other approaches as it defaults to using the standard view-based
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translation and switches to the table-based translation in two previously mentioned
cases for the sake of performance issues (see Section 5.2.2).

Clearly, there is a trade-off between the number of materialization points and
the query processing time. In the Pathfinder integrated framework we are using
the available cardinality information during the SQL translation process to select
the materialization points in a more intelligent and efficient way. We are applying
a conditional intermediate results materialization mechanism where the estimated
size of the intermediate results is passed to the SQL code generator which uses these
estimates to evaluate the relative benefits from materializing these intermediate
results and picks some of them for materialization with the goal of minimizing the
total query costs. The main rule of thumb of this mechanism is: if the estimated
size of the intermediate result is expected to be large, then we decide to materialize
them in the following two situations:

� Before applying any binary or ternary algebraic operators (join operator
(1), difference operator (\), document access operator (∆), XPath evaluator
operator (�), element / text construction operators (ε/τ) ).

� In the case when the estimated large intermediate results is used by more
than one operator, a decision to materialize is to be made.

Actually, the size of large intermediate results is a vague conecpt. As such an
intermediate result is defined as being large by a system parameter which can be
specified by the system administrator according to the available main memory size.
To illustrate our mechanism let us consider the two XMark queries Q8 and Q20.
Although both of them use nested element construction, the hybrid translation
approach for Q20 does not decide to materialize any of the input intermediate
results at any element construction step because in each of them only one new
element need to be constructed independent of the size of the source XML docu-
ment. However, the hybrid translation approach for Q8 - in case of processing large
documents - decides to materialize the input intermediate results before applying
the element construction steps because the size of the input relations is estimated
to be large. The experiments of Section 5.4.1 support the idea of our mechanism.
In these experiments, materializing the intermediate results for the XMark query
Q8 before applying the nested element construction steps was efficient because the
size of these intermediate results was relatively large while for Q20 materializing
the intermediate results was inefficient because for this query the size of the inter-
mediate results for the element construction operations are consisting of only one
tuple. In this case, materializing this small intermediate results yields to extra
non-required overhead costs.
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7.5 Experiments

The experiments of the section have the following goals:

� To demonstrate the effect of using the inferred cardinality properties of the
Pathfinder algebraic plan during the SQL translation process on the execu-
tion times of the resulting SQL translation scripts for XMark queries.

� To demonstrate the efficiency of our purely relational approach for imple-
menting XQuery processor in comparison to the native XML/XQuery func-
tionality supported by DB2 version 9.

7.5.1 Conventional SQL Scripts vs. Cardinality Properties
Aware SQL Scripts

In this chapter, we have presented three different techniques for using the inferred
cardinality related properties to generate cardinality properties aware SQL scripts.
In Section 5.4.2, we presented the performance of the generated SQL scripts using
the conventional SQL translation scripts without using the cardinality properties.
Figure 7.6 illustrates a comparison between the execution times of the SQL trans-
lation scripts for XMark queries with and without using the cardinality related
properties. In this figure the symbol CPA refers to the cardinality properties
aware SQL scripts. The experiment of this section uses an XML document in-
stance with a size of 100 MB and the hybrid approach for generating the SQL
evaluation scripts. The results of this figure show that utilizing the cardinality
properties during the SQL translation results in an average improvement of 15%
on the performance of the execution time.

7.5.2 DB2 Native XML vs. DB2 XQuery/SQL

Figure 7.7 illustrates a comparison between the execution times of our purely rela-
tional implementation of an XQuery processor and the native XML/XQuery func-
tionality supported by DB2 pureXML. The execution times of these experiment
are collected by running the XMark queries against an XML document instances
with a size of 100 MB. The results of this experiment confirms the efficiency ad-
vantage of our purely relational approach over DB2 pureXML with respect to the
evaluation of all XMark queries. DB2 pureXML could not complete the evalu-
ation of queries Q8, Q9, Q10, Q11 and Q12 within the time frame of two hours.
Excluding the uncompleted queries by DB2 pureXML, the execution time of our
purely relational approach is on average equal to 15% of the execution time of
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Figure 7.6: Pathfinder best performance. Comparison between the execution times for the
conventional SQL translation scripts and the cardinality properties aware SQL scripts for the
XMark queries.
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DB2 pureXML. This experiment indicates that our purely relational approach for
implementing XQuery processor deserves to be pursued further.



8
Conclusions and Future Work

8.1 Summary

This thesis presented Pathfinder as a purely relational implementation of an XQuery
processor. In Pathfinder, firstly the source XML documents are encoded using the
XPath accelerator relational encoding scheme. Secondly, using the loop-lifting
technique, XQuery expressions are translated into intermediate algebraic plans.
Thirdly, Pathfinder algebraic plans are then optimized and annotated with their
own special properties for the algebraic operators. Finally, Pathfinder uses a cer-
tain group of well defined SQL translation templates to translate the intermediate
algebraic plans into their equivalent SQL evaluation scripts.

In addition, this thesis presented an XQuery cardinality estimation framework.
In this framework, a tree summary structure is built for the source XML docu-
ments named as Statistical Guide. The distribution of the values for the XML
nodes storing atomic values is captured using statistical histograms. The XQuery
estimation module receives the intermediate Pathfinder algebraic plan, the Sta-
tistical Guide, the statistical histograms and uses a defined set of size estimation
inference rules for the algebraic operator to estimate the cardinality of the input
XQuery expression as well as its sub-expressions. The XQuery cardinality esti-
mation framework introduced a novel concept that of Guide Node annotations
for the Pathfinder algebraic operators. The novelty of this approach lies in its
ability to improve the flexibility of the framework that allows it to integrate differ-
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ent XML structural summary techniques as well as different statistical histograms
techniques.

Finally, this thesis described the Pathfinder integrated framework between the
Pathfinder SQL code generator module and the Pathfinder XQuery cardinality
estimation module. In this framework, the SQL code generator receives the cardi-
nality information inferred by the XQuery cardinality estimation module to gen-
erate enhanced cardinality aware SQL scripts and to influence the RDBMS query
optimizers for a better selection for the SQL execution plans. The experiments
of this thesis demonstrated the efficiency and scalability of our purely relational
approach in comparison to the native XML/XQuery functionality supported by
conventional RDBMSs and has shown that our purely relational approach for im-
plementing XQuery processor deserves to be pursued further.

8.2 Future Work

There are a number of interesting and promising directions for further research
that builds on the results and ideas developed in this thesis:

Enhanced SQL Translation Mechanism

The current status of Pathfinder SQL code generator uses the pattern-based trans-
lation approach (Section 5.2.3) for translating the intermediate algebraic plans into
SQL scripts. The pattern-based translation approach suffers from a main limitation
as it is missing the compositional nature which in some cases leads to inefficient
translations for situations where there are no adequate translation pattern for the
Pathfinder algebraic sub-plan is defined. We are currently implementing another
translation approach which tries to combine the maximum possible sequence of
the algebraic operators in each evaluation step of the SQL translation. In this
approach, the SQL code generator stops merging the translation of the next avail-
able algebraic operator if the next operator is a non-unary operator or if the next
operator has more than one successor in the processed algebraic plan. It is ex-
pected that this new approach will produce more efficient SQL translation scripts
especially in the context of the table-based translation approach.

Ordered-Based XQuery Estimation

The Pathfinder XQuery cardinality estimation framework has been designed in a
flexible manner to integrate different XML structural summary techniques as well
as different types of statistical histograms. The current status of the Pathfinder
XQuery estimation module is not able to support the estimation of the queries
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over the order information of the source XML documents as well as string-based
predicates. In the future, we plan to incorporate ordered-based XML summary
structures techniques such as the technique presented by Fisher and Maneth in
[FM07]. In addition, we plan to incorporate more sophisticated statistical his-
togram techniques such as the equi-depth histogram as well as string-based his-
togram techniques such as the CXHIST technique presented by Lim et al. in
[LWV05].

Other Applications for Our XQuery Estimation System

In Chapter 6, we have described our XQuery cardinality estimation system. Our
systems is able not only to estimate the cardinality of the XQuery expression
but it also produces other important information such as: the inferred cardinality
related properties for the Pathfinder algebraic plans and the estimated cardinalities
of the XQuery sub-expressions. In Chapter 7, we described an application of using
these information for generating more efficient SQL evaluation scripts. However,
several other applications could make use of these produced information. Another
clear application of our XQuery estimation system is to be implemented in the
MonetDB development branch of Pathfinder (see Sction 1.1.2). In this branch,
the information of our XQuery cardinality estimation systems could be used for
an optimized memory allocation for storing the intermediate results as well as for
generating more efficient MIL evaluation scripts.

SQL Optimization Profiles

In Section 7.2, we presented our mechanism for providing the RDBMS query op-
timization with additional hints about the selectivity of the used predicates in
our SQL translation scripts. These selectivity hints influence the decisions of the
query optimizers regarding selecting the most optimal SQL execution plan. Re-
cently, conventional RDBMS such as DB2 provides facilities to its users with the
ability to influence the query optimizers decisions regarding the selection the most
optimal SQL execution plans. This external facility is represented in terms of op-
timization profiles [DB2]. By using these optimization profiles, we will have the
power to provide the query optimizers with different guidelines to generate the
desired execution plans for our SQL queries. Defining suitable optimization pro-
files for our SQL translation scripts may have a significant improvement in their
execution time.

Processing of XPath Queries Using XML Data Partitioning

With the rapid growth of using XML documents as a universal format for storing
and interchanging of data on the Web, even large-scale data such as the biological
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data whose sizes range up to several GB are described using XML. Currently, we
are encoding the source XML documents using the XPath accelerator encoding
scheme into a single document relational table. Despite the efficiency provided
by the partitioned B-tree indexing mechanism, the experiments of Section 5.4.5
have shown that the evaluation steps for path expressions are consuming a good
percentage of the whole execution time. Keeping the current adequate performance
characteristics of our approach with the large scale of the XML data will require
the application of XML document partitioning techniques similar to the work of
Kido et al. which is presented in [KAK06] and the work of Marian and Siméon
which is presented in [MS03].
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